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ABSTRACT

Computed software is a m

Until the last decade, hpweHr^

product of U.S. industry.

patent protection has been

largely unavailsLble for m

of software.

The change,

which came as a sudden policy shift in the early 1980s toward

granting patents on software, has produced intense debate and

disagreement ainoi^ prograip^iers/ SGhoiars, lawyers, and
software -pompanies

;

This thesis is undertaken with the:goal of piov-iding a
balanced, inforinative, and practical treatment of software
patents for the computer professional.

After providing the

necessary historical and legal background of patents, the

analysis approaches software patents from three directions:
theoretical, analytical, and practical.
The theoretical discussion sets out the theoretical

models which form the basis of software creation and compares

these to the model of a patentable invention as interpreted

by the U.S. Patent Office.

Conclusions are drawn in order to

assess how well the patent model cort^jrehends the available

theoretical models of prdgram construction.
The analytical approach seeks, through detailed
examination of selected patents, to show how legal concepts
apply to specific technologies.

In a larger sense, this

discussion also serves as a template which software

professionals can use to read and appraise software patents.

Xll

Finally, the practical discussion, building on the

knowledge gained in the preceding sections, offers software

developers practical suggestions for integrating patentoriented practices into their development methodology.
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■ :-Intxodu;c:tioii;';.'
:There is a quiet revolution taking place in the U.S.

software industry.

The granting of patents for software

inventions, which was

the 1970S and a growing

stream in the 1980s, is fast becoming a torrent in the 1990s,

with over 3,600 such patents granted in 1993^.

Whether this

trend will prove to be a boon or a Cal^ity tpr the software
industry depends on whom one asks, for there is a great deal
of expert opinion arrayed on both sides of the issue
[Aharonian93] [Chisiim92] [Clapes] [Heckel] [Newell]
[Samuelson92] [Stallman92].

Without singling out any

combatants, it can fairly be said that the debate has been

often vehement and sometimes personal.

The purpose of this 

thesis is to present a balanced examination of software

patents from conceptual and detailed points of view and to

offer practical suggestions for the software developer^.
But first some background is necessary; so we will begin
with an overview of intellectual property and patents as

applied to software.

U-The U.S. Patent and Trademark office granted 3613 patents in
categories 364 and 395, which is where most software patents are placed,
in 1993.

An exact number is difficult to determine because software

patents are placed in many different categories, categories which also
include non-software patents. [Michigan Bar]

^DIS;CL;AIMER: This work is intended solely to stimulate
discussion and thought among the parties affected by software patents
and is not to be construed as legal advice or opinion.

■ . a:,.',: - .Forms 'of;\.-lntellectuai':;\P.roperty ' v- ,'
The laws of the federal governmeht and (to a lesser

?

degree) those of the states afford a nuiriber of different /ways
for those who create software to prevent its uhauthorized use
by others.

The major means, and the; oiily Qhes

significantly affect Software, are cbpyrights, patents, and
trade secrets.

Although we are concerned here with software

patents, some discussion of copyright and trade secrets is
presented, for they interact with patents, both in the legal
realm as well as in the policy debate [Davis, R.] [Hollaar]
[Stobbs].

More important, they present the software

developer who is conternplating patent protection with
additional means for securing his or her economic goal.

Patents and copyright are created by federal law, having
their source in the ;D.g i Gons^^^

which gives Congress

the power;

To promote the progress of science and useful arts, by
securing for limited times to authors and inventors the
exclusive right to their respective writings and
discoveries. [U.S. Constitution, Article 1, Section 8]

The purpose of such protection, then, is not so much to

recognize the fundamental right of the author or inventor as
it is to promote creative and inventive activity.

Copyright gives an author the exclusive right to
reproduce his or her original work which is fixed in a

tangible medium.

Violation of this right, or Infringement,

subjects the irifringer to civil and possible criminal

penalties.

Loiig applied to books, music, and visual arts,

the copyright statute was ext^ded:to cover computer programs
in 1980.

Copyright accrues automatically, though government

registration confers additional protection:, such as the rig^h^^^
to attorney's fees in ah infring^eht aGtion.

Copyright

easily obtained, requiring only a small amount of

origiriality, and no nbveity'ii'^^^^

prbtection is idhg,

currently the author'S life plus 50 years.

On the other

hand, copyright provides no protection from independently
_created works. [MillerSS]>

Patents protect inventions in the "useful arts."

They

are relatively short-lived (20 years), and difficult and
expensive to obtain as well as to defend, but they protect
the holder not only from similar inventions but even those

which are eguiyalent, or interchangeable.

This breadth of

protection, known as the patent's scope, is a primary

advantage of patents over copyrights^.

Another advantage

which is perhaps even more important in the context of
software is that the patent precludes independently-created
similar works.

^Because their subject matters have traditionally been considered
disjoint, patents and copyrights are not normally considered to be
conrpdrable. AS we shall see, the nature of software is such that a
single work may be afforded both kinds of protection. [Clapes] [Davis,
R.] [Samuelson90]

In the U.S., inventors (no others may apply^) obtain
patents by filing an application with the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO).

The USPTO subjects the application

to a review in order to determine whether the claimed

invention is really inventive, that is, not being merely a

presentation of devices, techniques, etc. which already are
in the pxoblic domain.

This limitation (along with

copyright's requirement of originality) stems from the policy
behind patents as stated in Article l of the Constitution,
namely, that patents are issued in order to promote inventive
activity, or "the useful arts."

The third major form of protection for intellectual
property is a body of state law known as trade secrets.

To

qualify for trade-secret protection, information does not
have to be original or inventive, merely contain commercial
value.

Another advantage is that the duration of protection

is unlimited.

On the other hand, the scope of protection

applies to a narrow group of people; only those who have
confidential access to the information can be prohibited from

making use of it.

There is no protection from independent

invention, and the secret must be carefully guarded (for

^The question of inventorship is a serious one. A patent may fail
if an inventor is not named, or alternatively, if a named party did not
make a significant contribution (and is thus not an inventor)
[Miller90]. This is one of many reasons for keeping accurate records of
inventive activity.

exaitplG, through the use of non-disclosure agreements^) or the
protected status will be lost.

In spite of the holder's best

efforts, a trade secret may still be lost if a competitor is

able to reverse-engineer the software [Galler].

b.

What

Is

At

Stake

The benefits and profits® of computer technology are the
subject of an ongoing struggle not only within the U.S. but

also in the world economy^.

A recent book, Softwars: The

Legal Battles for Control of the Global Software Industry,
evokes the nature and extent of this conflict.

In its

introduction the author states:

It is perhaps not immediately evident why a debate over
intellectual property protection for computer programs
should be a critical aspect of the larger competitive
conflict over what the essence of the computer industry
-including not only software but also hardware--will be

SAnecdotal evidence suggests that programmers are often prevented

from changing employers hy having signed broadly-worded agreements
which, in effect, prevent them from practicing their profession with a
different employer, which suggests a general lack of awareness of
intellectual-property issues among software professionals. [Spanner]

Spor example, the top 100 software-only firms had revenues of $24
billion in 1994. Among computer companies, the top eight had software
revenues exceeding the total combined.revenues of the top 10 software-

only companies.

IBM alone, with software revenues of $11.3 billion,

earned more from software than the top 4 software companies (Microsoft,

Computer Associates, Novell, and Oracle) combined. [Millin]

■^Kfor is this competition confined to the industrial countries.
Developing nations derive significant and growing revenue from
developing software for the industrial economies. [Rapaport] [Yourdon]

in the next century

[T]hat larger conflict is being

fought put on itiany fronts; among which are the reseiarcli
lab, the marketplace, the press, the halls of

government--and the courtroom. It is a war of epic

proportions in economic teiins, the outcome of which will
affect V computer programmers, hardware engineers,
salespeople, manufacturing personnel, and others
employed in the computer industry directly and
personally, profoundly influencing not only the nature
of their work but also the very opportunity to do that
work. [Clapes] [emphasis in original]
Because of the protection they afford, patents are at
the heart of industrial intellectual-property protection.

The emergence of software as patentable technology places
patents in a pivotal role with respect to the computer

industry®.

Software is especially sensitive to patenting for

several reasons:

Duration - After the 20-year patent period has passed, the

patent 'expires' and its technology passes into the public
domain.

For a product with a long useful life, such as

aspirin or derailleur gears, the public obtains a valuable
innovation in return for granting a limited period of
exclusive use to the patentee.

But software life cycles are

short; as Richard Stallmah, the creator of ewacs, puts it:
... [Sloftware is different, it progresses very quickly.

A program three years old is becoming obsolete, and one
that's six years old looks Stone Age.

A 20-year

8lt can also be argued that the computer industry is the driving
force behind high technology in general. As-one authority puts it
As a calculating engine, a machine that controls machines,
the computer does occupy a special place in our cultural
.V;

landscape. it is the technology that more than any other
defines our age. [Bolter]

monopoly for anyth.ing in computers is absurd.
^[St'allman9'4i

V

Of course, there are exceptions; techniques like B-trees/

hashing, and LR-parsing were deyeloped deeades ago but are
still part of the standard repertoire, but it seems clear

that most of the value of a typical softwa.re innovation will
accrue to the patentee.

Metwbrk Effects - Another reason that patents are especially
valuable in information technology springs from "network
effects" [Farrell] or "network externalities," [WarrenBoulton] (here the two terms are used interchangeably) which

refer to the economic value of compatibility^.

For example,

if you have (say) the Windows operating system, it becomes
more valuable if more users buy Windows because you have

access to a greater variety of software, magazines, web
sites, user groups, and so forth.

It also becomes more

difficult for hardware or software which is not Windows

^One authority defines it as follows:
:

/

Network externalities occur when the value of a product or
service increases with the cumulative number of users when

:,

this is the case, each additional purchase raises the value
. to existing users as well as the expected value to future
'
users. [Warren-Boulton]

In, contrast, products which have negative network externalities are
products which convey a sense of status or exclusivity, such as luxury
cars and expensive perfume.

conpatible to compete in the market

Thus the vendor of

Windows holds an important advantage which stems from the

peculiarities of the information-technology market.
In such a situation, a patent gives its holder time to
build up the network externalities.

Standards - GlOselv related to tbe concept of network effects
is that of standards^^.

Standards bodies normally strive to

construct technica:ily optimal standards to further such

purposes as easier porting of software between operating
systems, interconnection among different network
architectures, and many others.

But the creation of a

standard can be hindered if the proposed standard contains a

patented technology.

In many cases, the patent holder will ,

agree to grant licenses on a non-discriminatory basis, but a
patent holder who refuses to do this can derail the standard

lOlt has been argued in several high-profile copyright cases, such
as Lotus V. Borland [Borland] that compatibility with an established
standard is necessary for economic viability [Warren-Boulton] But that
case illustrates another point: the advantage of network effects can

disappear as a result of a technological shift. when Microsoft's Windows
became the primary operating environment Lotus 1-2-3 was not able to
capture the dominant position it had enjoyed under MS-DOS.

, iistandards can be said to result in :'open systems,' defined as
...sets of interfaces that are published, well-written -Ci.e,.,'

implementable), inexpensive or free, legally usable by multiple
;
suppliers, implemented in a reference implementation and preferably
supported by a branding or compatibility testing organization."
[Clapes].

or force it to use sub-optiinal tecliiiology, placing those who

adopt it at a technical disadvantage. [Farrell]

In intelleqtual-property terms, standards can he
described as a "neutral zone" in which innovation is frozen

and cloning is allowed, even encouraged

risk for

standards adopters is that their products' marketability will
persist only as long as the standard remains up-to-<fete.

[Clapes]

Smaller produGers have an incentive to adopt the;

standard because compatibility with other systems is a
■marketing ;.asset. ' • ;■■ . .

,■

;

Larger producers, on the other hand, are likely to be

more wary Of adopting standards for several reasons.

With

research and development, they may be able to outpace the

standard.

With superior marketing and (possibly) a superior

product, they may be able to harness the network
externalities in their favor^^.
The Global Economy - That we live in a global economy is a

clich4, but few industries are more global than software,

12a familiar example of the conflict between the value of network
effects versus innovation.is,the long-running battle between Microsoft's

windows and .Apple's Macintosh operating .ehvironmehts. : windows-compatible
hardware is an open standard, so that anyone can manufacture such
machines. The result is that Windows-compatible machines are low-priced

commodities, speeding their adoption by the p\iblic and accruing enormous
network effects in Microsoft's favor. But Glapes's warning.about,
innovation is born out by the fact that, aside from CPU upgrades, there
is little in^rovement to the hardware which.runs Windows.
.,

Apple, on the other hand, has maintained control over the hardware
which runs its operating system, carrying on significant innovation
(such as a transition to a RISC CPU), but losing market share. [Mello]

which can be sent anywhere in the world cheaply and

instantaneously, largely without regard to national borders,
import/ejqport restrictions, or customs duties.

Under such

cohditibns, software creation will migrate to the lowest-cost

producer. [YOurclon] A good example of this is the city of

Bangalore, India whose current prosperity is built on writing
software for customers in industrial nations [Rapaport].

In

such a diffuse marketplace, how is intellectual property to
.assert ■itself

The internet

Ihe globalization of software prbduction>.i^

rapid, but it is proceeding at a snail's pace Con®ared with
the globalization of software distribution, largely by means

of: the^ Internet.

Jbhn perry Barlow of the Elbqtrbnic

/; ^ ^

Frontier Foundation, a prominent anti-patent group/ argues

tbat copyrights and patents are obsolete and useless in the
■ new/tiediimi-:

Thrbughout the history of copyrights and patents, the
proprietary assertions of thinkers have been focused not
on their ideas but on the expression of those ideas. The
ideas themselves, as well as facts about the phenomena
of the world, were considered to be the collective

property of humanity. One could claim franchise, in the
case of copyright, on the precise turn of phrase used to
convey a particular idea or the order in which facts
were presented.

Since it is now possible to convey ideas from one mind
to another without ever making them physical, we are now
claiming to own ideas themselves and not merely their

expression. And since it is likewise how possibie to
create useful tools that never take physical form, we

10

Haye takeri to patenting abs
sequences of
virtual- events, and rnathematleal formulae^i^.•. [Barlow]

■

-c'.'' ■ 'The ;, Probiam;'\
There is a deai'th of theoretical and practical aha.lysis

of the. sbftware-patent debate, at least from the point of
view of cortputer science.

This is a problem for all computer

professionals who wish to understand the issues involved in
the debate and especially for software developers who must
factor patents into their development process

of this thesis is to provide a theoretical and practical
analysis of software patents.

■

.i
;.

• Theoretical

'"

Issues

The foregoing discussion shows that software patents are

both highly controversial and of great importance to the
software industry.

,

The controversy, however, has focused on

whether patents for software are appropriate at all, with
little attention paid to other broad questions, such as:

13The reader should note that, in spite of what Barlow says,
mathematical formulas are still unpatentable [EGCRI]. Unfortunately,
there is no definition of the term 'mathematical formula' [Stobbs]. ^

Perhaps there can be none; Allen Newell, discussing software patents,
invokes G6del numbers to support his assertion that there is no real

.

distinction between numerical and non-numerical algorithms: "there is an

underlying identity between the numerical and the nonnumerical realms
that will confound any attempt to create a useful distinction between
them." [Newell]

11

•

the patent model - Hqw well does software qonfdrm to

the patent categories and guidelihes?_
•

system

coherence - Do the three forms of software

protection (copyrights, patents, and trade secrets)

ptovide a consistent and predictable legai scheme?
•

alternatives - If paterits are not allowed for

software, what form should software protection ta-he?

:;Practical ';issues- ^
A more immediate problem is the lack of guidance and
information for software developers who must attempt to

include patents as an element in what is already a complex
web of technical and business factors surrounding product

decisions.

These developers have need for, but little access

to, information which will assist them in both minimizing the

risk of patent infringement and maximizing the potential
return of patentable research.

In particular, information on

the following is. needed:
•

studying

patents - U.S. patents, a rich source of

technical information, are closely studied by foreign
competitors of U.S. companies [Clapes].

Developers need

to be able to understand patent information as readily

as they do other materials, such as trade journals and
textbooks.

12

evaluating

individua;! patents - Evaluating a patent

enables the developer to learh,a great deal, not only :

about the patent's technolb^, but also about the
patent's applicability^^ (that is, what does it prohibit
pthets from doing) and the patent's market value (which
important if the developer considers purchasing or
licensing the patent).

eva.luating current researph - As will be shown,
obtaining a patent can be expensiye, especially for

small deyelopers.

The ability to assess the likely

value Of a prospectiye patent helps the deyeloper to
make the most effective use of research funds,

including patents in software eijgineerihg 
Whether to avoid infringement or obtain one's own
patent, or both, developers need to plan for patents

just as they plan for design, testing, maintenance, and
other parts of the software process,

including

patents

in

business

planning 

Infringement of others' patents is a risk, while one's
own patents represent both an expense and an asset.

As

such, patents must be evaluated in the same manner as
other business risks, expenses, and assets.

Wof course, a patent attorney should be consulted before

:.

commitments are made based on such judgements, but the developer who

understands these issues will be better equipped to communicate with

patent counsel and to make informed business and technical decisions.

13

with these issues in mind, we shall proceed to examine
the following:

•

the legal environmeiit; - The fundamentals of patent '
law and an outline of the legal deyelopment of software; :
patents in the courts.

•

the patent modei'A comparison of different models Of
software creation with the model used by the USPTO.

•

specific

patents - A detailed examination of several

selected patents in order to illustrate not only legal,
technical, and practical issues, but also to provide an
example of systematic patent study.

•

conclusions

about

software

patents - Specific

findings about software patents based on the foregoing

an aiternative to patents - Description and
evaluation of a major proposal to replace copyright and
patent protection of software with a radically different
.system. ,

recommendations

for

developers - Practical advice

for developers (which is not intended as a substitute

for qualified legal counsel) for developers who want (or
want to avoid) software patents.

14

'

d.

Introduction

A patent

to

Patents

the exclusive right to use a particular

technology to. its inventor for a period of time> currently 20

years in the U.S.

A patent need not be a totally original

work; it may be a small improvement over known technology, or
a novel combination of known inventions, or even a new use of
an old invention. [Miller]

:

Patent l,aw^;^^i

government.

by various agencies of the federal

The Gonstitution empowers Congress to enact

statutes governing the USPTO and the granting of patents.
The USPTO examines patent applications and grants patents

according to its; interpretation of statute^ and court
decisions

.T^

review actions'bt the USPTO

{particularly rejections), evaluate the validity of patents
(typically in infringement cases), and determine remedies
(■damag:es, injunctions) in cases where infringement is found
[Miller] .

Established patent categories include mechanical and
electrical devices as well as chemical processes.

Established exclusions have included^ works of art, business
rules (for example, a new accounting system), and laws of

nature (such as formulas for solving mathematical problems)
[Chisum]

[Kintner] .

i^The past tense is used here because it is not clear that these
exclusions sti.ll apply, or^ t
[Barlow]

15

Besides being of the proper subject matter, patents must
meet several requirements: [Miller90] [Bennett]

Useful - the invention must have some practical use.
For example, a new chemical compound with no known use

is not patentable.

Novel - the invention must be new, that is, not already
generally known or available.

Non-obvious - even if it is novel, an invention must
introduce some innovation which is not obvious to

someone skilled in the relevant technology.
Anyone who makes, uses, or markets a device which

represents an embodiment of a valid U.S. patent within the

U.S. is liable for infringement.

may;

The holder of the patent

federal court for monetary damages^ - ^ ^ !

and/or a court order (injunction) prohibiting further
infringement.

In addition to arguing that there is no

infringement, the alleged infringer can defend the suit by
arguing that the patent is invalid. [Miller90]

i.

Patent

Elements

A patent follows a prescribed form, which must include

such information as the names of the inventor(s), references
to prior art (if any), an abstract, and the technical

background of the invention.

The real content, however, is
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the specificatioh and the, claims, for it is upon these that ;

the invention succeeds or fails^®;. ^ ^
The specification describes what has been invented.

It

must disclose the 'best mode' for realizing the invention,
which means the best erabodimeht that the inventor is aware

of. This furthers the policy of fuiidisciosnre/ for the
patent system is designed; to extract from the inventor all
information necessary to make the invention.

This degree of

revelation is referred to as an 'enabling disclosure.'

It

need not enable a layman to construct the invention, only
someone who is 'skilled in the art.'

Moreover, the

disclosure must be sufficiently detailed to allow a skilled

practitioner to construct the invention without 'undue
experimentation.' ;rThe claims delineate the invention, showing how it

fulfills the requirements of novelty, utility, and non-

obviousness.

Their legal effect is not confined to the

patent application process; in any infringement litigation
the claims are used to determine the boundaries of the

v

inventor's rights in order to decide if these boundaries have
■ been violated. [Miller90]

■

, i^This term as used here means not only legal success or failure
(i.e., the patent is held valid or invalid), but the also patent's ,
success in accomplishing the inventor's purpose. For example, a patent
whose claims are drawn too narrowly might be held valid but would be ,

easily circumvented and would thus fail in its larger purpose, that of
protecting the inventor's economic interest.
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An important aspect of claims is that the same invention
(Or Component thereof) may be claimed many times, in

T^ically/ claims^^^^^^^a^

written in multiple format so that

tljiey . becpnie progressiyely: par^

^ Although the

applicant optimistidaily' hopes to have the broadest ■
claim accepted, by including narrower claims as well, he
can increase the chances of having, at some point, one
or more claims accepted. [Miller903

A simple exaitple of how this works can be seen in U.S. Patent

5,283,893, which has two claims, which begin as follows:
1. Method for sorting objects stored in an original
array of sequentially addressed locations of a memory
apparatus associated with a processor, the sorting
requiring movement of the objects within the original
array, the number of elements in the original array
being equal to an even power of two, the method being
for sorting objects of the original array into a
partition comprised of even addressed objects in the
original array and a partition comprised of odd
addressed objects in the original array, the method
comprising the steps of:

i
.; ,i■

the processor designating the original array
as an array; ■

J

^

'■

^

^ :■

2. Method for sorting objects stored in an original
array of sequentially addressed locations of a memory
apparatus associated with a processor, the sorting
requiring movement of the objects within the original
array, the nxiitiber of elements in the original array
being equal to an odd number, the method being for
sorting objects of the original array into a partition
comprised of even addressed objects in the original
array and a partition comprised of odd addressed objects
in the original array, the method conprising the steps
of:

the processor padding the original array to a
number of locations ecrualina an even power of

two and designating the padded array as an
^ array:

i
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(The oliitted portions of the claims are identical
underlining in the second claim has been added to highlight
differences.)

Here the first claim is the narrower of the two^"^, being;
limited to arrays which have a niimber Of elements equal to an

even power of two.

The second claim enconi)asses a broader

set of jarrays by Including additional processing to convert
the array to the type covered by Claim

.

As stated earlier, the claims ahd specification must

revealithe 'best mode,' meaning the best embodiment or

imp1ementation that the inventor is aware of.

They must

provide enough information for a skilled practitioner to
construct the invention. [Miller90]

ii,

The

Patent

Process

17Although claims normally become progressively narrower

[Millerao], these claims start with the narrower claim, which is
broadened by the second claim.

isaIthough.,there, are only two claims in this patent, many patents
include a dozen or more claims, each slightly broader or narrower than

its predecessor. The claims form a chain relationship, not,unlike that
of a partia1ly-ordered set in which each set is contained in the next
set in the ordering. This relationship has also been compared to the
ancestor-descendant relationship between two classes in object-oriented

prbgramming; the narrower claim 'inherits' the properties of its
predecessor but includes some narrowing features of its own [Stobbs],. ■ ,
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The process of obtaining a patent commences with the

filing of an appiicatip^ with the USPTO^-. The application
may be granted or rejected, or the examiner may ask for
clarifications, raise objections, or cite prior art which his

or her[research has rey^

The applicant then furnishes

explanations in an effort to resolve any objections raised by
the examiner and may amend the application accordingly.

The

applicant who feels justified may also appeal the examiner's
decisions {even interim rulings) through the USPTO and the
federal court system.

The correspondence between the applicant and the
examiner, called the 'file wrapper,' is preserved and becomes

part of the patent's history.

In an infringement suit the

patentee may not, say, make assertions about his or her
invention which are contrary to what was asserted in the file
wrapper.

It is noteworthy that while the rejection of a claim is

subject to review, the allowance of one is not, not even by
the USPTO.

This highlights the nature of the patent process

as one in which broad and potentially valuable legal rights

are granted by interaction between two parties, the applicant

^

the,applicant's point of view, the process should have

begun much earlier, with the keeping of notes about the progress of the
research and development leading to the invention. This is advisable not
only for establishing who the inventors are, but also for proving
priority in the event of an interference (two competing patent
applications covering similar inventions). [Miller90]
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and the examiner; third parties who may be adversely affected
are not heard from^°.
Because of the exclusivity of the patent process, the

applicant is subject to a 'duty of candor,' which means that
he or she is obligated to reveal any relevant prior art which
is known to him or her.

While the applicant is not required

to do an exhaustive search, a failure to check well-known and

obvious sources of prior art may qualify as a breach of this
duty and invalidate the patent. [Miller90]

In an infringement suit, the claims assxime central
importance.

Their interpretation employs the doctrines of

'literal overlap' and 'equivalents,' which serve to
illustrate the broad nature of the patent right.

Literal

overlap occurs when a claim literally describes an allegedly
infringing device or process.

If this happens the court will

parties may petition for re-examination of a patent, but
this procedure is limited by USPTO policy to prior patents and published
prior art. The petitioner normally has no input. [Miller90]
It is significant that an exception to this policy concerned a
software patent, in 1993 Compton Encyclopedia, inc. obtained a patent
for searching techniques for CD-ROM multimedia databases. After a storm
of criticism, the commissioner of the USPTO took the unprecedented step
of ordering a re-examination of the patent, soliciting public
contributions of relevant prior art. In 1994 the USPTO announced that
all claims in the patent had been rejected as either non-novel or
obvious in light of prior art. [Galler]
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attempt to look past ttie language to see if the patented and
accused devices^^ are in fact identical.

Equivalents dictates that the Court look beyond the

literal language of the claims to

accused devices

which are'substantially eguiyalent;' tMillerSO], a doctrine
which expands the claim language to devices which are

practically interchahgeabie with the patented device.

The 

purpose of this doctrine is to bring minor chahges and
stibstitutions within the scope of the patent.

^ 

The doctrine of equivalents is where scope, the broad
protection offered by a patent, is inplemented.

Both it and

literal overlap illustrate that courts look past the literal

language to the substance of the invention. [Miller90]

•

e.•

■ The

Software-Patent

Cases

The U.S.V Supreme Court has heard three cases involving
software patents.

In all three cases the Court limited

itself to the facts of the individual case and avoided making

sweeping comments about the patentability of software in
general, though even when denying a patent, the opinions were
careful to note that software would be patentable in some
circiimstances [Benson] [Flook].

21a device or process which is alleged to be infringing on a
patent is referred to as an 'accused device' or 'accused process.'
[Millers0] 
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^

^

Benson (1972), the first software-

patent case, the Supreme Court ruled that an algorithm for

Gonyerting the binary representation of binary-coded decimal
(BCI)} niMbers into base-2 binary niombers was not patentable

S^abject matterv

were noteworthy; first, the method

involved could be carried out with pehcil and paper.

Second,

the algorithm was presented by itself, not embedded in a

larger software or hardware deyice (which might have served

to limit its sCope)

Court ruled that the a-lgoritlrn w^^^

not patentable sxabject iriattet undet §;iOi, sihce;the miethod in
question was an "idea" for which granting a patent "would

wholly pre-empt the matheHjatical fpiimila and in practical
effeict would be a patent on the algorithA^^^

[Benson].

Considerabie confusion followed tJne Bensdrfi^ 6b

It was harshly criticized by some prominent: iegai authprities
[Chisum86], and many thought it meant that software was

unpatentable [Stobbs]. ihis interpretationv^^w^

reinforced by

the second Supreme Cpurt software:^patent .casp^^ Parker

Flbok (1978) /■ in wbiPh ainPther sb^^

was ruled

■ ■unpatentable' ;[FiQ0k3s. ■ ;/' ■

22Non-lawyer readers should note that court cases are often
referred to by the name of the party who best distinguishes the case, in
this case, for example, Gottschalk represented the USPTO and was only a ,
nominal party; as such, his name may occur in many court cases, so the
name of the private party is used as the short name for the case, when

italicized, the nam

to the case; when, rin-italicized, it .refers

to the inventor.
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;

The invention in FlooJc was an algorithm which calculated
a new value at which an alatm^would sound during a chemical

conversion process if certain variables, such as temperature,

pressure, and flow rate, moved out of acceptable ranges.
This set of values is referred to collectively as the "alarm

limit."

Because the Optimal value of the alarm limit varies

with the process, a continuously-updated limit is better than
a fixed limit.

Flook's invention was an algorithm which

periodically calculated a new set of ranges and updated the
alarm limit accordingly.

Thus Flook did not claim all uses of an algorithm, as

Benson had, but only its use in one process.

The process

itself was well known;: the aigofitbitt was the only claim.

But

Flook was similar to Benson in attempting to patent an

algorithm which could be implemented with pencil and paper
[Stobbs].

The Supreme Court held that "an improved method of

calculation, even when tied to a specific end use, is

unpatentable subject matter under §101." [Flook].
Recognizing the importance of the larger issue, however, the
Court issued the following caveat:

Neither of the dearth of precedent, nor this decision,
should therefore be interpreted as reflecting a judgment
that patent protection of certain novel and useful
conputer programs will not promote the progress of
science and the useful arts, or that such protection is
undesirable as a matter of policy. [Flook]
The third and final case in what has been called the

"Benson-Flook-Diehr trilogy" [Strobos] is the 1980 case of
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Diamond v. Diehr [Diehr],

Diehr is a useful contrast to

FlooJc because it concerns a similar technology {an algorithm
which monitors a chemical process) while falling on the
opposite side Of the line between patentable and nonpatentable subject matter.

The invention in Diehr was the computerized application
of the well-known Arrhenius Equation to the area of rubber

curing.

During the cure process, raw rubber is placed in a

mold to cure, during which time the mold cools and is opened
at intervals to load new rubber and to remove cured rubber.

During these openings the mold cOols, thus affecting the
curing time, which is a function of mold temperature.

Prior

to this time the amount of cooling was subject to guesswork,

Diehr's invention signaled the correct mold-opening time by
using sensors linked to software. [Stobbs]

Diehr's invention

was held to be patentable subject matter.
How did Diehr's invention differ from Flook's?

The

court's opinion hinted that the physical transformation of

Diehr's invention (as opposed to Flook's, which simply
updated a value in memory) was an iinportant point in Diehr's
favor.

It should also be noted that the decision was 5-4 in

Diehr, leading to speculation about the leanings of the

various justices^^. [Stobbs]

23if the Supreme Court's 4-4 division in Lotus v. Borland, a
copyright case, is any indication, the Court may still Tack consensus in
intellectual-property issues with respect to software.
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The four-justice dissent felt that, in simply applying a

•well-known equation, Diehr had not 'discovered' anything^'^.
Another distinction which has been suggested by Jur Strobos
illustrates the importance of claim framing: while Flook

attempted to claim all uses of the algorithm (including non

computerized manual uses), Diehr's claim was limited to the
process in question as implemented in software [Strobos].
Strobos reconciles the cases by suggesting the following
test: if a patent applicant is attemp'ting to monopolize all
uses (including non-computerized uses) of an algorithm, then
the patent should be rejected.

If, on the other hand, he or

she confines the claims to a computerized application

(especially where the computer's special capabilities add new
value to the algorithm) then the patent should be allowed.
It would appear, then, that had Diehr discovered the
equation, the dissent in Diehr would have approved the

patent; Strobos, on the other hand, would not consider the

question of discovery to be relevant, only the breadth of the
claims.

This distinction highlights the issue of whether

simply implementing known techniques in software deserves

S'iThis aspect of the dissent highlights disagreement abont the
nature of analysis under §§101, 102, and 103. Because §101 reads in
part "whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process..." the
Diehr minority felt that a consideration of prior art is relevant to the

subject-matter analysis [Stobbs] [emphasis in original]. The majority
disagreed, reserving prior-art analysis for the novelty issue, as
recommended by some scholars [Chisum86]. .
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patentability, regardless of whether one frames the issue as

one of subject matter or novelty^^.
A factor which bas had a strdng influence on patent

litigation wa;s the creation of the Gdurt of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit {CAFC) in 1982.

Prior to this time the

appeal of USPTO decisions, as well as infringement cases, had
gone to the various Courts of Appeal around the country.
[Miller90]

The CAFC has proven to be much more pro-patent,

with respect to finding both validity and infringement, than

were the Courts of i^peal^® [Lemer].
In practice, the CAFC represents the last appeal for

most patent litigants because:the Supreme Court views the
CAFC as having patent expertise.

A second reason that the

Supreme Court has not reviewed a software-patent case since

the CAFC was created ,is that, unde^c the old

the

Courts of Appeal in different circuits could issue
incompatible opinions, which obligated the Supreme Court to
resolve the issue.

Because most cases now go to a single

court, this reason for review no longer exists * [Alberg]

25According to Strobos, this type of implementation is a
disappearing issue: "The stage in history at which cortputers were

programmed to duplicate, and therefore replace (or preempt), human:tasks,
'.'. ■ 'v;

is gone." [Strobos]

26The Courts of Appeal found about 50% of patents to be invalid,
as opposed to 20% held invalid by the CAFC [Alberg].
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The most^ i

deoision in in re

of the CAFC cases so far is the 1394

[Alappat]•

Alappat's invention .

was the use of an anti-aliasing algorithm//which can be
expressed as a mathematical for^

to produce a smooth/

waveform on the display of an oscillOScdpe.

The USPTO had

ruled that the claimdd invahtipn was nph-patentahie s\ihject
matter, but the CAFC reversed.

The decision in Alappat was especially influential for;

two reasons.

First, the decieioh was mad,e en^^b

meaning

that all of the judges in the CAFC participated, as opposed

to the usual group of three judges.

This indicates that the

CAFC considered it a major case and wanted its decision in
Alappat to reflect the opinion of the CAFC as a whole.

Second, it laid to rest long-standing doubts that a

mathematical algorithm could be patentable subject matter.
[Stobbs]

It should be borne in mind that Alappat relates to

the issue of patentable subject matter - - the novelty and
non-obviousness of Alappat's invention were not ruled upon.

What is to be gleaned from the cases which have been
decided since Benson?

Scholarly legal opinion covers the

entire spectsrum, from the belief that Benson -Flook-Diehr have

been interpreted far too liberally by the USPTO and CAFC
[Samuelson92] to the assertion that Benson and Flock were

■ /

27In re is a legal term meaning "in the matter of" and is the form

in which many patent appeals are cited. .
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illogically decided and that algorithms, business rules, and
software are as patentable as any conventional subject matter
[ChisTomSe]/

One way to find a "common thread" among the cases is to
reason that the issue is one of human control;, a. law of

nature simply exists and can't be controlled by humans.
Hence that law, by itself, is not patentable [Stobbs].

Another way of explaining the cases is the propositioh
that the courts have been reluctant to preempt human thought

processes by simply implementing them in software.

In order

to t*® patentable a software invention must, by virtue of the
computer's special capabilities (e.g., speed, storage,

communications) do something which would be irtpossible or
even inconceivable by any other means. [Strobos]

f.

Conclusion

Writing about software patents, Allen Newell remarked
that "computer science is hardly out of its swaddling

clothes."

From the foregoing discussion it is clear that the

same could be said for the application of patent principles
to computer software.

Guidance from the Supreme Court has

been sparse, as we have seen, and Congressional reform of the

patent statutes seems unlikely^®.

28In the Benson ruling, for example, the Supreme Court urged
Congress to take up the matter, but to no avail [Samuelson90].
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Absent some unforeseen reversal/ it appeats that the

trend toward expanding patent protection for software will
continue.

Software developers, even those who do not support

patenting, will be forced into awareness of the consequences

of patents for their products^^.

Bringing understanding of

the teclmical issues Surrounding software patents to the

developer is a principal goal of the coming sections.

29por example, many executives from leading software companies
.have testified that they have reluctantly accjuired 'defensive' patents,
which are patents taken to defend a product or technology from the
patents of others. [USPTO-SJ]
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2.

Algorithm,

Invention,

and

Software

The foregoing dicussion showed that the patenting of
algorithms has been a difficult question for the courts.

In

this section we turn our attention to an examination of

algorithm from the cort5>uter scientist's point of view,
addressing the following issues;
•

algorithm - The computer scientist's basic definition
of algorithm

•

idea

and

expression - There are problems in

attempting to separate the idea of an algorithm, which
is unpatentable, from its patentable expression

•

Turing

Machines - The algorithm's formal model, the

Turing Machine, can be used to illustrate ways in which
software does not always stay within the boundaries of

the algorithm as conventionally defined.
•

software

engineering - Software as defined by

software-engineering practice, which views software much
more broadly than the algorithmic definition.
•

USPTO's

model

of

software - The USPTO's view of

software as expressed in its examination guidelines.
•

programming

paradigms - A description of different

programming paradigms and their compatibility with the
USPTO's model of software.

It stands to reason that the patent model of a particular

technology should reflect the theoretical and practical model
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of that technology*

To do ptheryrise, that is, to adhere to a

patent model which does not mirror the technology as

practiced, seems likely to sow confusion and misunderstanding
which may lead to the granting of unmerited patents or the
rejection of meritorious applications.

a.

Algorithms

and

Computer

Science

Although algorittm is thought of as a mathematical
construct its primary usage is in the context of computation.
Donald Knuth notes that the word algorithm had not appeared

in Webster's New World Blctiqiiary as late as 1957, only the

older word algorism [Knuth], a word which was used

interchangeably with algorithm even during the 1960s [e.g.,
Singh].

It seems that the formal concept of algorithm did

not play a major role in the history of mathematics, for
there is no mention of it in a standard history of

mathematics [Kline], nor in a short dictionary of mathematics
from 1961 [Baker].

The definition from a larger dictionary shows that, even

in 1960, the term algorithm was linked to computer science^®.
ALGORITHM. A term derived from the word algorism,
which meant the art of computing with Arabic numerals.

The term algorithm is now used (l) to denote any kind of

30So influential has the functional quality of algorithms been :

that a popular book on mathematics has coined the terms algorithmic
mathematics and dialectic mathematics to refer, respectively, to using
mathematics to obtain numeric answers and using it to obtain theoretical
insight. [Davis, P.]
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computation, whether algebraic or numerical, or (2) any
method of computation consisting of a conparatively
small number of steps; the steps to be taken in a
preassigned order and usually involving iteration, which
are specifically adapted to the solution of a problem of
some particular type. ... Algorithms play an important
role in the theory of computing machines.
[International]

Books on computer mathematics make heavy use of the word, so

much so that algoritimics has been called "the science of
programming computers" [Rucker].

Like the computer, the algorithm has a definite
execution order, a well-defined set of operations, and finite

time and space requirements.

Knuth states that an algorithm

must have the following characteristics [Knuth]:
1.

Finiteness. The algorithm must always terminate
after a finite nioiriber of steps.

2.

Definiteness. Each step of an algorithm must be
precisely defined; the actions to be carried out
must be rigorously and unambiguously specified for
each case.

3.

Input. Ah algorithm has zero or more inputs,
i.e., quantities which are given to it initially
before the algorithm begins. These inputs are
taken from specified sets of objects [such as the
set of integers].

4.

Output. An algorithm has One or more outputs,
i.e., quantities which have a specified relation to
the inputs.

5.

Effectiveness. An algorithm is also generally
expected to be effective. This means that all of
the operations to be performed in the algorithm
must be sufficiently basic that they can in
principle be done exactly and in a finite length of
time by a man using pencil and paper, [emphasis in
original].
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The limitatioris described by this definition are irtposed

by the limitations of computation, not mathematics.
algorithm's steps must be carried out in a predefined order,
whereas in- mathematics, many steps in the solution of a

problem may be carried out in yarying order.

Npr are input

and output reguired to be fihite; for example, problems in
set theory, linear algebra, and nuiriber theory, among bthers,

freguently involve domains and ranges with infinitely many
.;members:.■

From the foregoing discussion the reader might conclude
that computer and algorithm are coteimiinous, that is, an
algorithm is whatever can be done by a computer.

In the

coming sections it shall be shown that this is not always the
case.

Further, and more to the point, it shall be shown tha.t

the instances where the capabilities of computing stretch or
exceed Knuth's definition are instances which are difficult

to reconcile with the patent model of software.

b.

Idea

vs.

Expression

[C]omputers are the ultimate manipulators of abstract
structures.

[Holtzman]

Every invention can be said to embody at least one idea;

patent law protects the expression of the idea, but not the
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idea itself^^.

pistiiiguishing^^^^^^b^

the idea and its

escpression is a thoriiy problem in copyright law [Galler].

Software patents, however> blur the distinctibnvbetWeen idea

and expression even more beGause/ whereas mechanicial devices
and chemica.1 processes provide a shairp distinctioh between

the abstract idea and its pi#sical incarnabidn,; the ccxti^
as manipulator of abstract stxucturesplaGeS the idea ahd its

expressibil in close prox;imitY^

dange:r

that, if the idea can be expressed as an algorithm, it can be
non-inventively implemented on; a computer and patented.

A

patent examiner has expressed this prbbl^ aS: follows:
[Tlhere is a peculiar danger in patenting computer :
programs/ in particular when Claimed as a,
"computer-implemented process" or the equivalent (claim
draftsmanship) "computer apparatus." The danger is in
the ease of pre-empting well-Ihowu methods,; and abstract
inventions, such as the Dewey Classification System for
libraries, or bookkeeping methods, or translating words
using a dictionary, and so on, merely by writing a
cornputer program in equivalent English, and claiming the
standard elements of the commonplace computer. [Kemeny]
(quoted in [Strobos])

3ione of the problems with the inventions in Gottsciialjk: v. Benson

[Benson] and Parker v. Flook was that their claims were not limited to
computerized expressions of their algorithms [Strobos]. : :.V

.

^^More precisely/ one might say that idea and expression are
separated by a continuum, for the transition from an abstract idea to
its expression in software is often a gradual one. One example of this
is the technique of stepwise refinement,; where the progra^
with very high-level concepts and gradually adds detail through a series

of steps until enough, d^^^

is present that the design is embodied in

code. [Wetzel]
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The danger consists not only in patenting non-novel
inventions, but also in removing existing technology from the
public domain [Strobos].

Because the algorithm can be defined in vague terms such

as "a predetermined set of instructions for solving a problem
in a limited nximber of steps" [Stobbs] it has proven a

troublesome concept in patent law [Chisum86].

In the early

software-patent cases discussed previously, such as Benson,

the algorithm in question provided a solution to a
mathematical or engineering problem, leading the courts to
question whether a patent was being sought on a 'law of
nature,' traditionally considered non-patentable subject
matter [Miller90].

We have seen that the algorithm belongs to computer
science much more than to mathematics, which might lead the

reader to conclude that the courts' fear of 'patenting
formulas' is misplaced.

The real difficulty, however, lies

in distinguishing between the algorithm and its content:
Just as a process may be nonpatentable if it is too
general and abstract, a machine may be non-patentable
because it tries to capture such a process. To the
extent that the inventor claims a very general series of
steps as a machine, the machine could represent an
attempt to patent something unpatentable. Thus, for
instance, an electronic computer may be a [patentable]
machine if is it otherwise inventive.

But if its

programming incorporates general laws or principles of
nature or mathematics--for instance, basic arithmetic-
to that extent, it may raise the same two problems
raised by attempts to patent abstract processes. First,
they tend to monopolize what was already in existence.
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Second, they tend to incorporate too much within their
scope. [Millers0]
As an illustration of this problem, consider the

following hypothetical situation.

a useful law of nature, say, e=mc^.

S, a scientist, discovers

He then proceeds to

compose and code an algorithm to calculate e from m and c,
and applies for a patent on his invention.

The law of nature

is the idea that e=mc^ and the code is the expression of the
idea, so S obtains a patent.

Now comes P, a prograinmer, and

invents an alternate method for calculating the value of e
from m and c.

Under the Doctrine of Equivalents discussed

earlier, P's invention is 'functionally interchangeable' with

S's invention, and is therefore infringing.

S has

effectively succeeded in monopolizing all automated uses of a
law of nature.

Patent examiners are instructed to reject

this type of application [EGCRI].
The courts have striven to avoid this kind of outcome,

in which a monopoly is granted on an idea or natural law
[MillerPO].

One approach was to require some physical, non-

abstract action on the part of the software.

For example,

there is a line of cases in which the court required that
some "physical step" be accomplished by any software-driven

portion of an invention to be patentable [Strobos], though
the importance of this test appears to be waning [Stobbs].
Algorithms which solve mathematical problems are still
subjected to special scrutiny [EGCRI], however, the test is
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made more difficult by the lack of any clear definition of
what constitutes a ^itiathsii^tical algorithm' [Stobbs].

This

attempt to avoid mathematics and to maintain some connection

to the physical world reflects the misgivings the courts have
had in patenting abstract inventions.

Traditional patentable

subject matter has belonged to the physical world.

The

ephameral nature of sbftware has not only complicated the
subject-matter test, but also posed other difficulties, as we
shall see in later sections.

c.

Turing

Machines

The Turing Machine, named for Alan Turing, the
mathematician who first described it in 1936 [Martin], is an

abstract computer which theoreticians use to model cbmputihg
processes.

It is useful in our discussion of software

patents for two reasons.

First, the Turing Machine provides

a more precise description of the algorithm than the
definition given above.

^

T^^

second and more important reason is that there are

two special cases of Turing Machines which reveal cases in

Which the earlier definition of the algorithm does not apply.
The first of these cases is software which can modify itSelt

during execution Cselt-modifying code), while the second •
concerhs software whose execution takes place on two or more

computers (distributed confuting).
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As we shall see, these

cases also pose difficulties for tHe logical integration of

software inventions into existing patent domains.

\Overview ■

The concept of the algorithm cah be further clarified by
a brief examination of its theoretical formulation in

computer science, the Turing Machine, which provides a

general model of computation.

A Turing Machine is not a

machine at all in the conventional sense of the word, but

rather ah abstr3.ction of the essential elements of a

computer.

As Such it proyides. important insights into

algorithms and computation in general.

More important, we

shall see that its special cases and limitations are

symptomatic of circumstances in which the foregoing concept
Cf the algorithm fails to model certain kinds of software.
In these cases the idea of the algorithm is of little use as
a concept in software patents.

stated simply, a Turing Machine consists of a set of
states, a set of symbols, an infinite tape, and a 'head'

which can move along the tape, reading and writing symbols as

it goes.

The Turing Machine is always in one of the states,

and moves to other states by checking the tape symbol and the

possible transitions out of the current state.

If there is

no available transition out of the current state, the Turing
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Machine 'crashes'; otherwise, it 'halts' when and if it
reaches a special state called the halting state.
Machine remarkable is the

demonstration that a very simple machine can simulate the

pperatidn of any conputer^^.

In other words, any program

running bh any computer can be simulated by an equivalent

luring

requirement, shown earlier/ that a^

algorithm terminate after a finite number of steps has its
cbunterpart in the halting of the Turing Machine.

Shomng

that a Turing Machine will eventually halt or crash is one

Way in v^ic^ computer scientisth show that a particular
problem can be solved by hpnputab

that is, that there

exists an algorithm or 'effective procedure' for its solution

ii.

Self-Modifying

Programs

In order to show how the Turing Machine is relevant in

discussing software patents, we need to modify it to create a
model which behaves more like a conventional coitputer.

The

Turing Machine as described earlier is a 'hard-wired' device;
its fixed set of states and transitions could embody only a

single algorithm.

But a general-purpose computer is not so

limited, being able to load and run completely different

33lt has also been shown that the Turing Machine cannot be made

any simpler without losing this simulation capability [Martin].
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programs.

This type of computer is modeled by the Universal

Turing Machine^^ (UTM), in which the contents of the tape
represent not only input and output, as on the more basic

Turing Machine, but also the set of states and transitions.
The contents of the tape are encoded in such a way that the

UTM can distinguish the program (states and transitions) from
the data (input and output).

Thus the UTM provides a model

for a stored-program computer.
What makes the UTM relevant to our discussion is the

observation that a program can modify itself.

Because the

UTM, like any Turing Machine, can modify any of the syitibols
on its tape and some of these symbols represent the UTM's

program, it is possible for a program to change itself by
instructing the UTM to change a portion of the tape which
represents the states and transitions.

Such a self-modifying

program has no fixed set of steps and stands outside the

definition of the algorithm given earlier.
Nor is the self-modifying program merely a theoretical
construct.

Many languages, among them CLOS, Smalltalk, and

Loops allow a program,to change its behavior during execution
[Gabriel].

As shall be shown, this property not only

distinguishes software from the physical inventions of
conventional patents but also presents difficulties for the

34Li]^0 the basic Turing Machine, the UTM was described by Alan
Turing in his 1936 paper [Martin].
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patent specification, which relies on a definite, step-by
step disclosure.

In addition to the logical difficulty of accommodating a
device which may alter not only the parameters of its

operation but their very mechanisms into patent categories
which were not designed for software, self-modifying code
poses the practical problem of inadvertent infringement.

Suppose for example, that a self-modifying program, through a
series of executions, transforms itself from non-infringing

into infringing software.

Would it matter if the series of

transformations was a response to user inputs and thus
unforeseeable to the programmer, or should he or she be held

liable for creating a program which might change itself into
an infringing invention?

While this scenario is

hypothetical, it serves to illustrate the difficulty of
trying to fit all software into the conventional algorithmic
model.

ill. Distributed

Computing

Self-modifying programs are problematic, but the
presence of inherent unpredictability in software operation
is potentially a more serious limitation on clearly defining
the algorithm in discussing software patents.

The problem to

be discussed here concerns distributed software, whose
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execution,is divide
concern

•

execution

■

many conputers.

This is of

because of the following:

9

- Because each computer runs

independentiy of the others, the execution order is not
fixed.

•

defiui

software - When a computational effort
are there many software entities or

is there a single meta-entity?
•

infringement - Does a software entity infringe a

pa:tent if it requests the assistance of an infringing

Algorithm and the Turing Machine as discussed thus far

have represented deterministic^^ processes; the algorithm or
Turing Machine is started, provided with input, and allowed
to run to its conclusion along a predictable, pre-defined
path.

When there are multiple computers and users interacting

with one another (e.g;, on a network), a chaotic element is
introduced which the basic Turing Machine cannot describe. An

35rrhere is a special type of Turing Machine which is called non
deterministic because its states may have more than one transition
available in a given configuration (current state and tape symbol). The
transition chosen in a particular instance is random, but even here the
number of choices is finite and is thus limited to a set of

"possibilities. For this reason, every non-deterministic Turing Machine
has a deterministic equivalent. Our discussion uses the term 'chaotic'
to refer to situations in which the set of possible outcomes is not
limited.
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extended version of the Turing iMchine/^^^ to

as the

Interaction Machine, has Keen developed to model this type of
cornputation. [Dfegner]
The conventional definition of an algorithm is less
relevant in distributed computing, the term used to describe

software executing on two or inore computers which coordinates
to solve a single problem,

instead of a single user and a

single computer, the system is affected by the vagaries of
many users, many computers, and the communication channels
which connect them.

This is an increasingly common situation; in addition to
traditional client/server models of distributed computing
{such as sockets [Stevens] and RPC [Bloomer]), new products

are appearing which so greatly extend the idea of distributed
processing that it is pdssible to treat the networked system
as a single virtual computer, or 'metacomputer' [Catlett].
One such tool is the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM), a

programmer's library which disperses the application's
executable code across a network, then attacks a problem by

breaking it into sub-problems which are assigned to different
computers on the network.

These computers m^

based on

different architectures, operating systems, and networks and
may be dispersed around the world.

With PVM, the programmer must consider many network

factors which are not present on a single computer.
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Even if

all hosts have identical processors, there can be large

differences in task completion time due to competition with

other user processes.

Long network latency times may occur

as a result of distance between hosts (if the hosts are far

apart), because of contention with other users for network
channels, or because different types of networks (with
different performance factors) are involved.

These factors

are constantly changing, with the result that a given

application may run very quickly in one instance but very
poorly only a few minutes later. [Geist]
A distributed computation, while it may achieve the same

result as a single-computer algorithmic computation, has no
fixed order of execution due to the independence of the
cooperating computers, which violates Knuth's second rule.

More important, it poses practical enforcement problems for
patent holders.

For example, how is infringing code to be

detected if that code is spread over many far-flung
coitputers?

The problem can be illustrated with a hypothetical
scenario.

Suppose that computation C running in the U.S.

calls a function F which is running on a computer in country
X, which doesn't recognize software patents.
that F infringes a U.S. patent.

Further suppose

This example raises the

following questions regarding infringement by C (note that F
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cannot be infringing because the patent is not valid in its
home country):

•

Does it matter whether the programmer of C knew that F
infringed a U.S. patent?

•

Does it matter whether the programmer of C knew that F

was located in country X (there might be non-infringing
modules in other countries which are functionally
equivalent to F)?

•

Where is the computation deemed to take place?

Again, these are hypothetical questions posed to exemplify
the difficulty of attempting to adhere to a simple, fixed

definition of software.

Nonetheless, with distributed

programming emerging as an increasingly popular computational
approach, such questions have more than theoretical value.

iv.

Summary

Besides the issues of patent enforcement, the examples

given serve to show that although software is patented by
fitting it into one of the patent categories (process,
machine, manufacture, or corrposition of matter), it has

ephemeral characteristics which place it in stark contrast to

the traditional subjects of those patent classes.

Two of the

differentiating features which have been shown here are:
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•

plasticity - Scme:softm

is; capable of

y iiateriial rules of operation vs^chi tbat^;^^

not be

y

the same device or prbGess ftpm pney eicecutib^ to the

^^ ■;■';■;^^next/. .
•

j

.'/■V-.. ' ,

,

non- locality " Software heed hot, be confihed to a:

■

single cort^uter. ^ Its locations and mode of operation
(such as inter-process communication) may vary greatly
from one invocation to the next.

In the following sections it shall be shown that these are by
no means the only questions which arise in attempting to
reconcile software with the norms of patents.

,

'vy dy.7;;V- ;'Sbf twahe:; yjEngineeriaa':--./'"^^^
Software engineering, the siib-discipline of computer
science which concerns itself with the entire process of

software creation, is a logical nexus between software and
patents.

Patent practice is largely the concern of

engineers, as is evident from the requirements for admission

to the patent bar^®.

It stands to reason, therefore, that

software engineering's conception of software should be
considered in a discussion of software patents.

36of the degrees which qualify an attorney to take the patent bar
examination, the great majority are in engineering disciplines.
[Oppedahli]
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Software engineering is the study of systematic
approaches to building software in much the way that

engineers in other disciplines construct bridges,
automobiles, and circuit boards.

While software engineers do

study algorithms, they are more concerned with software as an
industrial product.

Although many laymen and even many

prograitoers think bf software development as siitply writing
program code, Frederick Brooks makes it succinctly clear that
coding is only small part of manufacturing commercial

;

software [Brooksl, a view which is generally accepted in
cott^tuter sciebce^^v

A^^

expresses it:

For some years I have been successfully using the

foildwihg rule of thij^ for scheduling a software task:
1/6 coding
1/4 component test and early system test
1/4 system test, all components in hand.
BrOoks's description can be expanded to include more

detail.

Software engineering concerns itself with every

aspect of a software. Creation from the time an unmet need is
recognized until the product is retired from use.

These

concerns include [Vick]:

.37The .interested reader .is referred to the debate between Edsger
Dijkstra and other prominent computer science teachers over the ideal
focus of computer science education, for this debate illustrates the
gulf between.the'algorithmic idea of software and the conception of ,
software used by software engineers. Dijkstra, dismissing the idea of
software engineering, advocated a focus on algorithms, particularly
proofs of correctness. .His opponents, on the other hand, make a case for
viewing software as a functioning entity in a larger environment.
[Denning].
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•

analysis - understanding the user's problem and
environment, developing a user dialogue

•

specification - determining precise functional and
performance requirements for the software

•

design - expressing the result of the analysis in terms
of a model which can be readily implemented in a
computer language

coding - the actual implementation
•

testing

and

quality

assurance - the systematic

effort to detect and correct program flaws before
deployment

•

conventions - developing criteria for documentation,

coding style, quality, and so forth
•

process

control - the measurement and prediction of

product cost, production schedule, worker productivity,
and reliability

•

reuse - maintaining a library of standardized function
modules which can be used many times

•

maintenance - post-deployment debugging, modification,
and enhancement

Although creating engineered software and creating
patentable software are different activities with different

goals, it will be argued herein that patent factors must be
considered as important to software engineering as they are

considered to engineering efforts in other industrial realms»
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The following table lists typical activities of software

production and patent drafting, with each task placed next to
its counterpart, in order to show that many of these
activities are similar in nature.

Comparison
SOFTWARE

of Software Engineering
Preparation Activities
PATENT

ENGINEERING

and Patent-

SPECIFICATION

Develop relationship with

Develop dialog with users

patent agent or attorney.

Describe application's

Describe

purpose

usefulness, such as likely
applications.

Specify real-world need to be
met by the software

Enumerate the failings of
prior art

Provide the analysis and

Provide the technical

domain

backgroiind and state of the

model.

invention's

prior art
Identify reusable modules
from internal library and

Identify well-known
techniques (assumed to be

existing techniques in public

part of the skilled
practitioner's repertory)

domain

purchased from third-party

Identify patented
technologies which can be

vendors

licensed.

Identify modules which must

Identify the novel aspects of

be

the

Identify modules which can be

custom-built

invention

Specify the modules and

Disclose the parts of the

interactions between them

invention and their
interactions.

Discuss

Refer

alternative

approaches in design,

to

alternate

embodiments of the invention

implementation, testing, etc.

Identify factors which could
delay or jeopardize the
project (e.g., loss of key
personnel)

Identify factors which could
jeopardize patentability
(e.g., premature publication

Provide code or pseudo-code

Provide code or pseudo-code
(At discretion of inventor

of results)

and examiner)
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Contparison

of Software Engineering
Preparation Activities

and Patent-

Track development personnel

Specify development personnel

so inventors can be identified

Maintain receipts, schedules,
drawings and other materials

Estimate cost, production
schedule, etc., with tracking

and;psriodip,updating

which document

the

research

and development process

[Perspectives]
Document the entire process

Maintain dated and

witnessed

engineering notebooks
Provide proofs of correctness
for critical algorithms

Not necessary

Not a direct concern, for the

Specify test plans

invention is assumed to have

no defects, but could be

included if part of the
invention

Not concerned with these,
since they are embodiment
specific; the patent is more

Specify maintenance plans

a set of ideas for organizing
a

system.

Tedsle 1 - Gcmipardfsorivof Software Engineei^^^

preparation Activities ^

and Pateiit- V

^

Because many of these sets of activities involve similar

information;, this thesis cbntends j-hat: Software engineering
practice should be expanded tp inclnde patent preparation

among its prescribed tasks and, in the final section,

proposes specific steps Which develbpers should consider.

e.

The

USP70

Guidelines

s guidelines:for examiners follows the

.algorithmic model of software.

The USPTO's conception of a

patentable; software invention falls between the narrow vieW:
of the algorithm and the broad view of software engineering.
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Invention is a narrower concept than engineered software

because it omits such activities as process control, testing,

a:nd maintenance.

Invention is a broader idea than algorithm,

for it includes not only the algorithms which make up the
invention but also the prior art, technical background, and
practical application of the invention [EGCRI].
The Examination Guidelines for Computer-Related

Inventions (EGGRI), a set of instructions for patent
examiners who review applications for software-related

patents^®, reveals a broad sense in which the USPTO's
conception of software inventions has much in common with

Knuth's definition of algorithm.

The EGCRI states that the

examiner is to scrutinize the "functions or steps to be

performed" and encourage the applicant to "functionally
define the steps to be performed" [EGCRI], language which
evokes the step-by-step procedure which is at the heart of

the algorithm.

As we shall see, however, the lirnitations of

the algorithm discussed earlier inhere in the EGCRI's
conception of software.

A step-by-step approach is logical for conventional
patent subject matter, so it is not surprising that this test
should be extended to software inventions.

Physical machines

are built and operate in a predictable manner which can be

38iriie reader should note that the term 'software patent' is in use
by the computer and intellectual-property communities [e.g., Stobbs] but
not by the USPTO.
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broken into discrete steps.

Chemical and biological

processes, which may be continuous and possess a random
element [Stobbs], nonetheless proceed in a predictable manner

to transfptm input to Output.

Each type of invention can be

captured accurately by a description of the steps it
involves.

: The decomposition of software into steps, as shall be
shown, is adequate to describe some or even most software but

falls short in providing a means to capture the essence of

programming styles which rely on less atomic modes of
thinking.

f.

Prograinming

Paradigms

In its general sense, paradigm refers to "any exart^le or
model," but it is used in the study of programming to divide

languages into categories according to the nature of the
tasks and mental habits required by the particular language.

Each paradigm, or mode, has its strengths and weaknesses such

that one can say that each is suited to a particular problem
domain.

For a given problem some paradigms will be well-

suited and others not.

A programmer who chooses the best

paradigm for the task can be vastly more productive than he
or she would be otherwise [Budd].

A brief discussion of several leading paradigms is given

in order to show that current patent examining practices have
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their own paradigm, that is, they are well SHited to

/

capturing some types Of software inventions and less well
suited to understanding Others.

i.

Imperative

ICode

Many of the best-known languages use the imperative

paradigm, in which the programmer specifies the operation of
the program with a series of statements which are executed

sequentially with the proviso that statements may be skipped
or repeated through the use of control statements such as if,
repeat, gotd, and so forth.

Well-known examples of

iitperative languages include C, Ada, Pascal, FORTRAN, COBOL,
and assembly languages.

While these languages differ in the

variety of built-in functions and control structures, they

share a step-oriented approach to problem solving.
The patent process as reflected in the EGCRI is well
adapted to impefative-mode software.

Both conceptions of

software envision a problem, followed by a set of steps which

move progressively closer to the solution.

The "functions of

steps to be performed" which examiners are trained to expect

are mirrored not only by the distinct steps of imperative
programs, but by the decomposition of discfete tasks into
separate units, known as procedures, modules, or functions,

which make the program clearer and more manageable.
process is known as modularity.
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This

Block diagrams, or flowcharts, which are often used to

provide a graphical representation of program behavior by
showing the flow of execution, provide yet another nexus
between the imperative mode and the patent examination
process.

The EGCRI states:

In many instances, an applicant will describe a
programmed computer by outlining the significant
elements of the programmed computer using a functional
block diagram. Office personnel should review the
s

to ensure that along with the f^

block diagram the disclosure provides information that
adequately describes each "element" in hardware or
hardware and its associated software and how such

elements are interrelated. [EGCRI]

The block diagram is supported not only by the cdntroi
Structures in all imperative languages, but also by a

corresponding syntactic element in more modern, 'blockStructured' languages such as C, Ada, and Pascal.

These

languages allow groups of adjacent program statements to be

aggregated and logically separated from the surrounding code;
for exainple, variables which are defined within a block are
not accessible outside of that block.

In addition, block-

structured programs can be readily captured in flowcharts and

block diagramsrWh

among the approved visual aids in

patent disclosure [EGCRI].

1i. Object-Oriented
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Mode

In general, object-oriented languages extend the

facilities found in imperative languages^^.

Whereas an

imperative language like C treats functions and data as

distinct entities, its object-oriented descendant C++ allows

the prdgra^er to aggregate functions and data into a single
program entity called a class.

A class in C++ is a data

type, similar to an array or a record, and variables of a
class's type are called objects or instances.

In addition to

containing theii^ own functions (more commonly called methods)

and data, classes can access the functions and data of other
classes thrdugh a process known as inheritance.
Inheritance makes it possible to construct a class

hierarchy which,reflects the structure of the problem domain.

For example, the class person,

contains only the n^e

and date of birth may ha.vei deScehdants employee, contractor;'

and custormr; each df which cdntaiiis the mdre

:

information needed fdr the particular type of person.
C++ and similar object-oriented languages (e.g.. Object

Pascal) present a fairly straightforward extension df the
imperative model,

functidhs are now encapsulated

within objects, the operation of the function's code is still

^ imperative.

Modified versidns of the dldck diagram {e.g.

Booch, Yourdon] are used to depict object-oriented programs.

^^There are some object-oriented languages, such as CLOS, which do
not use the imperative paradigm.
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As described thus far, object-oriented programs fit almost as
well into the patent model as does imperative-mode software.
Smalltalk, probably the most popular object-oriented

language after C++, is harder to reconcile with the
imperative model and the patent paradigm.

Smalltalk methods,

like those in C++> operate imperatively, but its classes have
an important capability which those in C++ do not.

Smalltalk

classes are not data types, but objects whose function is to
create instances of that class.

This characteristic makes it

possible for the program to change its own methods or class
schema by altering a class [Booch].

As was shown earlier,

self-modifying code upsets the algorithm's requirement of
definiteness.

Object orientation, which has become part of mainstream
software development (perhaps because of the wide popularity
of C++) [Stobbs], fits the patent model relatively well.

As

we have seen, the object-oriented paradigm is a
straightforward extension of the inperative paradigm; its
methods operate imperatively and its interactions lend

themselves to flow diagrams.

At the same time, it is also

clear that some object-oriented languages, such as Smalltalk,

allow programs to violate the algorithmic model and modify
themselves, making the process of describing such programs in
accordance with the EGCRI problematic.
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iii. Functional

Paradigm

LISP, the first language specifically designed for

artificial intelligence (Al) programming, is the best-known
example of the functional programming paradigm.

All

computation is done by functions operating on lists whose

members may be simple data types (e.g., nuiribers and
characters), sub-lists, or other functions.
LISP has several characteristics which make it difficult

to harmonize its mode of operation with the step;oriented
sequence expected by patent examiners.

LISP is designed to

use recursion instead of iteration for most repetitive

operations.

At this point the reader may recall that one

definition of algorithm included the following:
[The algorithm contains] steps to be taken in a
preassigned order and usually involving iteration.
[International]

Iteration is considered natural to algorithms and to

imperative languages, which contain a rich variety of
iterative constructs.

Recursion, while allowed by modem

imperative languages, is used sparingly, if at all^°.
Although recursion is a powerful tool, it is more difficult

to understand a heavily-recursive program than an iterative
one.

^^The standard reference for C++, for example, mentions recursion
only twice [Stroustrup]. Among the reasons given for avoiding recursion
are slower performance, greater memory requirements, and the danger of
stack overflow [Schildt].
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LISP is a terrible language to program with: Its basic
stiructure is conceptually;opaque, the f1ow of control
thrpugh nested function Calls,.rather than sequentially
from one statement to the next, is difficult to follow.

iUiother property of LISP is that, as in Smalltalk,

programs can modify themselves.

however,

the Self-modificatibn facility is integral to LiSP's Ai
mission, for

AI programs often need to 'learn,' that is, to

adapt themselves to changing cifcumstances.

In LISP, data

and code are not distinct; one may be modified as easily as

the other [Partridge]

We have seen that self-modification

;is antithetical to the algorithm's requirement of steps which
are fixed, finite, and definite.

From the patent examiner's point of view, the genealogy
of LISP could prove uncomfortaPie, for the syntax of LISP is

based on the abstract syntax of the lambda calculus^^
[Smoliar]

Thus, many LISP programs could be accurately and

concisely described with mathematical not

as we

have seen, such notation invites additional scrutiny by the

USPTO; there is a special section of the EGCRI which
instructs examiners how tO evaluate applications which

4iThe differences between LISP and the irrperative languages is

.

reflected in the different semantics which are used to describe them.

,

LISP is associated with denotationai semantics [Smoliar], the study of

what programs mean, while imperative programs are more readily described
by structural operational semantics, which analyzes programs in step-by
step fashion [Nielson].
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contain mathematical or abstract processes.

This section

cautions examiners as follows:

A process that merely manipulates an abstract idea or
performs a purely mathematical algorithm is nonstatutory despite the fact that it might inherently have
some usefulness.

For such subject matter to be

statutbry, the claimed process tiiisb^b
practical application of the abstract idea or
mathematical algorithm in the technological arts.

For

example, a cpmputer process that simply calculates a
mathematical algorithm that models noise is nonstatutory. However, a claimed process for digitally
filtetirig noise employing the mathematical algorithm Is
statutonry. [EGCRI]

The EGCRI lists categories of exceptions to this rule, but
the creator of a LiSP-based invention might nonetheless

prefer to avoid mathematical notation in his or her;^ ^ ;

^

disclosure.

The;^artp

of lisp offers an instance of a programming

paradigm which is more incompatible with the patent paradigm
than either the imperative or the object-oriented paradigms.

iv.

Declarative

Paradigm

If imperative programming is concerned with the
development of a series of detailed step-by-step
instructions that cbrttoine to produce'a desired outcome,
then the antithesis of this approach is perhaps

epitomized by the techniques used in the logic■ ■

programming style.

The hallmark of logic programming is

that it is one of the purest examples of declarative
programming. Rather than, being conceliied with how a
solution will be attained, a logic programmer
concentrates on defining precisely the characteristics
of the desired solution, leaving it to the computer to
[Budd]

discover how this solution will be found.
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Declarative programming, as Budd points out, uses an
approach which is radically different from the imperative

model.

Instead of framing the solution as a task which can

be broken into small steps, the programmer casts the problem
in terms of a set of rules to which the solution must

conform.

In declarative pseudocode, one might enter the

following rules:
Socrates is a man

man is mortal

and receive the answer 'yes' by posing the question
is Socrates mortal?

iThis simple example does not convey the full power of the

declarative paradigm, though it immediately suggests one type
of application, the expert system, in which a body of
knowledge is represented as a set of rules.
Declarative programming involves the selection of rules
rather than the selection of steps; the programmer does not
necessarily know how the underlying language connects the

rules to make correct inferences.

Describing PROLOG, a

popular logic programming language. Partridge states:
[P]rogramming in PROLOG, declarative programming,
requires only that the programmer states the individual
logical relationships that must be true if the desired
computation is correctly done. The PROLOG interpreter
then takes over the task of controlling the computation.
It decides which rule to use and when. The programmer
is freed from the burden of setting up loops and
ensuring that they begin and end appropriately, etc.
[...] If a PROLOG program were to be [entered on punched
cards], one clause per card, it is almost ticue to say
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that we could shuffle the cards before each run and the

resultant randomized version of the program would be
just as correct as the original; it might take more^^o
less time to execute after succeeding shuffles, but the
results would be the same. [Partridge]
we see, then, that execution sequence is almost irrelevant in

a PROLOG program.

Taking the algorithm as our core

definition, one might even question whether a PROLOG program
even constitutes software, for it does not appear to carry

put any ihstmctions.

PROLOG hides iteration and obscures :

the sequence of execution even more than LISP.
Applying for a patent on software created by logic
programming poses a problem for the inventor, namely, how is

it to be expressed in flowcharts, and block diagrams?

The

inventor may not simply state what the invention does --he
or she must also state the means, a difficult proposition

given the language of the EGCRI.
PROLOG shares with LISP a close relationship to formal

logic, in this case the predicate calculus.

The EGCRI's

aversion to mathematical formulas, combined with the total

lack of specifiable sequence in PROLOG programs would appear

to make patenting a PROLOG-based invention a formidable task
indeed^^.

V.

Other

Paradigms

42a rule-based programming language which is even more closely
tied.to mathematics is the built-in language for. Mathematica:. : [Maeder]
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The programming paradigms discussed above represent the
major schools of thought among developers and serve to
illustrate the problems with the USPTO's de facto adoption of
an examination procedure which is biased toward the

imperative mode.

The four paradigms described, however, by-

no means cover the language spectrum.

There are many other

paradigms which diverge from the imperative mode by building
enough functionality into the language to free the programmer

from the need for control-flow specifications such as
branching and looping.

Such languages include APL (vector

and matrix manipulation) and SQL (database manipulation) and

a variety of languages coitmonly known as 4GLs (fourth

generation languages)

As the basis of a software

invention, all of these are likely to present more
specification problems than an invention patterned on the
imperative or object-oriented models.

g.

Conclusion

43one definition of 4GLs illustrates how they encapsulate
functionality. A 4GL is;

■

...nonprocedural in character, sometimes called 'English-like.'
These languages (e.g.. Focus, RAMIS) 'state merely what the result
is to be, not how to obtain it.' With nonprocedural languages,
users need only describe the data and the relations that are

appropriate to the application, not the detailed program steps;
[Klepper] [emphasis in original]
This definition also serves to illustrate how 4GLs resemble PROLOG,

namely, that the program is framed in terms of properties of the result,
not in terms of the steps needed to achieve that result.
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In the fdregoing discussion we have seen that while

programming follows many different paradigms, software
patenting procedures are modeled after only one of these

paradigms.

The remaining programming modes suffer varying

degrees of incompatibility, ranging from relatively little

{object-oriented) to a great deal (declarative). They also
leave open the Qxiestion, What is Programming?
Allen Newell, in a Gritigue of the patent model, has re

defined algorithm as, in essence, any specification which can
control the computer.

[A]las, for our models, the reality of computer science
moves on. This reality leads to conceptually richer

ground that is highly productive for both theory and
: application. But it destroys the clean model whereby an

algorithm could be recognized by its having a procedural
form. Computer science takes an algorithm to be any
specification that determines the behavior of a system.
These specifications can be of any kind whatsoever as
long as they actually provide the determination through
the interpreter. Consequently, the form of the

specification need no longer be procedural.

Sequences

of steps must march out after interpretation, but
sequences of steps need not march into the interpreter.
This is hardly ah idle possibility. We now have
languages for writing algorithms that look very
different from a sequence of steps. For instance, in
some programming systems one siiitply provides a set of
constraints that are to be satisfied by the ultimate
actions, and the interpreter (or compiler) determines
what actions are needed to satisfy them, and then
executes them.

A set of constraints does hot look like

a step-by-step procedure, but it is just as good as one,
because it determines the steps. [Newell]
Prom this description we see that Newell's algorithm is a

broad concept which, unlike KnuthVs, is capable of
encompassing not only the functiohal a.nd declarative
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paradigms but even methods not ordinarily thought of as

programs^'^.

it is equally clear that, as programmers equip

themselves with richer and more cortplex tools, the patent

system is conceptually underequipped to understand these
methods on their own terms.

common example of this gray area of programming can be found,
in the computer spreadsheet. Like PROLOG, it is a set of rules, usually
for carrying out numeric computation, but also capable of string and
database manipulation and iterative constructs (e.g., formula
replication).
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;'3

/S6£twar:e■v-^P■aten.t^^■■^Exal^pl6s

We now tura 6^

away from the question of

whether software should be sufejeof to patent protection.
purpose here is not to say whether software patents are good

or bad, but rather to bring software professiOnais t^^ a
practical understanding which will serve them in their day
to-day work.

This practioal undenstandiiig ^

by

presenting the technology encompassed in each patent followed
by an analysis of that technology With respe^C

issues taised by the -patent' s subject and wording.

Because

these issues are referred to by their legal terms, a glossary
of those terms is provided here.

■ , a.

Novel ty

Terms

All techniques belong either to novel inventions or
prior art.

The novelty of the invention is judged by

comparison with prior art.

Once patented, the invention's

novel features are added to the fund of prior art and cannot
be used to satisfy the novelty requirement in a later patent.

•

prior

art - The legal term for the existing store of

knowledge about the discipline.

It includes all

publicly-available sources of information in all
languages.

The inventor is obliged to cite all prior
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art of which he or she is aware when the patent is
filed.

•

novelty - The invention must be novel, meaning that it

adds something,to the existing store of knowledge in the
art.

b.

Non-obviousness

Terms

One of the statutory patent requirements, nonobviousness is defined in terms of several other legal
standards.

•

preferred

embodiment - The inventor is required to

disclose the best embodiment known to him or her.

This

question focuses on what the inventor believes to be the
best mode.

•

enabling

disclosure - The patent's specification must

contain enough clear and detailed information to enable
a skilled practitioner to construct the invention
without having to resort to too much (undue)
experimentation.

•

skilled

practitioner - Someone who is capable in the

invention's technical field.

For example, if the

invention is a computer-controlled optical system, a
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skilled practitioner is one who is proficient in all the
techniques involved in that area^^.

undue experijnentation - The legal requirement is that
the experimentation not be 'undue,' a standard which is

111-defined. The courts have held that 1 or 2 man-years
is "clearly unreasonable," but that a recreation time of

4 hours is reasonable [Stobbs], which leaves a large

area of uncertainty. The CAFC has adopted the following
factors for use in deciding whether the disclosure
requires undue experimentation^®:

• quantity of experimentation necessary
2. amount of direction or guidance presented

3. presence or absence of working examples
4. nature of the invention

5. State of the prior art

6. relative skill of those in the art

^45Here is must be pointed out that, in practice, the skilled
practitioner_standard is considered to be the level of skill held by the
examiner assigned to the application. One of the missions of tho
Software Patent Institute, discussed later, is to educate patent
examiners about software. [GallerMsg]

in other engineering fields, the expertise of patent examiners is
a more realistic approximation of a skilled practitioner [Galler]. it is

hoped that, with time, the level of computer-science proficiency among
examiners will rise to the level of other disciplines,

^ 46Factor 7 normally applies to unpredictable processes, such as

wh^Ph^mi^T
biological
reactions,
butgenetic
could bealgorithms)
applied tooralgorithms
which
model these
processes
{such as
which are
otherwise inherently unpredictable (such as a stock-market simulator
employing random variables) [Stobbs].
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7. predictability or unpredictability of the art
8. breadth of the claims

At least one case has held that debugging time is not

counted as experimentation. [Stobbs]
•

non-obviousness - Some aspect of the patent must be

such that it is not only novel, but would not be obvious
to the skilled practitioner as described above.

Suppose, for example, that Jones applies for a patent on
a railroad simulation whose novel feature is that it

uses a linked list to represent a train, with the list
head as the lead engine and subsequent engines and cars
as nodes in the list.

Although this technique might not

appear in the prior art it would be obvious, in the
author's opinion, because the structural similarity
shared by a linked list and a train readily suggests a
linked list.

In the context of software patents,

'trivial' might serve as a useful synonym for 'obvious.'

Thus we see that non-obviousness is that which is not obvious

to the skilled practitioner, the same person who can build
the invention from the enabling disclosure without undue

experimentation.

For its part, the enabling disclosure is

that part of the invention which is not obvious, and cannot
be left to the pre-existing knowledge and skill of the
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practitioner.

0^

is depicted in Diagram l,

where the nioiribers stand for the following:

1.

Enabling disclosure (non-obvious portion)

2.

Remaind:er^^^ d

drbodiment, that portion which is

obvious to a skilled practitioner or discoverable with
reasonable experimentation

3.
4

by the patent
Alternate embodiments of the invention

It is the author'scohteritiori that these concepts,

enabiing discldsure,;skilled practitioner, undue
experimentation, and: noin-dfe>viousness are interdependent; to a
great degree they :abe :d.efine(l; in tstms ::of\ each dt

This v

interpretation, though not necessarily reflected in USPTO

practice, is useful fdr several reasons.

First;Vit

siimmarizes the inter-term relationships as expressed iil

paient law so bhat the reader may hnderstani how the tern

affect one another in thepry^^ (if neb in practice).

Second,

it serves to illustrate how logical analysis may be applied ;/
to the law, which endeavors to be logically consistent.

Finally, it serves to provide an example of logical analysis

47a theoretical understanding can be useful in litigation. For

example, a patty seeking to invalidate a patent must argue that the
USPTO erroneously granted the patent. If that party can persuade the
court that patent law (which consists of all relevant statutes, cases,
and USPTO rules) manifests a logical interrelationship of patent terms,
then that model may take precedence over the USPTO's practice.
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which can he usedto

the logical consistency of

proposals for reforming patent law or even replacing it with
another form of protection designed especially for software.

(One such ptopdsal is considered in a later Sectioni)
Considering the skilled-practitioner standard, for
example, a disclosure so detailed that it can be built by a

college-educated programmer thus adopts this level of

expertise {i.d., that: of a programmer with a B.S.;in computer
science) for its skilled practitioner

an advantage,

for it means that the ihventipri need bhly be non-obvious to a

coliege-educated programmer V ; i

other hand,, the

disclosure is such that only a highly-skilled programmer
could construct the invention from the specification (without

undue experimentation), then the invention must be non-

obvious to that person.

Thus a clear and detailed

:(

specification works to the inventor's advantage, not only in
the patent process, but also in the event of a patent

, challenge.

.

c *

;■"

Breadth- related

Terms

The breadth, or scope, of protection is the primary

aspect of patenting which itiakes it more desirable thaLtt

copyright.

Besides protecting against independently-created

innovations, a patent protects the invention from similar
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inventions; it is the definition of 'similar' which defines
the reach of this protection.
•

Scope

limit of how similar another invention must

be before it infringes, or alternatively, how different
another inyention has to be to escape infringement.

The

scope can be viewed as the set of all embodiments of the
invention.

A patent specification typically contains

what might be called 'scoping language,' where the
inventor will refer to alternate iirplementations to help
the examiner (and a court, if necessary) understand what

other embodiments belong to the protected set.
•

claims - i^pearing at the end of the patent, these set
out in summary form what has been disclosed and thus
what the inventor asserts is his or hers to be

protected.

Scope considerations are readily visible in

the claims, which are usually constructed in linear

fashion, with increasing or decreasing scope as one

proceeds through the claims.

Because the specification and claims will play a central role

in litigation involving the patent, great care is normally
given to composing these sections [Stobbs].

d.

Practical

Considerations
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These issues are not part of the formal process of

obtaining a patent but, in the author's opinion, are
important issues for the developer considering patent

protection.

As shall be shown, these decisions are quite

complex.

•

infringement - The potential return of a patent

depends on the type of technology it describes, for a

large portion of a patent's value stems from its
enforceability^®.

Some technologies, such as user

interfaces, are readily visible in commercial products;

any attempt to infringe a patent of this type is easy to
detect.

Commercial uses of internal techniques, on the

other hand, may appear as small portions of executable

files containing millions of machine instructions and
thus be very difficult to recognize.

Detection is

further complicated by the fact that infringement may be
willful or inadvertent, with special problems posed by

each type of infringement.

•

protection

alternatives - Awareness of the benefits

of copyright and trade secrets is essential to making
the best use of patenting.

Copyright co-exists with

patents and may augment patent protection by covering

48other reasons for obtaining a patent, such as prestige,

marketing, obtaining venture capital [Zahralddin], and defensive
patenting (seeking a patent in order to protect oneself against the
patents of others) are considered in a later section.
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non-patentable elements of a software invention, such as

esthetic features of a user interface^^.

Copyright

protection is simple and inexpensive, making it a useful
alternative in Cases where a patent is unobtainable or

prohibitively expensive.

Trade secret is the antithesis

of patentiug/ and may be useful in cases where: a patent
is unobtainable, unenforceable, or otherwise
undesirable.'.

The purpose of this section is to illustrate how the

legal patent terms arise in the context of actual patents.
The previous section defined these terms by a general

description of their function and characteristics.

This

section gives meaning to legal terms Of patent law by showing
their operation in specific instances.

This will be done by

approaching the subject patents with a set of questions, such
as:

^^While many programs use an existing interfade, sudh as Microsoft
Windows, to communicate with the user, there are exceptions, in fact,
the user interface may constitute the entire invention [Stobbs]. , A
survey of patent abstracts will reveal many inventions consisting :
largely or entirely of an interface, e.g., . .

5,202,828 (1993) - "User Interface System Having Programmable User ,
Interface Elements"

5,418,950 (1995) - "System for Interactive Clause Window Construction of
SQL Queries"

5,421,008 (1995) - "System for Interactive Graphical Construction of aData Base Query and Storing of the Query Object Links as a Object"
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novelty - What does the patent claim as its novel

techniques?

Does a prior-art search^" uncover similar

techniques?
non-obviousness - What elements of this patent would

not be obvious to a skilled practitioner?

prior

art - How extensive and appropriate are the

prior-art citations?
preferred

embodiment - What, if anything, can be

inferred by the inventor's choice of embodiment to
present?

enabling

disclosure - How much detail is provided

about the invention?

How difficult would it be to

construct the invention from the specification?

skilled

practitioner - What is the level of skill

assumed by the disclosure?
undue

experimentation - How long would it take a

skilled practitioner to iirplement the invention given
only the information in the specification?
scope - How does the wording of the patent serve to

expand the claimed protection to embodiments not
presented in the specification?

soipjiis prior-art consideration is not an attempt to show that the
patent is or is not novel in terms of prior art. First, it is widely
acknowledged that the compilation of searchable computer science priorart databases is in its infancy [Clapes] [GallerPTO]. Second, the fact
that one patent does or does not seem to be justified says little about
the thousands of other software patents which have been granted.
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•

claims /- What can be inferred frcm the

the

' '■ ■ ■claims?,; ■ .
•

infringement - Will infringement of the patent, be easy

to detect?

•

proteCtiQn

Is inadvertent infringment; likely?

alternatives -

copyiigbt or trade

secrets viable modes of protection for this invention?

The answers to the questions are, of course, subjective.

Indeed^ conclusive answers to a patent's legal issues come
only when that patent is litigated through the court system.
Even there, as we have seen, sharp divisions are not
uncommon.

What is reflected here is the author's analysis

and opinion about the legal and technical issues raised by
the specific technology disclosed in the subject patents.
The purpose of analyzing specific software patents is to

suggest how a computer scientist might approach the analysis
of a software patent.

Consideration of the legal and

practical issues is placed after the discussion of the patent
section which raises those issues, or at the end of the

section if the issue is raised by the patent as a whole.
Just as the software professional must be able to

analyze journal articles, design dociaments, and source code,
so must he or she be able to evaluate software patents.

Patent analysis has many potential benefits, including:
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education - Software patents are joining;journal
articles, conference proceedings, and pt

publicatipns

as a major source of information on new research.

Because a patent is expensive to obtain®^, it is likely
to have practical value and may provide more immediate
henefit than academic papers.

identifying

patent

opportunities - The developer can

better assess whether his or her own research is

potential

patent

value - Is the technology such that

a patent would be easy to enforce?

How far could the

scope of the patent be extended?
infringement

avoidance - The well-informed developer

can avoid infringing patents held by others and thus

avoid costly litigation^ damages, product recalls, and
loss of reputation.

avoiding

non-remunerative

research. - Research which

duplicates research done by others can be avoided,
licensing

potential - Another's patent may represent

a licensing opportunity.

e.

A

Text-Searching System (TSS)

. 5iif obtained with the assistance of outside counsel, estimates of

the cost of a U.S. software patent range from $8,000-$10,000 [Oppedahll]
to $15,000-$25,000 in legal fees [Alberg].
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The first invention to be examined is a system for

searching on-line text for corribinations of words (or prefixes
with wildcards, such as "network*") using logical connectives ,
such as

OR, NOT, and NEAR.

The invention shall be shown

to have the following properties:

•

novelty - The invention is a combination of well-known
techniques, such as parsing and trees, and novel
features, such as using a n-ary tree and a complex

/

method for advancing index pointers through intermediate
'hit' lists.

non-bbviousness; - Though:the novel techniques are

rela-tiyely siniple/ ^

;

would not necessai'ily be,

• ' apparent to one skilled in the art.
•

prior :art - The references to disclosed art;are poor;, a
surprise given the care taken in drafting the patent.

•

preferred

embodiineht " The described embodiment is

very general and riot couched in terms of any particular
programming language.

enabling

disclosure - The disclosure appears to be

quite detailed and complete, so much so that it worild^^^^^b^^
relatively simple to build this invention from the
specification.
•:

scope - The language of the patent goes to great

lengths not only to claim all possible variations of the
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invention, but also to avoid intpliGit limitations on the
patent^'s 'scope.
,

•

claims - The patent goes to #<-traor(ainary lengths ;tO

present broad' and valid claims.

It contains 33 claims

■which are divided into 8 ind^endfnt claim groups> which
use different wordings and vary with r
elements of the invention.

•

to

■

^

infringement - Depending on the inpiementation, an

infringing product may be very difficult to detect, not
l^ecause of any intrihsicv^^

of the invention but

because a cotoercial iitplanenta'tion of this invention
would iikely be a small portion of an executable
program.

f.

'

V-

^

An Object-Oriented Database Engine (OobB)

The next invention is a programmer's tool, a library of

routines which provide persistent biass-Storage capabilities
to applications: written in object-oriented languages.

This

invention shall be shown to have the following noteworthy
features:

•

:

V

novel ty - The invention is a eontoination of well-known

techniques and novel features.

Its most novel feature

is in using a relational database (RDBMS) to store
binary representations of objects.
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non-obviousness - The novel feature illustrates the

difficulty of assessing non-obviousness.

The novel

technique is relatively simple and, once revealed, might
seem obvious to a skilled practitioner.

preferred

estoodiment - The described embodimeht is

■ /

Ispecific: to C*t and Uiiix, ' with pa,ssin§ references^^!t
: biSP {GbOSi.

Thisi qhoipe reflects commercial

considerations and, to a lesser extent, reliance on Unix
'.• ■■utilities.

enabling

disclosure - The disclosure is largely

abstract, being more at a design level than an

implementation level.

On the other hand, disclosure at

the level of detail found in the TSS would make the

patent very long.

It is likely that the more complex an

invention is, the less detail the USPTC will require
from the inventor.

skilled

practitioner - At a minimimi, the level of

skill assumed here is a high degree of competence with
C++, Unix utilities, SQL, and binary representation of
objects.

undue

experimentation^^ - The amount of allowable

experimentation apparently extends to several months.

ssiphis term refers to the recjuirement that the specification be

.

sufficiently detailed to enable a skilled practitioner to construct the

inyentidn without having to re-invent significant portions of it.

As

was shown in the Introduction, this standard is among the vaguest in
patent law. [Miller90]
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AlthougTi some details of the implementation are given,

Gonsiderable effort would be required to construct the
invention from the patent speeification. .

scope - Like the preferred ,embpdimeh

:

the patent's

scope appears to be based on commercial calculations.
The patent makes clear that its scope extends to
implementation in all programming languages, though it

claims only RDBMS-based systems for storing objects.
Thus the patent avoids the appearance of overreaching
while relinquishing very little commercial value.
claims - The claims illustrate a minimal, even casual

approach to claims construction.

Although the

invention's implementation is complex, it contains only
4 claims.

The OODB's approach to claims drafting is the

opposite extreme to the TSS.
infringement - This invention provides an example of a

patent whose infringement will be readily detected.

Its

key innovation is to use a third-party, SQL RDBMS as its
storage medium, which makes it easy to observe the

invention's (or an infringer's) output.

This

observation 1eads to the argument, made in a later
section, that some software inventions can be well-

protected by patents but, for others, such as the TSS,
patents will be nearly unenforceable.
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g.

A "C" Source-Code Blocker (CSB)

This invention has a single function, tO print C source
code with lines, arrows, and numbers added to show nesting

levels of code blocks (sections of code delimited by "{"and
.

A very simple invehtion> it was chosen to illustrate

that a very small quantmw of novelty or non-obviousness can

'

be; sufficient; to satisfy/the USPTp.

•

novelty - The invention has a single novel feature, the
addition of numbers to the blocks to show nesting

levels.
•,

■

.- i

non-obviousness - The simplicity of the novel feature
raises the question of non-obviousness.

•

scope - It is surprising that the patent's scope is
limited to source code written in the "C" programming

language, for its technique could be readily extended to
other block-structured languages, such as Pascal or Ada.
>

infringement - This invention provides an example of a

patent whose infringement will be readily detected.

h.

A

Special-Purpose

Sorting

Method

(SPSM)

This invention is a sorting algorithm for use in sorting

arrays whose elements are held in two separate locations, as
would be the case when a static array, embedded in 16-bit

object code, is stored on 8-bit PROMs.

The invention sorts

the portion of the object code representing the array.
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This ^

"

inventidn h^s been ctibsen for presentation of tbe following •
issues:

•

mathematical

formulas

among the patents wMch

we have examineca:/ this patent uses fprmulas to clisclose
the invention and to show its usefulness.

•

scope - The patent presents only two claims and limited

scope language, a possible indication of defensive
patenting;
•

infringement - Even though it would normally be

embedded in object code, infringement of this patent
should be easy to detect because of the (likely) lowlevel impl^entation.
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i.

A

Text-Searching

i.

System

Patent

Overview

Patent number 5,412,807 was issued to Microsoft

Corporation on May 22, 1994 for a "System and Method For Text

Searching Using an N-ary Search Tree," referred to here as
the TSS.

This invention is a text-searching algorithm which

might be implemented as a standalone utility or as part of a
larger application.

It searches one or more collections of

text for a series of word terms (which may include wildcards)

joined by logicdl operators.

An exaitple of such a search

term is "Austen NEAR3 Jane NOT (film OR movie OR cinema!)",

which one might use to locate documents concerning Jane
Austen's books but not their cinematic adaptations.

The

operators OR, NOT, and NEAR3 are shown in capital letters,
while the word terms are shown in lower or mixed case.

(Here

the NEAR3 finds all occurrences of "Austen" within three

words of "Jane", and "cinema!" locates both "cinema" and
"cinematic.").

This , is an irrportant invention for two reasons.

First,

it is a basic invention which could be used in many different
kinds of software systems such as word processors, CD-ROM

databases, and Internet search engines.

Second, the growth

in the quantity of on-line text resources brings with it a

need for faster searching algorithms.
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The invention's salient feature is not its search

capability, which exists on other systems, but its economy
with memory and CPU resources.

It accomplishes this

primarily by usin^ index lists (which may be pre-existing or
constructed by the TSS) containing the location of all
matches for the word terms.

Because all of the word terns

are known at the start of the search, the necessary lists can

fee created with a single pass through the documents to be
searched.

The invention's innovations lie in its search method.

Once the index lists are ready, the TSS builds a search tree

having operators as its nodes and index lists as its leaves.
As the node is evaluated an index list is created which

represdntsrhll the ma^

for that operator.

This list is

then used for the operator's parent node.
The first innovation is that each operator node may have

two or more children if that operator is repeated.

For

example, if a, b, and c are search words, then "a A® b AND

C' would be represented as a single AND node with three

leaves.

This is an improvement over systems which use binary

search treesj which wpuld rep

this expression using two

AND nodes, in both performance (only one node traversal is
recjuired) and correct evaluation (binary trees have

difficulties with the NEAR operator).
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The second innovation consists in an algorithm for

advancing the index pointers for the child lists as the
operator node searches for matches.

The patent Specification

sets out a simple and efficient algorithm, which depends on

the operator and the result of the current evaluation for

deciding which list's index to advance.
As will be shown herein, this patent raises the
following issues:

•

novelty - The invention is a combination of well-known
techniques, such as parsing and trees, and novel
features, such as using a n-ary tree and a coitiplex

method for advancing index pointers through intermediate
'hit' lists.

None of these methods is new to computer

science; what is novel is their combination to produce a
fast, low-memory searching system.
•

non-obviousness - With one exception, the techniques

employed in the TSS are relatively simple.

However,

there is one novel feature, and the well-known

techniques are coirbined in a novel and effective manner.

•

prior art - The lone non-patent prior-art citation
refers to 4 pages in an undergraduate textbook,

indicating a lack of attention to the prior-art
requirement.

•

preferred

embodiment - The described embodiment is

veiry general and not expressed in terms of any
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particular prograitimift^^

but in teritis of ;

algorithms and data structures.

Tiais: approach is not

only informative, but also implicitly avoids limiting
the patent's scope.

enabling

disclosure - The disclosure appears to be

quite: detailed and ccpplete/ so

so that it would bo

relatively simple to build this invention from the
Specification.

No important details appear to have been

omitted from a description which is so straightforward
that its implementation could be carried out by computer

sciencP undergraduates;:,'- ,

scope

:Tbe language of

goes to great

lengths not only to claim all possible variations of the
invention, but also to avoid implicit limitations on the
patent's scope.
drafting.

As such it is a model of careful



claims - The patent goes to extraordinary lengths to
present broad and valid claims.

It contains 33 claims

which are divided into 8 independent claim groups, which

use different wordings ahd vary with regard to minor
elements of the invention.

Analysis of these claims

reveals which innovations are central to the invention

and which are more peripheral.

infringement - Depending on the implementation, an
infringing product may be very difficult to detect, not
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because of any intrinsic aspect of the invention but
because a commercial implementation of this invention

would likely be a small portion of an executable

program.

Identifying a particular algorithm in an

executable code poses a nxmiber of problems attributable
to the compilation process.

Perhaps even more difficult

is identifying an inadvertent infringer.

ii.

Background

Searching for particular text strings within one or more
text files is a common problem in the theory of algorithms.

As text files become larger and more accessible via such
media as CD-ROMs and the Internet, there is ever greater

impetus to find more efficient searching methods (in terms of
time and memory) and which provide flexible retrieval in the
form of search operators (e.g., AND, OR, NOT, NEAR) and
wildcards.

.The patent's Background Summary describes this need and
finds problems with existing search methods, such as:
•

many methods require multiple passes over the files to
be searched, and the creation of large intermediate
lists in memory

•

binary search trees are not able to handle

specifications with adjacent NEAR operators without
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complex algdrithms whlqh require aclditional processing
.: ^and momDry

•

\

''S".

database techniques used on Targe systems liave high
memory requirements and are not appropriate for
microcomputers

ill. Specification

The specification does not divide the invention into
discrete modules but presents a single system which goes-

through several steps to carry out a text search.

Starting

with a search specification^ the first step is to gather all
of the "word terms,"as the patent calls them, from the

specification.

For example, the search string "Turing MID

enigma MID crypto*" cbntains the word terms "Turing,"
"enigma," and the wildcard "cryptd*" as its word terms.
The second step is to make a pass through the
"documents" (a term used in the patent to refer to any

logical division of the search space, such as multiple files
in a file system or multiple Chapters iii a single word-

processing file®^) to construct a list of the occurrences of

53The patent extends its scope by defining its terms expansively:
'"Jhe term text file is a broad term which is meant to encompass any data
file or files to be searched."
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each of the search terms.

If the index already exists, this

Step is not necessary^:

:

... [A]n encyclopedia contained on a compact disc (CD)
as a form of read-only memojry (ROM), which is typically
called a CD-ROM, is sold in a form that contains a full
t
the present invention. ... The
full text index contains a listing of all words in the
fext'file. /.

When the search-term indexes are in place, the third

stop builds a Boolean search tree with operators as nodes and
indexes as leaves,

.to inportant feature of this tree is that

it is n-ary, with n the number of search terms.

That is, if

n search terms are joined by the same operator, that operator
will be represented in the search tree as a node with n
children, with each child an index list corresponding to a

search term.

For example, if A, B, and C are search terms,

then the search string "A AHD B AM) C" will yield one node
with 3 leaves,

in other words, if two or more adjacent

operators are identical, then the operators form a single
node with as many leaves as there are search terms.

This

feature is central to the invention's strategy for evaluating

successive NEARi operators, where "A NEARi B" indicates that
term A must be within 1 words of B, correctly in a simple and

efficient manner.

Diagram 2 shows the evaluation of "A NEAR3

54The text index could map every distinct word in the file, but
terms with wildcards might require a pass through the index. .For
example, the search term "crypto*" would require that a temporary index
be built which combines all occurrences of words with the prefix
"crypto".

.
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B".

It is also easy to see that an n-ary tree will generally

have shorter paths than a binary tree.

The fourth step is to evaluate the expression by

traversing the tree to produce a final (possibly ertpty) list
of "hits," locations in the, text file which satisfy the

search (see Diagram 3). The preferred embodiment^® has the
invention start at the node furthest from the root.

This

depth-first search leads to the innermost term of the
expression and has its origin in binary-tree-based expression
parsing in compilers [Aho].
The most complex aspect of the invention concerns how
the index pointer is moved.

In the tree shown in Diagram 2,

for example, the index pointers for A and B are at (1,15) and
(1,6), respectively.

The first evaluation does not generate

a hit, because the occurrences of A and B are not within 3
words of each other.

Diagram 3 shows, the final result of the

evaluation, which is another list showing the positions of
all hits®®.

55The specification is very careful to enclose all possible
embodiments, however, in this instance including the caveat that "[T]he
invention may also be used to analyze non-terminal nodes in any order.
If two or more nodes are equidistant from the:root, node, any of the

equidistant non-terminal nodes may be initially selected."

s^The representation of the result as a list of tuples is
speculation on the author's part. The patent states that this
information is maintained for user browsing of matches as well as for

correct handling of the NEAR operator, but it does not state how the hit
lists are stored. The representation depicted in Diagram 3 is provided
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This raises a question: after a hit or a miss, how do we
know which index pointer to advance?

The patent^;

its- strategy as follows:

An index file is created indicating locations
within the,text file where the word terms satisfy the
conditions of the logical operator. An index counter
advances the index pointer for the index list whose
present occurrence indicated by the index lists is at
the location within: the text file closest to the

beginnings? of the text file from which the search began

if no hit signal is generated by the Boolean evaludtof
or if the logical operator is an OR operator. If a hit
signal is generated, the system advances the index
pointer for the index list whose next occurrence of the
word term is at the location within the text file

closest to the beginning of the text file from which the
search began, [emphasis added]
The patent uses the following table to illustrate the method:

for the sake of clarity.

The two underlined instances of ^beginning' appear in the

patent's background suntnary^^ ^ ^a 'end.' This is clearly an error which is
not repeated in the detailed description. For the sake of clarity, the
author has taken the liberty of correcting it here.
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Sample

■

Lists

A

B

C

(1,3)

(1,5)

(2,6)

(1,24)

(2,9)

(2,22)

(2,44)

(2,20)

(3,7)

(4,50)

(2,35)

(3,19)

(3,47)

(3,25)

(5,23)

(4,20)

(4,5)

(5,61)

(4,98)

(4,35)

(6,8)

(5,15)

(5,17)

(6,37)

(6,50)

(7,24)

(8,19)

■

Table

Index

2 - Sample Index Lists (TSS Table l)

The tuples indicate the document and position; for example,
term A occurs at dociament l, location 3, document l, location

24, and so forth.

Again, the patent is careful to avoid

implicitly limiting its scope:
It should be noted that the term document could refer to

an entire text file if many text files are being
searched, or it could refer to a chapter or page within
a particular text file. Similarly the word location
could refer to a page, a paragraph, a word or the like.
Thus, the terms document and location should be

interpreted very broadly to include any means for
identifying the location of user-selected word terms.

In other words, the term 'document' stands for some logical
division of the search space, while 'location' indicates a
further division of the document.

The meaning of the index

numbers is application-specific, for the invention works with
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index 1ists without regard to their meahing with respect to
the text being searched.

suppose that these three lists;are the leaves of a 3-ar^j^
node occupied by the AMD operator.

Evaluation of the first

set of occurrences; {1,3) AMD (1,5) AMD (2,6), results in a
miss because the tuples are not located in the same documeht.
Which index is to fe advanced?
should not be advanced.

Clearly, the (2,6) index

Suppose for example, that (3,7) ;

follbwed (2,6) instead of (2:>2;2); ften advancing C^S pointer

to (3,7) wovild cause the match consistihg of; '
{(2,44),(2,9),(2,6)} to be missedi:^ ^ ^ ^ ^:<:^^

\ :

Foliowing the rule given above/ tlie inVentipn moves A's

pointer forward because A's pointer to; (l,3) is clpser to the
beginning of the document than B's pointer

being evaluatecl is {(i,24),(i,5),(2,f)}.

once again thero is

no hit; this time B's pointer is closer to the beginning of
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the doctament, so B is incremented.

A trace of the sequence

appears as follows:
3-ary
Current

#

Set

AND

Evaluation

Next Set A,B,C

Result

Action

A,B,C
1

(1,3),(1,5),
(2,6)

2

3

(1,24),(2,9), ,
(2,22)

miss

advance

A

(1,24),(1,5),
(2,6)

(2,44),(2,9),
(2,22)

miss

advance

B

(1,24),(2,9),

(2,44),(2,20),
(2,22)

miss

advance A

(2,6)
4

(2,44),(2,9),
(2,6)

(4,50),(2,20),
(2,22)

hit

advance B

5

(2,44),(2,
20),(2,6)

(4,50),(2,35),
(2,22)

hit

advance

C

6

(2,44),(2,
20),(2,22)

(4,50),(2,35),
(3,7)

hit

advance

B

7

(2,44),(2,
35),(2,22)

(4,50),(3,47),

hit

advance

C

(2,44),(2,

(4,50),(3,47),
(3,19)

miss

advance

B

8

35),(3,7)

(3,7)

9

Tab]Le

3 - TSS Sample Trace

From this example the basic pattern is apparent.

If there is

a miss bring up the trailing index, which guarantees that no
index is left behind.

If there is a hit, look ahead to see

which index must be incremented to give the least forward
movement, thus ensuring that no match combinations are
overlooked^

The patent provides the following chart for index
incrementing:

9S

Index

Increments

for

Operator

Various

Logical

Hit

Operators

^

Hit

AND

Next

Current

OR

Current

Current

NOT

Next

Current

Next

Current

Next

Current

i PHRASE T
NEAR

;

Table 4 - Iri:(3GX Increitierits for Various
:(TSS:T^
2)

The most prominent feature of this table is the exception for

OR, which is given the same treatineht as a miss.

The reason

for this is that OR is always true as long as non-null
indexes remain in any list.

■ -1

l^i&closure/^'^^iiV-

This simple scheme of ind^-ppinter advancement does not

work correctly in every case, which obliges the inventor to
disclose how the special cases are handled in order to
satisfy the enabling-disclosure requirement.

Because the

■ .

basic algorithm selects the index closest to the beginning of
the document, it must have some method for chosing an index

if two or more index values are identical.
The patent mentions two situations in which two index
pointers may be equal.

The first,is PHRASE, which will

result in a tie (two identical indexes in separate lists) if
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a Searcii such as "PHRASE AA" is used.

In this case the first

tdim^s index is advanced.

A second situation arises with the use of overlapping
wildcards.

Like the PHRASE problem, it involves identical

indexes and is illustrated in the patent with the following
table:

Search for "Vic* NEARl V*"
Vic*

V*

(7,2)

(7,1)

(7,4)

(7,2)

(8,8)

(7,3)

(7,4)
(8,8)

Table 5 - Example of Index Tie
(uncaptioned TSS table)

Here an index tie occurs because every match for "Vic*"
matches "V*".

This problem is handled as follows: when there

is a tie in the NEAR operator, say "{7,2} NEARl (7,2)", the
NEAR evaluatipn mechanism treats this as a miss, and the

index is advanced normally.

Although either the first or the

second index could be advanced, the preferred embodiment
advances the second for consistency.

The mention of the problem of index ties raises the

question of an enabling disclosure.
not state tha^

The specification does

are the only two instances of legal

search expressions which require special handling, but these
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are the only two which are disclosed.

If there are others, a

skilled practitioner will have to experiment to find them.

A litigant^® seeking to challenge this patent might try
to find out how many exceptions the inventor was aware of
when the patent was filed. , If the two given examples were
typical of a total of, say, 5 known exceptions, the

disclosure would probably be considered adequate.

If, on the

other hand, there are 50 exceptions (or exceptions which

don't involve index ties) the disclosure might not pass
muster.

At the very least, the given disclosure puts the

iirplementor on notice that any search expression which may

produce an index tie should be checked thoroughly.
There are other aspects of the embodiment which might
have been disclosed.

For exartple, there is no mention of

operator precedence in the absence of parentheses.

Yet

another instance is illustrated by one of the many scope-

enlarging statements in the patent;
In one embodiment, the full text index is created in a

well known fashion by forming a tree in which the word
prefixes are listed in what are commonly called nodes of
the tree. The various suffixes branch out from the nodes

of the tree.

For example, the prefix "wood" may have

suffixes such as "man," "work," and "y," corresponding
to the words "woodsman," "woodwork," and "woody." The

58a litigant is a person or other entity, such as a corporation,
who is involved in a lawsuit. Legal proceedings before trial normally
involve discovery, a process by which one obtains information relevant
to the trial by posing questions which must be answered ijnder oath and

seeking copies of documents. A litigant in a lawsuit involving this
patent would be able to query the inventor, obtain source code,
engineering notebooks, and so forth.
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full text index

an index of all locations

within the text ifile where the prefix "wood" occurs. The
index also cdntaihs the locations of the various ;

suffixes with the text file, teinphasis added]

Here a prior-art reference to the ^'well known fashion" would
be helpful, but it is not part of this embodiment and is not
required.- i

i

't;

in general/however, the disclosure appears to be more
than adequate given the complexity of the inyentioh. ,
this is attributable to the detailed explanation of i novel

aspects of the system and part of it springs from the use of
conventional, well-understood techniques.

These techniques,

such as trees and parsing, are covered in undergraduate
computer-science courses and are well within the knowledge of

a skiiled practitioner^®.

;Non-©■byibusneas;^

The completeness and detail of the disclosure helps the

patent by establishing a low threshold of non-^obyibusnessi'
As was shown in the discussion of the Non-obviousneas Tdrms,

a detailed disclosure reduces the standard of knowledge

attributable to the skilled practitioner to whom the
invention must be non-obvious.

It might well be that a

highly-skilledvprogrammer would find this inventiori bbvious

59whether these techniques would be within the expertise of a

patent examiner, which is the USPTO's working standard for a skilled
practitioner, is another matter. The DSPTO only recently began hiring
computer-science graduates as examiners [Galler] .
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or trivial.

But the legal standard does not require that the

invention be non-obvious to any prograinmer in the world, only

to a skilled practitioner defined, in part, by the level of
the disclosure.

(3)

Prior

Art

Unlike the OODB, this invention cites only one item of
non-patent prior art, namely, four pages on tree structures

in a standard algorithms textbook [Gormen].

One can easily

imagine other standard works which would have been relevant
to the well-known elements of this invention, such as a

textbook on compilers [Aho] or a book on UEXIS/NEXIS, which

implements a superset of TSS search c^apabilities [Shapirol.
It is a mystery to the author why, when such ca.re was

taken with the specification and claims portions of this
patent,: was so little attention paid to the prior-art
citations?

Although the

inventor is not obligated to^^ ^:v

conduct a prior-art search®° (this is the duty of the
examiner), the presence of suitable citations is a sign of

^OMiller puts it as follows:

SuBstantively, the duty of candor requires that .the 
applicant inform the■Patent Office of all material
information of which the inventor actually is aware.

Although something more than simple negligence therefore is ,
needed, something less than conscious fraud is required to
constitute a breach of the duty of candor. Gross negligence
may be enough. [Miller90]
, = .
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;;

careful draftsmanship®^.

Clearly, a cursory effort would have

yielded many suitable references.

The only plausible answer

is that the prior-art section was considered to be of little
importance.

(4)

Novelty

This invention involves many well-known elements, though

it cites prior art only for search trees.

The pre

constructed indexes, for example, are similar in concept and
content to the word index at the back of a book.

Although the parsing of search expressions is never
mentioned, clearly search expressions have a definite syntax

and grammar.

The tree-based evaluation of Boolean

expressions is similar to the evaluation of arithmetic
expressions and is covered by standard compiler textbooks
[Aho].

From the fact that the patent was awarded without

discussion of these topics, one may presume that index lists,

parsing, and search trees were considered by the patent
examiner to be techniques familiar to skilled practitioners.

siThe author's rationale is this: presiomably the inventor or his

patent attorney or agent does at least a cursory prior-art search before
filing the patent application, if only to ensure that the patent fees
are not wasted on an invention which is well established in prior art.
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In the author's opinion, the possibilities®^ for novelty
here lie in the following features:

•

the use of an n-ary tree to group like operators,
improve performance, and provide straightforward
evaluation of NEAR

the extension of the index-list idea to building index
lists which represent the results of operator nodes,

•

the index-pointer advancement scheme, which provides

correct results with only a single index-list traversal.
It is the combination of known elements to produce a very

efficient searching system which is the novel element of this
invention.

Other systems, such as LEXIS [Shapiro], provide

this type of text searching, but they are implemented on
large coirputer systems with extensive resources or, if
implemented on personal computers, are much less efficient
than the TSS.

Part of the novelty claimed by this patent is

the TSS's ability to search with minimal use of both

processing and memory resources.

(5)

Infringement

Detection

Because the OODB patent concerns a relatively open

system, its infringement appears easy to detect.

Although

the technology in the current patent could form the entire

62The word 'possibilities' is used to remind the reader that what
is intended is not a definitive judgement on whether the features in
cjuestion are or are not novel, but whether they might prove to be.
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basis for a product (say, a search utility like the Unix

command grep), it is also a good candidate for inclusion in a
much larger program, such as a word processor, a textual
database, or an Internet browsing tool.

In such a case the

invention's code could be a small portion of the total

executable code, making it difficult to detect infringement

by examination of the object code®^, a question which is
considered in a later section.

(6)

Patent

Alternatives

While it might be difficult for a competitor to discover
this invention through reverse engineering, the patented

technique is straightforward, logical, and relatively simple,

which raises the danger that someone else may invent it
independently.
If this were maintained as an undisclosed trade secret

and the later inventor obtained a patent, then the original

inventor might be precluded from using the invention
[Kuesterl].

in general, then, trade secret seems most

63a related question is whether the patentee can legitimately

reverse-engineer the code, even for inspection purposes, since many
licenses prohibit such examination of their code. One theory which has
found occasional favor with the courts is that the federal patent laws

override,
enforced.
privilege
erode the

or preempt, the state laws under which license agreements are
[Koffsky] Failure to extend a limited reverse-engineering
to patent holders will, in this author's opinion, further
likelihood of detecting infringement, a subject which is

considered in a later section.
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appiropriate

is unavailable or not deemed to

be worth the expense,' a to^

which we shall return to late

Because the invehtive ideas found in this patent can

have many embodim^ehts, copyright protection:is likely to be
ineffectiye.^

faetor, plus the riskiness of using trade

secrets, weighs heavily in: favor of patenting as the only
feasible alternative for protecfihg this ihyenfioh.: ;

(7)

The^^^^'P^

Preferred

Embodiment

embodiment is slirewdly pfesented,

eschewing any extraneous implementation details which might
limit the scope of protections.

abstract, hsing;only figures

The embodiment provided is

structures, and sample

data to illustrate the operation of the invention.

There is

no pseudocode, much less references to any computer language.
One could even say that the specification avoids setting out
an embodiment, at least in the conventional sense of a system

wtitten in a particular language running on a particular

platform.

The language of this patent is implicitly

expansive, for any implementation which contains the core

features w;ould be an embodiment of this invention.

(8)

SCOpe

The embodiment

is general, with no

references to the syntax of any particular language.
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This

serves to maintain broad scope.

that as a practieal isiattet

For example, it might seem

would be li^

to

languages for which a compiler is available (for performance
reasohs) and which have dynamic memory allocation, such as
C++, Pascal, and Ada.
such limitation.

But the patent is careful to avoid any

There are, to be sure, references to

"pointers," but many languages have such a feature.

And in

some parts of the specification (and more important, the
claims) the word "index pointer" is used instead of

"pointer."

Thus, an embodiment in a language for which only

interpreters are available (APL comes to mind as a good
candidate) having dynamically-expandable arrays would be
within the scope of the patent.

The patent is also careful to avoid implicit limitations
on its scope.

When discussing the meaning of the (dociament,

location) tuple, for exarr^jle, the specification notes that
these two numbers may denote file and word, chapter and page,

or any other set of subdivisions which the implementor wishes
to employ.

iv.

The

Claims

The claims in this patent represent a striking effort to
ensure the patent's validity and maximize its scope.

Unlike

the OODB patent, which makes only 4 simple claims, this

patent contains 33 claims.

These claims can be sub-divided
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into 8 independent groups.

Each group begins with an

independent claim, that is, one not incorporating any
previous claims.

Some groups differ only in a few elements;

for example Claim l states that the method contains, among
others, the step of "providing a full-text index" while the
method of Claim 6 covers "a text file having a full-text
index."

Otherwise, the claims are identical.

Other groups differ grammatically, revealing a
conviction on the part of the patent's draftsman that not

only the content, but also the form of the claims affects
their scope and validity.

While this level of attention to

wording of the claims may seem overly cautious, it highlights
the fact that a software patent may be framed as a process or
a device.

Claims 14 and 15, for example, describe the same

substantive invention but differ in their phrasing.

These

claims read as follows:

14. A method of searching a text file for the occurrence
of user-selected text portions that satisfy a
user-specified condition, the text file containing a
full text index having information about the location of
all words in the text file, the system comprising:

(a) entering user-selected text portions and
user-specified conditions;
(b) defining a plurality of word terms corresponding to
the user-selected text portions and a logical
operator term corresponding to the user-specified
condition that interrelates the user-selected text

portions;
(c) constructing a plurality of indQx lists from the
full text index, said plurality of index lists
corresponding in number to said plurality of word
terms and containing a sequential listing of all
occurrences of said corresponding word term in the
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text file, starting at a first end of the text
file, and indicating the location of each
occurrence in the text file;

(d) providing an index pointer for each of said
plurality of index lists, each of said index
pointers selecting a current occurrence in each of
said plurality of index lists;

(e) evaluating said logical operator term by applying
said logical operator term to said current
occurrence in each of said plurality of index lists
for word terms interrelated by said logical

operator term, and generating a hit indicator when
said current occurrence in each of said plurality
of index lists for word terms interrelated by said

logical operator term satisfies said logical
operator term;

(f) storing said current occurrence in each of said
plurality of index lists for word terms
interrelated by said logical operator term if step
(e) generates a hit indicator; and
(g) advancing said index pointer to the next sequential
occurrence for the one of said index lists for
which said current occurrence in the text file is
at the location in the text file nearest said first

end if step (e) does not generate a hit indicator
or if said logical operator term is an OR operator
and advancing said index pointer to the next
sequential occurrence for the one of said index
lists for which said next sequential occurrence in
the text file is at the location in the text file

nearest said first end if step (e) does generate a
hit indicator.

15. A system for searching a text file for the
occurrence of user-selected text portions that satisfy a
user-specified condition, the text file containing a

full text index having information about the location of
all words in the text file, the system corrprising;
a user input allowing the user to enter the
user-selected text portions and the user-specified
condition;

a logic unit defining a plurality of word terms

corresponding to the user-selected text portions
and a logical operator term corresponding to the
user-specified condition interrelating the
user-selected text portions;

a plurality of index lists constructed from the full
text index, said plurality df index lists
^'
corresponding in nxmiber t
plurality of word
terms and containing a sequential listing of all
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occurrences of said corresponding word term in the .
text file, starting at a first end of the text
file, and indicating the location of each
occurrence in the text file;

an index pointer for each of said plurality of index
lists, each of said index pointers selecting a
current occurrence in each of said plurality of
index lists;
an analyzer evaluating said logical operator term by
applying said logical operator term to said current
occurrence in each of said plurality of index lists
for word terms interrelated by said logical
operator term, said analyzer generating a hit
indicator when said current occurrence in each of

said plurality of index lists for word terms
interrelated by said logical operator term
satisfies said logical operator term;
a storage unit associated with said logical operator
term for storing said current occurrence in each of
said plurality of index lists for word terms
interrelated by said logical operator term if said
analyzer generates a hit indicator; and
an index selector advancing said index pointer to the
next sequential occurrence for the one of said
index lists for which said current occurrence in
the text file is at the location in the text file

nearest said first end if said analysis means did
not generate a hit indicator or if said logical
Operator term is an OR,operator, and advancing said
index pointer to the next sequential occurrence for
the one of said index lists for which said next

sequential occurrence in the text file is at the
location in the text file nearest said first end if

said analysis means did generate a hit indicator.

Claims 14 and 15 make similar assertions in differing

grammatical styles which reflect the two patent categories
which are used to contain software patents.

The reader

should recall from the Introduction that the patentable
categories of subject matter are processes, machines, and
articles of manufacture.

Claim 14, which leads each section

with an action verb, can be viewed as a process version of

the invention.

Claim 15, whose subsections begin with nouns
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referring to a program module or da.ta structure, is its
counterpart presented as a machine or device.

This example

demonstrates that a software invention may be framed within a

patent as both a process and a machine; that the drafter did
so here indicates that he or she felt that there might be

some advantage to claiming both avenues of patentability.
The claims groups provide substantive as well as

linguistic alternatives in their effort to secure validity
and broad scope. While the difference between Claims 14 and
15 is one of form, other groups differ in content.

Specific

elements, such as the user input or the search tree, are

included in some groups and excluded from others.

The

following chart is provided by the author to summarize the
main differences of content between the claim groups:
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Claim Group Highlights
Group

Claims

User

input

search

n-ary

tree

tree

Boolean
search

section

pointer

Start at node
furthest from

advance

root

Index

Verb or noun

phrases

ment
1

1-5

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

verb

2

6-10

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

verb

3

11-13

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

verb

4

14

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

verb

5

15

yes.

no

no

no

yes

no

noun

6

16-20

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

noun

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

noun

alluded
to

7

21-26

alluded
to

8

27-30

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

noun

9

31-33

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

noun

Table 6 - TSS Claim Group Highlights
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From Table 6 we can see that one element which is common to

all the claims (though in differing levels of detail) is the
index-pointer advancement method discussed earlier; clearly
this algorithm is at the heart of the invention, its most
innovative and valuable feature.

Other features, such as the

user input and even the search tree, are given up in

"fallback position" claims [Stobbs]; only the index-advancing
method is retained in every claim group.

In addition to understanding the subtle aspects of

patent claims, it is important to recognize well-known
techniques when they are described in unfamiliar legal

language.

A good example of this is the means described in

Claims 24-25:

24. The system of claim 21 further including analysis
means for determining if a non-terminal node adjacent to
said selected non-terminal node has adjacent
non-terminal nodes further from said root node that have

not been analyzed by said Boolean evaluator.
25. The system of claim 24, further including a Boolean
pointer selector advancing said Boolean pointer to a
non-terminal node adjacent to said selected non-terminal
node and selecting said adjacent non-terminal node as a
new present location if said analysis means determines

that said adjacent non-terminal node has no non-terminal
node further from said root node that has not been

analyzed by said Boolean evaluator, said Boolean pointer
selector advancing said Boolean pointer to said
non-terminal node further from said root node if said

analysis means determines that said non-terminal node
further from said root node has not been analyzed by
said Boolean evaluator.

What is described here is sinply a tree traversal which uses
some means, such as a 'visited' flag, to determine which
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nodes have been processed.

The purpose of Claim 25's added

detail is to make the invention of Claim 24 more specifit

thus more likely to be upheld if challenged.

In addition to

providing an example of familiar techniques in unfamiliar
language. Claim 25 shows a high level of 'granularity' in the
claims narrowing process by adding only a small detail.

This

high-resolution narrowing is characteristic of the claims as
a whole arid further evidence of the attention to detail giveii
the drafting of this patent.

The claim groups in this patent contain a variety of
wordings, element combinations, and levels of detail,
representing a conservative drafting style which provides

many alternatives in order to maximize the likelihood that

ithe patent will be found valid if challenged.

V.

Conclusion

This patent is a single, tightly-integrated system.

It

has several inventive features which yield efficient use of

both memory and CPU time.

It could find many marketable

uses, including a stand-alone utility, a programmer's

library, or as part of an application which requires text
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j.

An
i.

Object-Oriented

Database Patent

Summary

This invention is an application development tool, a

library of routines which provide persistence to objects
created in an object-oriented programming language.

Its

primary innovation is the use of an RDBMS to store binary
images of C++ objects, in effect using the RDBMS as a

clustering system.

Patent number 5,297,279, issued to Texas

Instruments on March 22, 1994, covers a "System and Method

for Database Management Supporting Object-Oriented

Programming."

As will be shown, this patent raises the

following issues:

•

novelty - This patent is an example of using a single
novel idea plus many well-known techniques to construct
a novel invention.

The inventors use a combination of

well-known and novel techniques.

The well-known

techniques include syntactic and lexical analysis of the
invention's C++ extensions, preprocessing with cpp, and

counter-based garbage collection.

The novel technique

is the use of an RDBMS to store binary representations

of C++ objects, a simple but ingenious idea.
•

preferred

embodiment - An embodiment might be chosen

for presentation because it has theoretical superiority,
because it is easy to implement, or because it is likely
to be the most valuable in the marketplace.
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It is

argued that the preferred embodiment, a C++

impl^entation, was chosen because of commercial
considerations

the

preferred dr best mode of an i

is a subjective

judgement on the part of the inventor,

ehablihg disclbsu^

- This p^

the

details about how the preferred etribddiment was
inplemented.

implies thatr

irtiplementatioh contains a large amount of code, only the

design and novel ideas heed be eiucidated^^^ ^^m detail.
The discldsure in,this patent is largely, ab^

being

more at a design level than an implementation level.

skilied

practitioner; - At a J^ihitiu^^^ the level of

skill assiamed here is a high degree of competence with

C++, Unix utilities, and binary represehtation of

objects®^.

The C++ knowledge required includes not only

ordinatY syntax and programming,

a thorough

understanding of how object relationships (such as
inheritance and composition) are represented internally.
The Uiiix skills include lex and cpp.

Binary

representations of objects are stored in an

64As mentioned earlier, the current practice of the USPTO is to
consider the patent examiner as a skilled practitioner [GallerMsg], so
it is unlikely that the examiner of this patent had all the required
skills, since computer-science graduates are new at the uspto [Galler].
Nonetheless, it is useful to examine the idea of the skilled
practitioner in the abstract because it is one of the unstated
, /
assumptions underlying the patent.
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architecture-independent form, implying that the

implementor

how to convert the stored

representation for the irti)lementation platform.

The

practitidner must be ahld^^^ t^^^

to decompose,

store, retrieve, and re-ass#abl^

binary

undue

experimentatibn - Many important details are

omitted, such as how cycles are avoided in the garbage

cbllectiph scheme ahd hpw the binary representatipn of
objects is made a.rchitecture independbrit. : A skilled
practitioner would likely need several months to
construct this invention from the specification, which

implies that the USPTO does not consider such a time

period to be undue experimentation®^.
scope - The patent makes clear that its scope extends
to implementation in all programming languages, though

it claims only RDBMS-based object storage systems.

This

is not a major concession, because RDBMS is currently
the dominant form of database and is likely to remain so

for some years to come [Stonebraker].

The inventors

allude to a LISP (CLOS) inplementation, but provide no

details about it other than to say that it does not
require language extensions or preprocessing because the

, sBQiven the USPTC s lack of experience with software-related

■

patents, it is also possible that the examiner did not understand the
scope of the experimentation which such an itnplementation would recjuire.
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class-scheme information can be extracted from the run

time LISP system.

•

claims - The OODB's approach to claims drafting is the
opposite extreme to the TSS.

Although the invention's

implementation is complex, its claims are not.

This

minimal approach to drafting may indicate that the
inventors do not expect to earn royalties from this
patent.

•

infringement - This invention should be easy to

protect.

Its key innovation lies in utilizing a third-

party, SQL RDBMS as its storage medium.

Because a

standard RDBMS is open to inspection via SQL commands,

an infringing ODBMS could be detected without resort to

reverse-engineering.

All that is required is to look

for the type of tables and stored data which are used in
the invention.

have a structure very

different from normal RDBMS tables and would be readily
identified.

The data stored in these tables is unusual,

. highly structured, and unique to this t3f^e of invention.

ii.

Background

The thrust of the background (prior art) discussion is
that every existing OODBMS has a least one major

disadvantage.

The goal of the patented invention ('the

invention' hereafter) is to provide a system which overcomes
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the enumerated defects of the existing systems.

These

defects include:

•

failure to support the object-oriented data model

•

use of proprietary data models which are non-portable
and burdensome to leam

•

developers are 'locked in' to a single vendor's set of
development tools

•

transient objects cannot be made persistent at run-time

•

transient objects are not allowed

•

application-specific extensions are cumbersome to add

•

the available tools require the developer to work in two
or more languages

•

the developer is required to handle too many low-level
database functions

•

the OODBMS uses a relational database management system

(RDBMS) for its secondary storage in such a way that
inefficient relational decomposition and join operations

are required for storage and retrieval of objects
•

some OODBMSs which use clustered object storage use

memory pages as their unit of storage, which requires
error-prone interventions by the developer, who must
specify clustering parameters in a rigid and error-prone
manner
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This invention, then, is an OODBMS which is not subject

to any of the foregoing failings.

The patent specification,

discussed next, defines what the patent is.

But the

background s-uminary also defines the patent by stating what it
is not, in the process helping to establish novelty as
against the prior art.

In this case, the invention is an

OODBMS which has none of the failings of existing database
systems.

ill. Prior

Art

Unlike many software patents, this patent has lengthy
prior-art references.

Not only is prior art cited, but it is

also discussed at length by way of describing the
shortcomings of various object-oriented database management
systems (OODBMSs) which were,available when the patent
application was filed on May 22, 1990.

Both commercial

OODBMSs (e.g., GemStone, ObjectStore) and research products
(POSTGRES) are discussed.

iv.

The

Specification

The invention consists of four modules, each of which

plays a distinct role and operates within the layered
structure shown in Diagram 4.

Each module's disclosure

raises its own issues, so the following discussion treats
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each module's patent questions within the ex^iriation of that
'-module.;

(1) Data Definition Language Trahsiator
(DDL)

This module preprocesses C++-style class declarations

(with a few invention-specific keywords) into complex, lirikad
data structures used by the other modules.

The DDL uses the

Unix utilities cpp and lex to, in essence, cross-coitqpile the

developer^s classes into data structures and function

:

pointers which can be managed conveniently by the invention.
This step accomplishes several of the invention's stated

•

the developer can workin a single language instead of ,

separate definitibh aM ;pi:ocessihg languages
•

the developer has to learn a mnimal amount of extended,

C++ syntax to declare persistent objects and userdefined functions

•

by using Standard Unix preprocessing utilities, the
invention maintains portability by avoiding reliance on

a proprietary compiler or particular operating platform
•

the^D^

/ automatically^

the object dependencies,

persistent any component objects

which are contained within; a persistent object
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The DDL specification reveals noteworthy aspects of the
invention.

(a) Preferred

Embodiment

The first of these is the preferred embodiment, which is

an iinplementation for developers using C++.

Recalling the

earlier discussion of patent principles, an inventor is

obliged to reveal the best embodiment of which he or she is
aware.

But 'best' is a siibjective term; here the inventors

consider this best embodiment to be a C++ inclementation

instead of, say, a version for Pascal or Ada developers.

This particular form of the invention may have been chosen
because of C++'s widespread availability, its object-oriented
features (e.g., operator overloading, which is used
extensively by the DDL), or simply because this particular
embodiment is considered to have the greatest commercial
value.

Another question raised by the DDL specification is what
constitutes an 'embodiment.'

Here, implementations in

different languages ai^e seen as different embodiments.
Another inventor might have mentioned, say, that a B-tree

could be used in place of a hash table at a certain point.
This is not to say that this invention does not claim the Btree embodiment (which would likely be covered under the

Doctrine of Equivalents); the inventors probably consider
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this a trivial substitution.

But the question of different

languages as different embodiments raises the question of
exactly what has been patented.

As we shall see, the described embodiment is very C++

specific.

The CLOS inplementation is only alluded to;

whether it was coded in LISP or in C++ (assioming some

facility for calling C++ functions and methods from LISP), we
are not told.

If the former is the case, the techniques used

would have to differ considerably from those of the preferred

embodiment; for example, such data structures as pointers and
buffers {which are integral to the C++ version) would have to

be replaced by lisp data structures,

if this is indeed what

has been done, then the patent claims not only the specific

techniques of the C++ version, but also the higher-level
design of the system.

(b)

Scope

A second noteworthy aspect of the DDL relates to the

scope of the invention.

The inventors mention that their

invention has been implemented on the Common LISP Object

System (CLOS) as well as C++, and that in the former
embodiment the DDL is not required at all because the

necessary class information is present in the runtime system.

Clearly the CLOS implementation would have been a poor choice
for the specification, because there would be no reason to
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specify the DDL. But by mentionihg the GLOS impi^entation
as an alternatiye embodiment, the pabeht layS; c
einbodiments in languages which are usually interpreted (e.g.,
Smalltalk, Java—) as well as languages: which are usually

(2}

Object

Management

System

(OMS)

This module provides the application with an interface

to the database along with^related background functions.
The OMS's intefface prbvides the client application with
necessary database services, including opening and closing

the database, saving and Retrieving objects, deleting objects
from memory or storage, and controlling how objects are

logically clustered.

All of the foregoing functions are

called explicitly, but there are implicit services as well; :
when the OMS retrieves an object in response to an explicit

request, it also brings into memory any Objects which are
referenced by the retrieved object.
The OMS will automatically retrieve any object

referenced by the application which is not already in memory.

This retrieval, which is done automatically and transparently
to the application, is called an object fault and is

^^Although these languages are spoken of as being 'compiled,' they
are compiled to executable code not for the processor but for a virtual
machine. This virtual machine is itself a program Which then executes
the Smalltalk or Java program. [Gale] [Aitken]
,.
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conceptually similar to a page fault in a virtual-memory

system.

Garbage collection is automatic; an object which is

not referred to by any other object {tracked by the object's

reference counter®^) is deleted by the QMS.
Finally, a naming service is provided which allows the
developer to associate a name with a database object.

This

is convenient in the case of special objects, such as one

containing configuration information, which can be retrieved
by name instead of requiring a database search.

The QMS also

supports the grouping of objects into named sets, or
"contexts," which allows an application to manipulate
multiple data sets.

The QMS implements the following goals of the invention:

•

persistent and transient objects are supported

•

an object can be made persistent or transient at run
time

•

garbage collection is automatic

•

the QMS requires minimal attention from the programmer
(through object faulting), while at the same time

allowing him or her to control object retrieval and
storage manually, if desired

67The reference-counter method is vulnerable to cycles, which
raises the question of whether a better algorithm, such as generationscavenging, would be considered as> merely another embodiment under the
Doctrine of Equivalents.
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•

the programrner has the option of specifying how objects
are clustered, which aliows fihe tuning of database

;^

^

performance

V'

^

Novelty

The technigues of th^ OMS, such as dynamic persistence

designation, automatic garbage collection, refefenGb ^
obunting, object faulting, and flexible clustering, are all

well known. Thus the hoveity of the inyentioh must lie

j

elsewhere, but the GSiMS is essential for the invention to be a
complete system as envisioned by the inventors.

This

illustrates the principle that an invention may contain many
well"known and even trivial techniques - - the novelty may

reside in a single aspect of the invention®®:, of even in a
novel Gbrttoinatioh of well-known elements [Miller90].

•Scope

At this point one might well ask whether, if an
invention has only one novel aspect, why not patent that

aspect alone?

In fact, the inventor may obtain rnultiple;

patents based on a single innovation, as long as it is clear
that each invention is distinct and substantially different

[Miller90]. By obtaining multiple patents the inventor is

68The author's opinion is that the novel aspect of this invention
lies in its use of an RDBMS to store objects, which is described in the
discussion of the GTS module.

:
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able to expand the economic value of the discovery by using a
group of related patents to cover not only the core
innovation but also useful combinations of the innovation and
well-known elements.

A simple example will help to illustrate this point.

Suppose that B discovers a novel means for implementing a
database query language.

B might wish to patent not only

this basic discovery, but also separate inventions which

incorporate the discovery as their novel element, such as a
query optimizer, a programmer's toolkit, and an interactive
query builder.

(3) The Object Translation

System (GTS)

This module translates objects as they are moved between

memory and storage.

This is a critical section because it

presents the potential for performance problems as well as an
opportunity to overcome the failings of other OODBMSs.

One failing of some OODBMSs, discussed earlier, is that
they use a memory page as their unit of storage.

The

advantage of such a strategy is that it is straightforward
and requires no translation, since memory pages and disk
blocks are the same size.

The cost of this approach is that

storage granularity is fixed at the operating system's page
size, a value that may not provide optimal storage for an

application.

For example, a small object may occupy an
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entire page, leading to wasted space.

On the other hand, if

several objects are placed on a page, then a lock on any one
of them requires a lock on the entire page.
An alternative used by other OODBMSs is to decompose the

object into the relational model and map the object's data
members into relational data fields®^, a method which has
several advantages.

First, the data can be accessed for

queries and reports via SQL.

Second, the widespread

availability of SQL enhances the portability of this type of
OODBMS.

Third, the OODBMS can take advantage of the RDBMSs

data-management facilities, such as security, locking,

commit/abort"^®.

Finally, the RDBMS is makes efficient use of

secondary storage.

The disadvantage of mapping objects to and from an RDBMS

is reduced performance.

Clearly, some processing overhead is

required to perform the conversions.

More important,

however, is that the relational decomposition breaks a

complex object into many relational tables, producing many
non-contiguous disk reads and writes to retrieve or save an
object.

Thus the system completely forgoes the performance

69For example, patent 5,291,583 (1994) covers a method of
decortposing and storing objects specified in ASN.l (a standard object
notation) into relational tables and fields.

^o^ithough the patent is silent on this point, the use of an RDBMS
also makes internal databases, such as the naming of objects and
contexts, easy to implement.
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benefits of disk clustering,/wberein an bbject and its
dependents are stored in pbYsically contiguous locations, an
advantage not only for access but for locking as well.

The OTS, which represents a Compromise between the
extremes of memory-page clustering and RDBMS decomposition,

operates as follows: objects ate stored in an RDBMS, but in a
raw form (that is> as bytes) in a^ s

table instead of

being decomposed into multiple relational tables.

If an .

object is larger than the RDBMS's raw-byte limit, the object
is stored in multiple, sequential records in the same table/
which increases the likelihood that the object can be re

constituted with contiguous disk accesses.

Because objects are stored in an architectureindependent form, the OTS relies on an architecture flag to
translate objects into the memory representation appropriate
for the computer which is executing the application.

This

method has the advantages of confining architecture-specific
details to the OTS and making the invention platform-

independent and thus a good candidate for a heterogeneous
DBMS. ■ ■

:: -rV 'V

The OTS approach has neither the maximal performance of

the memory-page approach nor the SQL access to data of the
relational decomposition approach, but it accomplishes
several of the invention's goals:
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•

storage and retrieval of objects will generally require
contiguous disk accesses

•

no multi-table joins are required to retrieve an object

•

object locking requires only that sequential records in
a single table must be locked

•

the OTS is portable to RDBMS systems with standard SQL
implementations

•

the RDBMS stores objects efficiently

•

objects are translated in an architecture-independent
manner, which enhances portability

The OTS manages to capture most of the performance value of

memory-page ODBMSs and most Of the practical value {e.g.,
storage efficiency, portability) of RDBMS-mapped ODBMSs.

Thus it arguably manages to be superior to either approach.

(a)

Novelty

and

Non-obviousness

The OTS is novel if its method does not appear in prior
art.

It is non-obvious if a skilled practitioner would not

readily think of its approach.

These two considerations show

how the requirements of novelty and non-obviousness overlap.

It can be argued that a technique which does not appear in
prior art is, nevertheless, obvious.
On the other hand, if an innovation which was never

documented produces a substantial benefit, as the OTS does,.
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then one must ask why, if obvious, the technique was never
used before.

Thus a novel innovation which produces a

distinct benefit helps the inventor make his or her case for
non-obviousness.

The to

is bolstered if, as

heto, the innovatiye technique ©to^®^ ® large number of
academic and commercial researchers and solves a widely

recotoiz®<3 Problem.

Prior art, toich is the basis for the

novelty test, is the accumulated output of many skilled

practiti.oners.

As such, it bears ph th^^^

what is

obvious to a skilled practitioner in the abstract.

(b)

Scope

and

Preferred

•What is the scope of toe OTS?^^^ T^
question,.toati

Bmbodiment

a hypothetical

inventor X uspd the Same approach (storing

objects as raw bytes in contiguous records) with a non-SQL,
non-relatibnal Dk4S such as a Pick-type system; would it

infringe on the current invention?

;

If X's system is

"practically interchangeable" [Miller90j witt- the OTS/ then X
would be infringing under the Doctrine of Equivalents. ,X
would have tb show that there is some sighificant difference,
such as better performance, wider applicability, or easier

irtolemehtation to escape a charge of infringement'^^.

?iThis atgumtot tosumeS that the. OTS is., part of a valid patent. Of
course,
has other possible defenses. Such as showing that the patent
■is.invalid.
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Hence the choice of SQL for the OTS, like the choice of

C++ for the QMSV

merely the preferred embodiment of the

invention, not the invention itself''^.

For example, an

alternate embodiment might use the Ada programming language
and the Pick DBMS

to the invehtidn

is the innovative idea of using a standard DBMS^^ as the
clustering agent, decomposing objects only as much as is
necessary to store them in the database.

(4)

Persistent

Object

Storage

Server

This module responds to requests for object storage and

retrieval from the QMS. ■ By using a commercial RDBMS and

limiting itself to standard SQL commands (as opposed to
vendor-specific extensions), the PCS Server is able to use
many RDBMSs from many vendors as its storage vehicle.
Instead of reflecting the contents of the objects (i.e.,
their data members), the Groups Table used by the POS Server

maintains the type of data typically stored in a file system.

;

72One may consider the invention to be, the (potentially infinite)

set of all embodiments. Each embodiment is itself a set of technigues

peculiar to that particular implementation, such that two embodiments
may share some technigues.and thus overlap.

73The patent states that "In the C++ embodiment, the present
invention uses a commercially available RDBMS to store external ,

representation and external references of an independent persistent
,
object
implying that a custom DBMS or even a file system could be
used in an embodiment.
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holding such information as the object's ID, its type
information, size, and group membership.
The object's raw bytes (called its "external

representation") are maintained by the Value Table.

As the

inventors express it.

The purpose of this table is to hold sufficient

information about an independent persistent object
in order to identify it by its object ID ...,
identify the architecture of the computer hardware
in which the application and OODB were executing

when the object was saved, identify the object's
class description, identify the number of

independent persistent objects it references,
recreate the object, and install it in primary
memory.

Because the object model allows objects to be nested to

ah arbitrary degree, the POS needs a mechanism for tracking
object dependencies so that when a particular object is saved
or retrieved, all of its sub-objects can be located and
included in the transfer.

This tracking is done by the Refto

Table, which is a table of references to (hence the name)

objects by other objects.

An exainple of a group and refto

entry provided in the patent is as follows;
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Value Table Tuples
Storage
Group

Object
Number

Commit
Time

Sequence

Object

Number

size

Other
Attributes

5

External

Represen
tation

1438

654318

1

83468

[array of
bytes]

1438

654318 :

2

83468

[array of
bytes]

1438

654318

83468

[array of
bytes]

Table 7 - Value Table Tuples (OODB Table 10)

The entries shown depict the tuples for a single object.
Because the external representation of this object is too

large to be contained in a single tuple's byte array, the

object is partitioned among three tuples, whose order is
maintained by the Sequence Number field.

The corresponding Refto Table entry is given as well:

Refto Table Tuples

Storage Object Commit
Group

.■ - s-

Table

Number

Time

Se
quence
Number

Refer
enced

Refer
enced

Storage
Group

Object
Name.

Refer
enced
Commit
Time

5

1438

654318

1438

l6543:i8

1438

654318

; 2

8

3481

654318

1438

654318

;'■■ ■ 3

12

3347

654318

8 - Refto Table Tuple (OODB Table 11)

In the Refto Table, the Sequence Number field is used when an

object has more than one reference.
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This object contains one

reference to itself

as can be seen by the first entry.

The

second and third tuples indicate that it also contains

references to objects 3481 and 3347.
In effect, the POS Server behaves like a specialized

database file system.

A general-purpose file system, such as

that used by Unix, maintains basic information on each file,
including the file's physical and logical location, group
status, owner, date, size, and access permissions.
The POS Server holds similar information, plus

information necessary for an object server, such as object
type, system architecture, and references to other objects.
In addition to this explicit data the POS Server, by virtue

of using a RDBMS, 'inherits' such standard DBMS functions as

security, commit/abort, and concurrency control.

As is

evident from the foregoing example, the POS Server can be a
relatively simple module because it relies on an external
software system, the RDBMS, to do the 'hard' functions like

commit/abort and locking.

(a)

Novelty

What is novel about the POS Server is the idea of using

a RDBMS to hold not viewable data, but simply 'chopped up'
pieces of binary objects.

Instead of having to create a

74The first reference may be the invention's means for
representing the this pointer, which is required in a standard C++
implementation [Stroustmp]. See the discussion of Claim 4, infra.
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relational equivalent of each object type, as relational-

mapping OODBMSs do, the POS Server can store any collection

of objects with only three tables.
interrelationship of these tables is an essential part of the
enbodiment bf the POS S

illustrating how data

^ ;

structures are hio ilifferent from algorithms in being
proteOted parts of the invention.

Enabling

Disclosure

The patent provides considerable detail about the

inpi^ehtation of the preferred embodiment, including
intermediate representations used by the DDL, the interfaces
to the QMS, GTS, and the POS, and the structures of the

relational tables used by the POS.

Other details, such as

the lex syntax of the DDL, the SQL statements used by the
POS, and the architecture-independent byte representation of

the objects are omitted.

By examining .the two sets iiricluded

and excluded) of disclosure, we can get some idea of what is

meant by such terins as 'one skilled in the art' and 'undue
experimentation.'

(c)

Skilled

Practitioner

Here it seems that the skilled practitioner refers not

merely to a good C++ programmer but to a highly-skilled C++

prograiiraier specializing in object-oriented databases.
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Knowledge of object concepts, C++, lex, cpp, machine
representation {for architecture-independence) and SQL
databases is assumed.

Although coding an embodiment of this

invention would be far from trivial, it is considered to be a

straightforward task not requiring undue experimentation"^^.
Clearly, what is considered inventive is what we see
disclosed in the patent: the analysis of the existing art,

the design of the modules, the representations of objects in
memory and in relational tables.

V.

The

Claims

The verb 'claim' has two distinct meanings, namely,

asserting that something is true and demanding something as
one's

right [American].

In patent claims the inventor uses

both senses of the word, stating what has been invented and
asserting a right to protection.

This patent contains only four claims, which makes it

possible to present all of them here.

Claim 1 is the

broadest, reading as follows:
We claim:

1. A system for storing objects in at least one
relational database management system for retrieval
during later execution of an application program,
comprising:
an object manager;

75Again, the reader should bear in mind that this is an idealized
discussion of how the process should work. It is more likely that the

patent examiner was not familiar with the required utilities and might
not have understood how complex a task such an implementation could be.
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a persistent object storage server with a SQL interface
to said at least one relational database manager

and said object manager; and

an object translator accessible by said object manager
to generate a first buffer containing at least one
object and a second buffer containing at least one
reference from said at least one object to
additional at least one objects; said first buffer
and said second buffer interpretable by said at
least one relational database management system,

wherein said object manager passes said retrieved

objects to said object translator for use by said
application program during execution;
wherein said persistent object storage server stores
said first buffer and said second buffer into said
at least one relational database management system;
and

wherein said persistent object storage server retrieves
said first buffer and said second buffer from said
at least one relational database management system

for return to said object manager.
As we saw earlier, the DDL may or may not be present,

depending on the implementation.

As the broadest claim,

then. Claim l makes no mention of it.

This is the invention

in its most general sense, consisting of the QMS, OTS, and
of these modules to the application
and the RDBMS is shown in Diagram 4.

This claim is written in 'means plus function' form,

that is,; ianguage which states what the invention does and
how it does it [Miller90].

Simply stating the function of

the invention is not allowed; for example, merely stating

veijhere appears to be an error in Claim l, where it states that

"object manager passes said retrieved objects to said object translator
for use by said application program during execution." But the

specification states that "The application program interfaces with one
instance of QMS ... to create, manipulate, store, and retrieve
persistent objects."
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'that "the OMS retrieves objects from the POS by way of the
OTS" would indicate only the function, not the means and as

such would be rejected by the patent examiner.

Claim 1

states that a buffer is the means by which the object is held

and passed from one module to the next.

'Buffer' is a broad

term -- the buffer might be in main or cache memory; or

niight be explicitiy allocated by the programmer (as ih C) ot ;
transparently provided by the run-time system (as in
Smalltalk).
A buffer is a concrete data structure to a cortputer

scientist, who thinks of it as a block of memory allocated

for passing data between two entities.

But such a definition

of buffer is in terms of its function, that is, any program

structure used for passing data is arguably a buffer; the
mention of a buffer by itself does nothing to narrow the

claim,

what is limiting about these buffers is their

contents, the object (first buffer) plus its references to
other objects (second buffer).

Claim 1 is further limited by the recitation of a RDBMS

and a SQL interface for object storage.

As mentioned

earlier, any database (relational, network, hierarchical, or

hashed) could be used to implement the invention, but Claim l
confines itself to relational databases.

This limitation

serves to make the claim more specific, and thus more
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acceptable to the examiner [EGCRI], without significantly

diminishing tlie commercial value of the invention'^'^.
Gl^im 2 takes the narrowing step of adding the DDL;
2/
storing objects of claim 1, including:
said object translator generating said first and second
buffers by using at least one object type
: d^
of user-specifled class definitions
generated by a data definition language processor
and accessible from said object manager.
According to the specification, the DDL is not always
necessary.

Rbr the broadest claim, therefore, it should not

be included.

If Claim l should fall, however, the addition

of the DDL ma:y be enough to save the invention as it is
embodied in commonly-compi1ed (i.e., static-c1ass) languages.
Claim 2 is an example

a 'dependent' claim, because it

incorporates and thus depends on Claim l [Stobbs].
Claim 3 extends Claim l as follows:

3. The system for storing objects of claim 1, including:
said Pet
storage server stores in a first ,

table said first buffer contents using a first
object identifier as a key for the buffer, along
. with an object type, identifier, and an architecture
i^^^^
wherein said architecture identifier
indicates the architecture of the computer where

said application program is running; and
said persistent object storage server stores in a second
table said second buffer contents using a second

ject identifier as a key for the buffer.
This claim has several noteworthy features.

First, it

provides ah example of a claim which does not incorporate the

77Network and hierarchical DBMSs are generally foiind on older ;
systems [Date]. RDBMSs are by far the dominant type of commercial DBMS,
with annual, sales of $8 billion [Stonebraker].
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previotis claims a departure from the norm, in whioh claims
are ciamulative [Miller90] [Stobbs].

Because the additibnal

details of Claims 2 and 3 are in no way dependent on one

another (i.e., the DDL has no bearing on the buffer contents
and vice-versa), there is no reason to link them; in the

event of a challenge to the patent, the disallowance of one
claim will not automatically invalidate the other.

As seen in the specification, the tables used for object

storage,havd many fields, but -Claim 3^^^m
them.

three of

This strategy is aimed at potential competitors who

may try to 'invent around' the claims

listing only three fields is tb^ avoid over-sp

if

the claims are too narrow, a rival may be able to make

superficial changes and avoid a charge of infringement.^ ^ T^
choice of these three fields (object ID, object type ID, and
architecture ID) represents the inventors' view that these
fields will be the most difficult to omit for anyone wishing

to duplicate the functionality of the invention.
Glairn 4 adds pnly a single detail:
4. The system of claim 3, wherein said first object
identifier and said second object, identifier are

;

identical.

Going back to Claim l (which is the purpose of saying "said
first object identifier"), we see that the first buffer holds
one or more objects, while the second buffer holds those

iects' external object references.
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The first and second

object identifiers are identical when the object refers to
itself.

As in the details of Claim 3, this detail is

intended to make the patent difficult to evade.

Object-

oriented languages normally provide a means for an object to
refer to itself, as is seen in such reserved words as this in

C++ [Stroustrup] and self in Smalltalk [Digitalk]; to

implement these languages one needs a self-reference within
the object structure.

Here only four claims are set out, but others could

conceivably have been included.

For example, a dictionary

for associating the architecture flag with system-specific
information might have been included as a claim.

Another

possibility could claim a dictionary for storing necessary
information on the supported RDBMSs, such as the maximiam size
of a byte field.

Compared to the claims in the TSS, the claims here are
minimal, which is a possible indication that this patent was
acquired for defensive purposes.

vi.

Copyright

as

an

Alternative

Copyright alone is not likely to protect such an
invention, because any specific implementation is merely one
of many possible incarnations of the invention.

As we have

seen, the creative part of this invention is not the

programming details of a specific iirplementation, but the
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ideas

provide a solution for a recognized

vii,

Secrets

as

an

Alternative

Nor is maintaining the invention as a trade secret

likely to meet with success.

Object code is difficult to

unravel {but it can sometimes be reverse engineered and

deciphered [Gallet]), but significant portions of this .
invention lack even that protection.

Examples are the

intermediate files used by the DDL and the structure of the

RDBMS tables,; whidh can, readily;be

,

Any product which has all of the functional

characteristics of the invention will invite scrutiny.

The

application interface, doGumehtatioh> S^L interface, ■and
relational tables of a suspidipus deyice dan be easily V
examined; if these did not negate infringement, the memory

representations,used by the QMS could be inspected with
moderate effort.

Thus we see that, of;the main modes of

intellectual-property protection, patenting is the only

practical and enforceable choice for protecting this
invention.

viii.

Infringemeht

Detection

and

Trade

Secrets

The open aspects of this invention, which are likely to

make trade-secret protection ineffectii^e; m
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infringement easy to detect.

Thus we see that trade secrets

offers a form of protection which nicely complements that of
patents.

A patent whose infringement is difficult to detect is
likely to produce little revenue, while a trade secret which

is unlikely to be discovered legitimately"^® is valuable"^®.
This distinction points up one facet of software which makes
it different from much of traditional patent subject matter.

Mechanical devices can be readily disassembled and examined,

but machine code poses greater difficulty®®.

ix.

Conclusion

U.S. Patent 5,297,279 is a good example of a software

patent.

It entails two inportant emerging technologies:

object-oriented databases and heterogeneous databases.

It

offers an opportunity to observe specific examples of how

78Anyone who obtains the secret by illegitimate means, such as
industrial espionage or unauthorized disclosure by a confidant of the
secret, can be prevented from using the secret [Miller90].

7^This consideration is one of many reasons for developers to
identify potentially valuable intellectual property as early as

possible, a topic which is given greater consideration in the following
sections•

^OAlthough it is brue that some object code can be reverse. : ,
.
engineered [Galler], we shall see that there are many trends which will
make this more difficult in the future, among them larger object code,

higher-level languages, distributed applications, and optimizing
compilers.
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novelty, non-obviousness, and scope are established, how
claims are drafted, how prior art is chosen, and how much
detail must be disclosed.

One novel aspect of this invention, that of using a
RDBMS as a specialized database file system, is a simple and
clever idea.

Once revealed, it may Seem that it was obvious

all along, despite the fact that no one else had used it.
This consideration highlights the difficulty of attempting to
make objective evaluations of non-obviousness.
Returning for a moment to the sxxbject-matter debate,

this patent also provides an example of an invention which is
appropriate for patent protection, at least in the sense that
it would be difficult to protect via copyright or trade

secrets.

Once its ideas are revealed, this invention could

be implemented using many combinations of programming

language and RDBMS, so copyright would be of little use.

The

reliance of the invention on open technologies such as lex,

cpp, and third-party RDBMSs would negate the use of trade
secrets.

If this invention is to be protected at all under

current law®^, patent is the only means for doing so.

sJ-Many who argue against software patents propose that a new form
of legal protection, or sui generis protection, be created expressly for
software [Davis, R.] [Samuelson92].
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k.

A

"C"

Source-Code

Blocker

(CSB)

Patent

-Suminary''-^ '

This invention is a programmer's tool, a system for

making printed source code listin^s inq
numibar 5,307 /493, for a

readable. Patent

C' program Source Code Blocker,"

was filed on September 10, 1992 and issued on l?^ril 26, 1994
to Delmar Gusenius.

main()
int sum = 0, n;
while (n < 10) {

->2

1

1

-<-2---:- 1
<-l

i

Slim += n;

printf("%d\n", siam);

The C source code sample above 11lustrates how the
invention formats C source code listings.
bloGk is indicated by a

The start of a

that is, a dash and d

symbol used to form a right-pointing arrow, followed by an

integer showihg the uumber of program-scope levels which
precede the current block.
block is indicated by a

In similar fashion, the end of a
combination plus the nxmnber of

the block whicb terWihates on that line.

The block-begin and

block-end indicators are joined,b^ a series of '^j'' characters
in the right margin to delineate the extent of each block and
to provide a visual representation of nested blocks, as can

be seen in the way that the while-block is nested within the
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main-block.

This invention has been chosen for presentation

of the,following issues;

•

novelty - The invention's single novel feature, the
addition of numbers to the blocks to show nesting

levels, presents only a small amount of novelty over
prior art.

It therefore serves to illustrate that the

amount of improvement over prior art which is required
to satisfy the novelty requirement is very low.
•

non-obviousness - The sinplicity of the novel feature

raises th# question of n

The use of

rectangular iihes to indicate nested scope levels has
been well known at least since the 1970s, which raises

the issue of whether adding numbers to the block
indicators is non-obvious.

•

scope - It is Surprising that the patent's scope is

iimited to source code written in the "C" prograitiming
language, for its technique could be readily extended to
other block-structured languages, such as Pascal or Ada.

Moreover, only a single method of identifying blocks and

formatting the block indicators is given, which is
unusual.

Limiting the scope of the patent to "C" source

code could indicate that the patent examiner thought the
claim too brpad or, alternatively, that the inventor

sought his patent for defensive or prestige purposes.
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•:

infringement - This invention provides an example of a

patent whose infringement will be apparent.

Although

the patent specification contains implementation details

which might be embedded within a larger program (and
thus difficult to detect), the invention's useful effect
is in a particular form of output.

ii.

Background

A non-programmer reading the background discussion might
assimie that the idea of marking source code blocks is a new
one.

Like the TSS and OODB, the CSB's background statement

discusses the usefulness of the invention, which in this

instance consists of making "C" source code more readable and
maintainable.

But whereas the TSS and OODB discussed the

shortcomings of existing inventions, the CSB makes no mention
of any prior system which provides a similar capability.

ill. The

Specification

The specification is very specific, consisting of a
description of how one specific irtplementation of the CSB

accomplishes its task.

If a

character is found in a line

of soured code, the string
that line of source code.

is appended to the end of
The

is used as a marker

because it is unlikely to appear elsewhere in the file.

process is repeated for each

This

encountered, and a depth
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counter is maintained for keeping track of the scope level.
Each new

encountered causes the depth counter to be

incremented, while each new

character causes it to be

decremented.

After all of the

processed, the

and "}" characters have been

characters are replaced by integers which

correspond the depth number so that, say,

will be

replaced with ">2" if the depth counter is equal to 2 at that
point.

When the entire file has been processed in this way,

white space is added to each line of the file to ensure that

there is sufficient space to accommodate the "I" marks which
need to be placed to link the begin and end marks of the

scope indicators.

The nxmnber of "I" characters to be

appended is calculated from the scope niomber on that line.
Aside from the display of several progress messages,
such as "ARROWS ARE IN PLACE" and "HORIZONTALS ARE FINISHED",
this is the entire invention.

(1)

Novelty

The only possible source of novelty appears to be the

numbering of the scope levels.

The idea of using block

indicators to show nesting is clearly well-known.

The

specific implementation of the blocking is straightforward
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and simple almost to the point of incompleteness®^. Because
there is no discussion of prior art there is no indication of
what features of the CSB are considered to be a departure
from prior art, i.e., novel.

The first reaction which a computer professional may

experience is that source blocking is not new.

This

perception is correct; for exairple, one of the best-known
books on software development, Frederick Brooks's The

Mythical Man-Month, first published in 1975, shows listings
which are almost identical to those shown in the patent.

Other than slight differences as to how the ">" and "<"
characters are used, there are only two differences: Brooks's

examples used assembly language instead of C, and Brooks's

examples did not use niombers to indicate block nesting depth.
It appears, then, that the novelty of the CSB rests on
the use of niambers to indicate scope depth and to calculate
the number of line characters to use.

If this is in fact the

case, it serves to demonstrate that novelty has very fine

granularity, that is, a small improvement over prior art is
sufficient to satisfy the novelty requirement.

(2)

Non-obviousness

82por example, the CSB uses several ASCII characters to construct

its block indicators, but does not address errors which might arise if
those characters appeared in comments or string literals.
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I

wi

of novelty, a computer professiorial

might well consider the CSB to be obvious.

Since it has been

show that the basic idea of source-code blocking was in the

prior art, the logical conclusion is that the patent examiner
considered the scope numbering to be non-obvious as well as
novel-.'
As was shown in the discussion of the TSS, a clear,

detailed, speGificdisclpsure can help to establish a
relatively low level of skill which the skilled artisari is
presuined'to pdssess.': The lower this degree of prestamed ^
skill, the fewer are those innovations which would be

considered obvious to that hypothetical practitioher.

The CSB's specifIcation is vver^ detailed: and is specific

to the "C" programming language.

The level of Skill requirecl

to iiibl^®n,t this inyentioh from the specification is modest,

which implies that the stahdard Of skill :for the non
bbyiouSneSs test is similarly modest.

A low leySl of skill

appears to have been the standard used for the CSB.

(3)

Scope

The CSBcOntaihs very little discussion of alternate

inplemehtatiohs, which is surprising and may indicate that
the inventor had limited goals in obtaining the patent.
As was shown ih the discuss

of the TSS and the OODB,

many patent specifications take great care to mention
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alternate approaches and implementations which would be
equivalent embodiments of the invention in order to expand
the scope of the patent's protection.

contains very little such language.

The CSB, however,

First, it limits itself

to "C" source code; implementations for Ada and Pascal would
not be difficult, but no such possibilities are referred to.

Second, it describes one method of constructing the blocking
indicators, but names no other approaches which might be used
in another embodiment.

The lack of scoping language suggests that the inventor
had a limited goal, such as personal or product prestige, in
obtaining the patent.

The patent may also have been obtained

for defensive purposes, in this case to protect a single

product, which would explain why its scope is very limited.

(4)

Infringement

This invention, like the OODB, presents a good candidate

for patenting.

This is true for reasons of policy as well as

practical enforcement.

From a policy standpoint, this type

of invention is not amenable to copyright or trade secret

protection; copyright might be avoidable by using a different
implementation, choosing different syiribols to construct the
blocks, or placing the blocks on the left instead of the

right side of the code.

Trade-secret law is inapplicable
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because

i.e., the innovation is clear from

the program's output.

From a practical standpoint, this invention, like the

OODB, represents the type of patent
enforce i

should be easy to

Any product which produced similarly-blocked output

would be 'Suspect.
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1.

A

Special-Purpose Sorting

i.

Method

Patent

Summary

This invention is a sorting algorithm for use in sorting

arrays whose elements are held in two separate locations.
Patent nxjmber 5,307,493 was filed on i^ril 24, 1990 and

issued on February 1, 1994 to the Rolm Conpany.

Though not

expressly limited in any way, the invention appears to be
useful primarily in embedded software.

This invention has

been chosen for presentation of the following issues:
•

mathematical

formulas - Alone among the patents which

we: have examined, this patent uses formulas to disclose
the invention and to show its usefulness.

•

scope - The patent presents only two claims and limited
scope language, a possible indication of defensive

•

infringement - Even though it would normally be

embedded in object code, infringement of this patent
should be easy to detect because of the (likely) lowlevel implementation.

ii.

Background

The development of this invention appears to have been
motivated by a specific need, namely, that of sorting arrays
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in object code®^.

In particular, the inventors cite the need

to sort an array represented by 16-bit object code which is
stored on 8-bit PROM devices such that one set of PROMs

contains the original code's even addresses, while a second
set of PROMs contains the code's odd addresses.

The problem, then, is to be able to sort the array as if
it were in one location.

If there were ample free memory

available, the task could be easily done with existing

techniques, but the inventors needed a sorting method which
requires little or no additional memory and sorts the array
in an efficient manner.

ill. The

Specification

This specification discloses an in-place, recursive

sorting method which takes a sorted array and divides it into
two sorted sub-arrays of equal size such that the odd-indexed

elements of the original array are in the first sub-array and
the even-indexed elements of the original array are in the
second sub-array.

The two sub-arrays are left in index-

sorted order.

The purpose of the two sub-arrays is to allow 16-bit
instructions to be stored in 8-bit PROM devices.

Two PROMS

S3Although executable code must contain machine instructions, it
may contain data as well. For example, statically-allocated variables,
such as those created by use of the reserved word static in C, are
embedded in the executable code instead of being dynamically allocated
at runtime, as are other variables. [Aho] [Schildt]
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are used, so that WORD[l] can be fetched by fetching BYTE[l]
from PROM[1] and 6YTE[lJ\ f^^

bytes,

PROM[2] and combining the two

in other words, the t^o Hytes which make up a word :

will have the same offset in PROM[i] and PROM[2].

The sort

operates.as follows: ■ ■ ■ . . ■
1.

Start with an array'of size N,

a

(The array can be padded if necessary.)

2.

Split the array into equal-size sub-arrays,

such that each sub-arr^ has size 2^/2^.^
ith even-indexed element Of

element of

an

Exchange each

with the ith odd-indexed

(Note tha.t this is a simple exchalnge -

there is no comparison made between the two elements
which are exchanged.)

3.

Repeat the sort procedure recursively for

and

stopping when the size of the array to be sorted is 2.

(1)

T^^

Mathematical

Formulas

an instructive example of the use

of mathematical forumlas in patent specifications.

As was

explained in previous sections, patent applications which
contain mathematical fonmlas are subjected to special

scrutiny by the USPTO [EGCRI] and the courts [Strobos].

Notwithstanding, it was recently established that the
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presence of a formula is not necessarily cause for rejection
[Alappat].
Formulas are used to show two important characteristics
of the invention.

The first of these concerns execution time

and recursion depth, and uses 'Big-0' notation to point out

that its main procedure is called {N/2)-l times and performs

a maximum of ((LOG^N)-l)N/4) element swap operations.
The second feature of the invention is that it reaches a

maximum recursion depth of {L0G2N)-2, which makes it possible
to estimate the required stack space as

S=IPg + RAg + LVg((LOG^N)-1)
where

IP„ = Total size in bytes of the input parameters
RA„ = Total size in bytes of the main procedure's return
address

LV„ = Total size in bytes of the procedure's local
{Stack) variables.

An iit5)ortant point to notice is the role of these formulas,
which is to establish the usefulness of the invention.

The

inventions involving formulas which have proven to be nonpatentable were mathematical algorithms which solved some
problem [Strobos].

Here the formulas are allowed and they

make an important contribution to the disclosure.
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(2)

Scope

There appears to have been little attenpt to establish
broad scope for the SPSM.

Unlike the TSS and the OODB, the

SPSM contains only a few mentions of alternate embodiments,

which consist of disclosing that the odd and even locations

could be reversed, that the memory locations need not be
physically contiguous, and the starting array need not be a

power of 2.

The claims®^ are also minimal, varying only in

claiming the invention with an array whose size is an even
power of two (Claim l) and one whose size is odd (Claim 2).
C^^

patent such as the

TSS, this patent could be said to make very little effort to
extend its scope beyond the disclosed implementation.

A

possible explanation is that the patent holder does not plan
to pursue infringers, that is, the patent was sought as a

defensive measure, for prestige, or for employee recognition.

(3)

Infringement

This patent may not present insurmountable enforcement

problems.

It is argued elsewhere in this thesis that

invehtions embedded in executable code, such as the TSS, will
be difficult to protect for several reasons: optimizing

claims for this patent were s\immarized in the Introduction
to .this thesis and so are not repeated here.
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cbrnpilers re-arrange the code to siich a degree: that;reverse

engineering is thwarted, differing pfograiiiming;i st^ies ma^^^
alternate embodiments less recognizable, and the legal status

of reverse engineering is unclear.

But these considerations

might not apply here.

•

cdmpilation S Because this invention appears to be
coriGerned with

it is-;possible that

assembly language will be used/ which would inake it
easier to reverse-engineer t^® dbj©ct code.

•

legality - Because of the performance and m^bfy-iisage
characteristics, it is possible that infringing code

, could be identified by monitoring performance and memory

usage, that is, without direct examination of the
suspect executable code.
•

programming

styles - Because of the nature of embedded

systems, it may be the case that thefe are very
to code this algorithm, so that individual coding styles
will be less irrportant.

■,y m.

Conclusion

We have seen that detailed examination of patents

reveals legal, technical, and practical issues.

The software

professional who is familiar with technical issues should be
able to study a patent and identify strengths and weaknesses

in order to assess the scope and value of the patent.
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This

section has provided an example of systematic patent study
which, it is hoped, will serve the software community.

4.

Findings
a.

A

Contentious

Issue

As has been shown, the issuing of software patents has
the.computer industry in an uproar.

Programmers, patent

lawyers, scholars, and industry executives argue the case for

and against the policy of the courts and the USPTO, which
over a decade evolved from denying the patentability of
software to granting thousands of such patents every year.

It is widely acknowledged that the apparent policy

reversal by the courts caught the USPTO unprepared, with no
cadre of examiners trained in computer science, no suitable
classification scheme, and no prior-art search capability
[Clapes] [Galler] [GallerPTO].

As a result, many patents

have been issued which probably would not withstand a
challenge.

Supporters of software patents put forth the following
argxunents:

•

Patents protect small developers from having their ideas

appropriated by large companies [Heckel].
•

Systemic problems are to be expected as a new technology

is integrated into the patent system [Clapes].
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•

The problems of the legal and patent systems, such as

uncertainty, high costs, and the tendency of litigation
to favor the better-financed party, are not unique to
software patents [Hollaar].

•

Software, like other technologies, is within the ambit

of patent protection ;[Chisum86].

•

:

Without protection, develppers will have little
incentive to invest in costly research and deve1opment
■■ ■ [Clapes].

.

Those who oppose patents have tileir d^
•

The legal system favors large corporations, who can
better afford to obtain and enforce (or resist) patents
[Barton].

•

Software is different from mechanical and chemical

inventions because of its short life span -- 20 years is

much too long to protect software [Stallman94].
•

Developers who do not wish to enforce patents against
others nevertheless feel coitpelled to expend scarce

resources to acquire defensive patents®® [USPTO-SJ].
•

Software's different character is made apparent by its

copyrightabi1ity, which does not apply to other kinds of
inventions iSamuelsdn92].

SBrpiiQ Software Patent Institute has a Defensive Disclosure

Service, whose purpose is to enable developers to avoid the need for
defensive patenting. [Syrowick]
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•

A special form of intellectual property should be
created to protect software [Davis, R.].

b.

Findings

Which

Favor

Patents

Examination of four software inventions revealed that,

among the existing forms of intellectual property, the patent
is the only form which could protect the inventions.

Copyright would not be likely to effectively protect any
of the innovations.

As was shown, each invention's

innovation consists of one or two relatively simple ideas.
In each case, there are many ways in which the idea could be

iir^lemented in software.

Neither the specific design or the

coding of the inventions, the primairy elements of these

inventions which copyright would protect®®, would need to be
similar in different embodiments.

Trade-secret protection is implausible for all of the
inventions except the TSS.

As was shown, the OODB's most

innovative idea is open for inspection through the use of SQL
commands to examine the structure of the database used to

store objects.

The CSB's innovation is part of its output,

and the RMS would probably be easy to reverse-engineer.

The TSS might be adequately protected by trade secret,
for its code could be difficult to reverse engineer if

se^one of these inventions claimed interface innovations, which is
another element for which copyright offers some protection.
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embedded in a large executable file.

Its innovations, while

not as simple as those of the other inventions, might
nonetheless be independently invented (and perhaps patented
iKuesterl]) by another, for which trade secret offers no
protection.
If it is desirable to offer protection for the

innovations presented by these four inventions, neither

copyright nor trade secret presents a reliable option.
Although, as has been shown, enforceability may be difficult
{for the TSS in particular), patenting is still the only
realistic avenue currently available to protect these
technologies.

c.

Findings

Which

Reveal

Problems

With

Patents

foregoing examination has shown two types of

difficulties which patents encounter in the existing system.
These problems stem both from our analysis of programming
models as well as from our examination of specific patents.

i.

The

Patent

Model

Is

Inadequate

for

Software

The analysis of algorithms, programs, and the USPTO's

ex^ination guidelines (EGCRI) demonstrated that the EGCRl's
conception of a software invention is biased toward the
iirperative and object-oriented programming paradigms.

The

more a software invention departs from this model, the less
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easily it fits into the EGCRI's definition of a patentable
invention.

We have seen that self-modifying code,

distributed computing, adaptive methods, and rule-based

programming lend themselves less readily to the definite
steps requited by patent disclosure.

Although a great deal of software operates in a known,
predetermined fashion, software is not subject to the same
limitations as physical devices.

At the machine-instruction

level, all software is predetermined, for the computer .

hardware on which it executes is deterministic.

But it is

equally true that it is possible to create programs whose
problem-solving processes are so complex that it is

irtpossible for any person, including the inventor, to predict
the result of a given set of inputs.

This is not to say that the USPTO's guidelines are

flawed; on the contrary, they appear to be well conceived to
achieve the goals of the patent system with respect to

conventional subject matter.

This subject matter is the

products of the industrial age -- mechanical and electrical
devices, chemical processes, and the like -- which in general
lends itself to well-defined linear description.

Even when

such products contain a random element (as might a slot
machine or a chemical process), the fluctuation is normally

expected to stay within known boundaries.

The goal of the

patent system, to provide well-delineated protection for
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fully-disclosed inventions, is ill-served by forcing software
inventions to be forced into categories fashioned for an
earlier era.

ii. Software

Has

Unique

Characteristics

We have seen that software has many characteristics

which are not shared by conventional patent subject matter:
•

self-modification - Software is capable of modifying

its own ]rules of operation, that is, it may begin its

operation as one program and end it as another®^.
•

non-physicality - Software is executed by hardware,
but software itself has no physical existence.

Design

diagrams, source code, running code, and executable
files on machine-readable media are all manifestations

of the software, but hone of them captures the entire
invention.

•

no

definite

location - Software may run on one

conputer, or the software running on many coinputers at
arbitrary locations may interact to attack a problem.
In this situation what is the software, each individual

program or the collective?

s^Broadly speaking, this category encompasses not only programs
which can modify their own code, which we have examined, but also

adaptive or cognitive processes {e.g., neural networks and genetic
algorithms), which are designed to adjust themselves in an effort to
find a solution to a particular problem. This type of program is
considered in a later section.
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•,

-■ We have already seen that

blurs idea aad

software's capacity to contain or implement an idea,
such as a mathematical priuciple, has been troublesome

for courts ruling on the patentability of software ;
inventions-.

ill. Software Fits

Copyright

and Patent

Neither copyright nor patent was designed to fit
software.

The resulting confusion has made software the

first technology to be widely protected by both copyright and
patent.

Samuelson has pointed out that software's dual

nature lends itself to both copyright and patent protection, .
for source code is a written mediiun, while executable code
resembles a machine.

Copyright was traditionally limited to

"printed matter" which, by itself, was not patentable even
when the printed matter cpncerhed patentable subjects.
As with the "business metho^i'' and "mental process"

rules, there is little in the case law to explain the
reasons for and scope of the "printed matter" rule. One
reason for the "printed matter" rule may be a perception

that aithoia^i printrng Itself is :a manufacturing process

and part of the technological arts, the printed matter
itself -- and its contents, in particular -- are not "in
the technological arts," even when about the

technological arts.

A book describing

how to organize

one's work, force in a rubber curing plant most
effectively might be the product of a manufacturing
process (i.e., .the book) and it might be about a
manufacturing process, but the content of the work would
still not be the kind of manufacture or process

traditionally considered to be patentable.
Unde^rlying the "printed matter" rule may bei a
perception that printed matter is among the set of

things that are "writings" protectible by copyright law.
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not inventions in the "useful arts," and that copyright

law strikes the appropriate balance between protection
of expression and nonprotection of ideas for written
texts. This balance would be disrupted if patents were
available based on the content of the "printed matter."
^
matter" has been patented, it has

geherally been in situations in which it has been

integrated into some machine or physical structure which
then supports the patent. [Samuelson90]
Thus was a sharp line drawn between the copyrightable and the

patentable.

This differentiation is less easy with software.

It is a contention of this thesis that software blurs

the distinction between expression and structure so much that

a single sdurce code can embody both.

Good programming style

normally includes informative elements, such as comments and
well-chosen variable names, which do not affect the compiled

executable code,

it may fairly be said that programming

Style is personal to a considerable degree and contains a
component of personal expression.

On the other hand, good

coding style expresses the programmer's personal thought
processes, but it ultimate purpose is to illuminate the
structure of the program.

The EGCRI warns examiners to reject claims which cite
functions without structures:

[A] claim using means plus function limitations without
corresponding disclosure of specific structures or
materials that are not well-known fails to particularly

point out and distinctly claim the invention. For
example, if the applicant discloses only the functions
to be performed and provides no express, implied or
inherent disclosure of hardware or a combination of

hardware and software that performs the functions, the

application has not disclosed any "structure" which
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corresponds to the claiited means. Office personnel
should reject such claims under § 112, second paragraph.

But the EGCRI, goes on to state that good coding style may

reveal its stti;cture and satisfy the ciisclosure Requirement.
When a claim or part of a claim is defined in computer
program code, whether in source or object code foirmat, a

person of skill in the art must be able to ascertain the
metes and bounds of the claimed invention.

In certain

circiamstances, as where self-documenting programming
code is employed, use of programming language in a claim
would be permissible because such program source code
presents "sufficiently high-level language and
descriptive identifiers" to make it universally
understood to others in the art without the programmer
to insert a^y comments. : [egCri] [emphasis

These instructions reveal that source code can indeed embody
the structure of the software.

At the same time, it is clear

that programming style is highly individual; two programmers
Working on the same problem will normally produce two very
different solutions [Galler]. .

These observations confirm that, while software appears

to be the proper subject matter of both patent and copyright,

it can:be contained by neither; if it could, the^eV^ouid be
no need for the other.

iv.

Software

Fits

Process

and

Machine

Models

The inability of current legal models to encon®)ass

software is also evident in the patent categories applied to

it.

Just as a single piece of software may be viewed as both

copyrightable expression and patentable disclosure of
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structure, so may software inventions be seen as both process
and machine, an overlap which indicates the descriptive
weakness of the current patent model.

Described in

algorithmic terms, software is a process, a series of steps
for transforming a set of inputs to a set of outputs.

But a

program in operation more closely resembles a machine, for it
stands ready to accept inputs and convert them to the desired
outputs (or, like a machine,: it may break

: As was

shown in Claims 14 and 15: of the TSS, it is possible to frame
a software invention as process or machine.

This theoretical overlap has no precedent in patent law.

Although it possible for one invention to fit multiple patent
categories, there was still a distinction. :::
A typical [patentable] process is the chemical one, ^
which produces a compound through a series of steps that
may be embodied in a particular machine in which case
both the process and the machine may be patentable .,.
[Miller90]

^

In this example, however, the machine and the process it

carries out are still distinct.

The same machine might be

used to carry out a different process, and the process might
be carried out on a different machine.

Software, on the other hand, lends itself to no such

distinction.

Every software invention in the imperative

model may be cast as a process or a machine.

As has been

shown, there are other paradigms, such as rule-based

programming,^-^

inventions can be described by neither the
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process nor the machine model.

The fundamental problem is

that software is broader than the categories of the patent
model, which is woefully underequipped to encompass and

describe the vast range of possible software inventions.

V.

Contradiction
Engineering

Shown

by

Reverse

The dual nature of software is readily evident in the

cohtroyersy concerning reverse engineering of software.

In

conventional (i.e., non-software) technologies one has a

right to reverse-engineer products in order to learn their

secrets®®; such practices are widespread in industry [Clapes]
[Galler].

Reverse-engineering clauses (considered in greater

detail in the following section) typically accompany

commercial programs and prohibit reverse engineering of the

88in a case involving the reverse-engineering of an unpatented
boat hull [Bonito], the Supreme Court declared that

[T]he public at large remains free to discover and exploit [trade
secrets] through reverse engineering of products in the public
domain... Reverse engineering of chemical and mechanical articles
, in the public domain often leads to significant advances in
technology.

The Court went on to declare, in effect, that the inventor concerned
about reverse engineering should apply for a patent;

The competitive reality of reverse engineering may act as a spur
to the inventor, creating an incentive to develop inventions which
meet rigorous recjuirements of patentability.
In other words, for conventional technologies, reverse engineering is
not only a legitimate but also a desirable feature of the competitive
,environment.
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software®^.

If the buyer of a physical product, such as an

automobile, a plastic compound, or an integrated circuit
cannot be prohibited from examining the merchandise, why can
he or she be prohibited from examining software?
This dichotomy works to the advantage of software

vendors, who are able to claim patent protection and license

prohibitions.

In what became one of the best-known software-

patent cases to date, Stac Electronics sued Microsoft
Corporation for patent infringement.

Microsoft countered

that Stac had misappropriated trade secrets by reverse

engineering Microsoft products.

The case went to trial on

January 18, 1994.
Microsoft chairman Bill Gates testified on January 28.

At one point. Gates was asked by a Stac attorney if good
examples of reverse engineering would include buying a
toy and figuring out how it was made, chemically
analyzing ,a cookie to determine its ingredients, or
General Motors buying a Japanese car and taking it
apart. Gates agreed these were all good examples of
reverse engineering, but "I know in our industry that
type of reverse engineering is prevented." [Schulman]
More to the point, if software represents a machine,

process^®, article of manufacture, or composition of matter

89For example, the license which accompanies Apple Computer's

HyperCard 2.2 includes the following: "...you may not decompile, reverse
engineer, disassemble or otherwise reduce the Apple Software to a humanperceivable form..."

^^Though it might be argued that the purchaser of software is
receiving a license for a process, the logical assumption is that
someone licensing a process would know the particulars of that process.
In the case of software licenses, not only is one not told how the
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(the patentable categories), why shbulCi it be treated

y

differentlY from other goods which fail under those

categories?

This double standard, which regards software as

an ordinary commodity for patenting purposes but as a
confidential, non-examinable technology for reverse-

engineering purposes, is symptomatic of software's dual
nature.

Software is both u commodity and an intangible

technology whose inconsistent treatment in different legal
contexts illustrates how poorly it fits into the current
legal system.

The heart of the problem, perhaps, is the different
nature and goals of the computer industry and the patent
system.

Asserting that "[t]he models are broken!", Allen

Newell argued that the patent model was inapiplicable to
software.

The law by itself cannot fix these broken models.
models belong to computer science.

The

However, these

models are not broken for computer science's own
purposes. They are serving it just fine. Computer
science is developing into a pervasive technology,

backed up by a deepening scientific understanding, that
encompasses all information processing from the most
restricted to the most intelligent, and whether by
machines or by humans. Computer science is full of
promise and positive challenge. That the models are
good for computer science does not automatically make
them good for dealing with computers and the law. In

particular, computer science can thrive on continued'
radical change, even when we hardly understand it.

The

law has Other requirements, such as stability of
concepts over time and being able to make clear
distinctions for the sake of property rights. [Newell]

process works, one is forbidden to find out.
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d.

Enforcing

Software

Patents

Because of the inherent qualities of software, many

software patents will be difficult to enforce.

It stands to

reason that if a patent is to produce revenue, it must be

possible to detect infringement using legally-sanctioned and
cost-effective means.

For some types of invention, this task will be
relatively simple.

As has been shown, technologies such as

the level numbers in the CSB or the novel use of a RDBMS in

the OODB are easy to protect.

The CSB's novel feature is

evident in its output, while the OODB uses a type of database

which is open to inspection via SQL commands.

A third type

of invention which will be easy to protect is novel interface
methods.

In general, any patented invention whose novel features

are exposed to view or viewable by ordinary means will be
difficult to infringe upon.

Inventions exposed to view would

include novel interfaces and outputs, including outputs which
can be examined with simple tools, such as data structures,

disk formatting methods, and communication methods {which can

be examined with monitoring tools).

Novel features viewable

by ordinary means would include database schemas (as in the
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OODB) and products for which soutce code is available, such

as programmer's libraries^^.
In contrast, if the invention is likely to appear as

compiled executable code, the patent holder's task is more
complex.

In this regard, the TSS provides an example of an

invention which will be more difficult to protect.

The

patent holder may come to suspect that a product is
infringing by observing externally-visible features,

obtaining proof will likely require reverse engineering the
suspect product's object code.

This task presents problems for certain kinds of
inventions for several reasons:

•

legality - As we have seen, reverse engineering is
prohibited by standard software licenses.

•

compiled

code - Even if the code represents

intentional infringement, reverse engineering may not be
sufficient to confirm this because of complexity

introduced by compilation.
•

programming

diversity - If the infringement is

inadvertent, the embodiment created by a different

programmer (possibly using a different paradigm) poses
identification problems.

siThe reader who is wondering why an infringer would include
source code should remember that the infringement may be inadvertent,
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•

practical

difficulty - Custom or limited-market

software is unlikely to oome yto tlie patent holder's
■ . attention..

In spite of these problems, patents provide effectlire
protection for certain tipes of software iiaventions. ;

1/

The Problen> of Reverse Engliieeriiig

In the context of this'discussion, r&verse ^i^jjieeMng :
refers to the examination of a software product by ai^
available means, typically a decompiler, debugger,

disasseiribler, or similar tool for the pnrposeot finding Out :
how the product was created [Remer] pr what technologies it
embodies [Samuelson94].

This investigatiOh is hostile in^t

sensethat the product's creator has not sanctioned the

reverse engineering effort®^.
Reverse engineering in conventional industrial

technoiogy is usually undertaken by competitors [Clapes].
But such efforts in the software industry are also initiated

by developers who simply wish to write software which will be
compatible with a product whose interface is not public.

Reverse engineering for compatibility was the issue in
the StaGSIeeferonics case mentioned earlier.

Stac wanted to

, .92ln software,/engineering,"
reverse engineering is also; V;
nsed to refer to tlie use of. tools to examine the workings of one's own.;

code, typically legacy code for which the source code is unavailable;or
whose source code is poorly documented. [Waters]
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use part of the unpublished interface for MS-DOS in the
operation of its data-compression program.

In order to

discover how the MS-DOS loader worked, Stac used a commercial

debugging tool to examine the operation of the MS-DOS
executable.

Microsoft was able to convince the trial jury

that Stac's reverse engineering amounted to theft of
Microsoft's trade secret (the undocimiented interface) even

though Microsoft had condoned such activity [Schulman] and,
in any event, discovery of trade secrets by reverse

engineering has traditionally been considered fair play®^
[Remer].

ii.

Reverse

Engineering

Conipiled

Code

Besides the potential size of the suspect product, there
are other factors which complicate the detection of

infringing code.

If the suspect product is commercially

available to the public (as opposed to custom software) then
it is likely that the object code will be highly optimized.
There are dozens and perhaps hundreds of known code

^^Tlie reader should note that reverse engineering for

interoperability has been a difficult issue for some time. European
countries have established,an exception to copyright which allows
software developers to reverse engineer for compatibility purposes

[Clapes]. Reverse engineering for patent-enforcement purposes is largely
uncharted territory as of this writing, bUt there is some case support
to the effect that federal patent policy will pre-empt (a legal term

meaning overrule or take precedence) state laws (under which license
agreements are enforced) if state law conflicts with the goals of the
patent system [Koffsky]. Presumably, detecting infringement will be
considered a legitimate goal.
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transformations which may be performed by an optimizing
cortpiler; these transformations re-arrange, substitute, or

even eliminate the original code.

The result is so

dissimilar to the source code that in many cases it is

impossible even to step through optimized code with a
symbolic debugger (an exercise which would be useful for
examining suspect code). [Aho]

This inability is telling,

because a source-code debugger is a tool which maintains a
correspondence between source-level statements and machinelevel instructions.

Although there are products which attempt to de-compile

Object code into high-level-language (HLL) representation,
they suffer not only from optimization but from other
problems as well.

Library routines are usually bound to the

application code, making it difficult to isolate the

application code.

Even worse, library routines may contain

code produced by an assembler, code which has no HLL
representation. [Cifuentes]

Even where a decompiler is able

to construct a source-level representation, the decompiler
must assign its own names to variables and procedures, for

these are lost in the compilation process, as are comments®^

may also be impossible to determine from the executable what
high-level language was used to write the code. For example, the
TopSpeed line of compilers use a common code generator for all TopSpeed
compilers, which include C, C++, Ada, and Modula-2. Modules written in
one TopSpeed language can be linked to modules written in other

llan^ages without any special code (such as call formats). [Jensen]
The executables are in a common format which does not depend on the
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[Cifuentes].

Even with a decompiler or disassembler,

deciphering the result is a daunting task^® [Schulman].

ill. Inadvertent

Infringement

The foregoing discussion assximes that the infringement
is deliberate and follows the structure of the preferred

embodiment.

When the infringer is simply unaware of the

patent, however, detection is potentially much more
difficult.

The problem is that the embodiment chosen by an

inadvertent infringer is likely to be very different from the
preferred erribodiment.

This is due to the divergent nature of

programming, which is described by Bernard Galler as follows:

/

Experience has shown that people working independently
to/create computer programs have so many ways to

organize the solutions to their problems, to design the
interface, and to select the specific machine
instructions to be executed that even among a large

number of programmers it is highly unlikely that one
will find more than the most superficial similarities
between the work of any two of them who have worked
independently. [Galler]

An independently-created embodiment may be quite

difficult to recognize.

When searching an executable file

for infringing code, the investigator must look for some

'signature,' the essential features of the patented

source- lauguage;, [Syck]

of reverse engineering in a given situation

depends, on the nature of the individual code, the compiler used to
..geherate the. code, and the availability.of specialized software tools.
.[Samuelson94i.
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invention.

Because the investigator cannot anticipate all

possible embodiments, this signature will serve to identify

only a subset of the:possible embodiments.

programmer

who has been charged with the task of understanding' someone
else's code knows that, another prbgraJntner will •use styles: and;

;techhiquss; which seem peculiar or evsil\bizarre v To t^^^

identify ah indepen<aently-implemented invention embedded in
compiled, linked, and bptiinized object code, is an uncertain
endeavor at best.

Different programming styles are not the only problem
with independently-created embodiments.

As has been shown,

there are many different programming paradigms.

A programmer

who is accustomed to the imperative paradigm will have

difficulty recognizing an embodiment of an invention which is
created with a different paradigm, for paradigms represent

not only different ways of programming but alternate modes
for formalizing the problem [Budd].

iv.

Automated

Inadvertent

Infringement

Yet another challenge to patent holders may come from
the artificial intelligence (AI). community.

AI research

includes many different kinds of systems which generate
software automatically from some manifestation of the

problem.

This type of software production raises the

possibility that infringing code will be generated.
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Some systems generate designs or code from some

statement of the problem, such as a graphical representation

[Beguelin], or a set of logic statements representing the
problem, as well as many other techniques [Lowry].
elicit the outlines of the problem from the user.

Others
One

researcher in the area of automated software generation for
oil-well logging describes the approach as follows:
One strategy for solving the software problem is to try
to remove it completely through automation, that is, to
build an automatic programming system [which] interacts
with the user in natural terms, makes all the
Implementation decisions, and produces robust and
efficient software. [Barstow] [emphasis added]

Another class of problem-solving systems uses what are

called cognitive strategies.

These include neural networks,

which are based on models of brain functions, and genetic
algorithms, which are designed to simulate mutation and
natural selection to find sets of rules or operations which

solve a given problem.

These approaches to program

generation use a set of automatic techniques to adapt the
program to fit the problem.

Systems such as these would be capable of producing
infringing software, depending on their interactions with the
user, their reaction to the problem, or both.

Detection of

any infringement, however, would be unlikely because the
software would be custom-generated for that particular user.
What's more, the infringing embodiment would probably have a
structure quite unlike hand-crafted code and thus be
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difficult to recognize.

Finally, there is the question of

who is the infringer: the user who presented the problem or
the developer who created the adaptive system?

V.

Custom

Software

Custom software, or programs written to a single
customer's specifications, presents a problem of access for

the patent holder who wishes to protect his or her invention.
Our discussion of infringement thus far has contained the
implicit assumption that the patent holder has access to the
software, that is, that he or she is able to form a suspicion

(by learning of the software's features or observing its
behavior) and that he or she has access to the information

(e.g., displays, outputs, source or object code) necessary to
confirm or disprove infringement.

But in the case of custom-

written software, the patent holder has little opportunity to
leam of the existence, much less the characteristics, of the
program.

This may seem to be a self-evident observation, but it

is important because a great deal of the software market is

based on this type of product^®.

Any developer considering

96For example, software companies in city of Bangalore, India earn
several hundred million dollars per year almost entirely in custom
software (new development and maintenance) [Rapaport], with anecdotal
evidence that intellectual-property rights are widely ignored [Kurian].
There are many other, offshore centers of,software development.throughout
the developing world [Yourdon].
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different methods of intellectual-property protection must

consider the likely coiranercial uses of his or her invention^'^
An invention which is useful in mass-inarket programs is less

likely to have infringement go undetected than one whose
primary application would be in custom programs.

good example of software which should be maintained as a trade
secret is program-trading applications. This type of software, which

makes buy and sell recommendations for financial trading, is a factor of
increasing importance in market movements [Kelly].

Although some

programmers have advocated patenting such software [Glazier], it seems
more likely that disclosing the trading strategy {as one would be
recjuired for a patent) would dilute the value of the software, which
presumably depends on predicting market movements before they occur.
What's more, because traders could use the patent disclosure tq ,
write custom software for in-house use, infringement would be almost
impossible to detect. Traders in countries which do not recognize U.S.
software patents could use the technology with impunity.
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5

A

Proposal

for

Change

the current paterit^^s^

inadequate to encompass software in all its forrns. . while

this inadequacy is widely acknowledged [USPTO-SJ], opinions
diverge on the question of what, if any, changes are needed
in the current system.

The purpose of this section is to set

forth and examine a recent prdposal for change.

This proposal (referred to hereaftef as the sdkr)/
conceived by Paula Samuelson, Randall Davis, Mitchell Kapor,
and Jerome Reichman (referred to hereafter as Samuelson et

al), advocates a special form of intellectual property for

computer software [Samuelson94] [SamuelsonSS].

The main

goals of their scheme are:

•

mass-market

focus - The SDKR is primarily concerned

with mass-market software.

•

market

^

^

preservation - The SDKR aims to foster

software innovation by prohibiting conduct which the
authors believe causes "market failure," the term which

Samuelson et al apply to legal rules which provide too
much or too little protection.
•

clear

set

of

rules - Samuelson et al contend that the

current legal regime hinders the market because it is
uncertain and constantly changing.
•

market

forces - Samuelson et al also argue that

software developers must currently make decisions based
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on legal considerations, while their plan would shift
;
•

the\ ert^hasis tp ■ liia
market-based

.

prbtection

term - The SDKR would

provide legal protection on the basis of software-

product'life cycles, a period likel^r tp bs^m

shorter

than the protection period currently provided by patents
and copyrights.

•

behavioral

foctts -v The\SDKR would protect program

behavipr instead of the underl:^ing mechanism for
vachieviiig that behavior, v--:- ' 
•

innovation

protbctlpii '- The SDKR would protect

'innovation,'which is defined as a lesser degree of

originality than the inventiveness required by patent
vflaw.'

''.bverview ■
T^^

a sui generis proposal, which in th^^

of intellectual-prpperty law refers to a special form of
protection which is custom-tailored to a specific kind of
product [Samuelson92].

One example of sui generis

intellectual property is the Semiconductor Chip Protection
Act (SCPA) of 1984 [USC37-902], which is important to our
discussion because Samuelson et al cite it as a model for the
SDKR.
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The SCPA protects semiconductor masks (the stencils used

to manufacture the layouts of the chip's layers) for a period
of ten years.

Before the SPCA was enacted, semiconductors

had been considered too functional for copyright but not

always patentable due to lack of novelty and other
considerations [Miller90] [Samuelson94].

The SPCA contains

the following provisions:

automatic

effectiveness - Like copyright, SPCA

protection accrues automatically^®.

The rationale for

this is the short product life cycle of semiconductors,
which is often shorter than the 2-to-4 years required to
obtain a patent.

•

originality

requirement - Protection does not extend

to designs which are common in the industry; in other
words, protection requires that the chip's design have
some originality, a requirement which is analogous to

(but more easily satisfied than) the patent requirement
of novelty.

reverse

engineering

allowed - Others may reverse

engineer the chip and use the knowledge thus gained in
their own semiconductors provided the new semiconductor

meets the originality requirement.

98protection begins with commercial exploitation or registration
of the semiconductor, whichever comes first. If protection accrues from
commercial exploitation, the owner must register the semiconductor
within 2 years in order to obtain the full 10-year protection.
[MillerOO]
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Thus the SCPA creates a hybrid form of inteliectual property
which eontains elements of both patent; and copyright.

The

SpKR incdrporates the SCPA's requirements Of automatic
effectiveness and priginality, but Samiielson et al are less

certain about the issue of reverse engineering.

''■■Reverse;'.:' Engineering^- ::;'; ' 
As was shown previdusiy, reverse engineering is a
problem which reveals a: contradiction in the current scheme

of protection for software.

For example, it is not clear

that a patent holder has the right to reverse engineer a

competitor's software to establish pateht infringement®^.
Thus reverse engineering is emblematic of the inadequacy of

the present combination of copyrights, patents, and trade

secrets in;protecting software.
The SdkR's uncertainty over reverse engineering, on. the

Other hand, illustra:tes th® p3L^iis which Samuelson et al have
taken to shape the SDKR'spiotection to fit the product.

As

an argument against allowing, reverse engineering they note
that producing a physical software product is both easy and

cheap.

In other words, there are few production costs

involved in manufacturing diskettes and user manuals.

,

, 99This was one,of: the issues in Stac v. Microsoft; Stac sued for

patent infringement, whereupon Microsoft countersued, claiming that
Stac's reverse engineering of MS-DOS was illegal. tSGhulman]; ;
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Because most of software development's cost lies in the

creation of the code, it follows that most of the production

technology is represented in the product which is sold to the
public.

In contrast, argue Samuelson et al, much of the value of
other industrial products lies in knowing how to produce

high-quality goods inexpensively.

This knowledge is not

present in the end product and can be maintained as a trade
secret.

This contention leads to the conclusion that a right

to reverse engineer is justified in the context of physical

goods, but that it is potentially destructive when applied to
software.

In favor of reverse engineering, Samuelson et al observe
that the processes of compilation and optimization remove a

great deal of information about the software's design.
Although they predict that reverse-engineering software will
improve, they also admit that optimization technology will
improve as well.

The result is they favor a right to reverse

engineer, but note that this right would need periodic re
evaluation.

The discussion of reverse engineering illuminates the

thinking behind the SDKR.
•

Samuelson et al are non-dogmatic and admit that some
questions are difficult.
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•

The SDKR weighs the economics of software development

(e.g., the distribution of production costs) in its
design.
•

The SDKR is based on an appraisal of existing software

technology (e.g., the ability of optimization to
scramble code versus the ability of reverse-engineering
software to re-construct it).

In stark contrast to the current system of copyrights,
patents, and trade secrets, all of which were developed long
before software appeared, the SDKR attempts to fashion a new

regime for software which considers not only the technology
itself but also the realities of the software market.

c.

The

SDKR

Kodel

of

Software

The heart of the SDKR is its conception of what is
valuable (and therefore worthy of protection) about software..
One aspect of this value is the software's behavior, or 'look

and feel.'

Once a program is successful, a competitor can

create a 'clone,' a program which operates in precisely the

same way, relatively easily.

The original product, the

creation of which entailed design costs and market risk^°°,

lOOMarket risk refers to the possibility that a product will fail
to find public acceptance. A clone developer will (presumably) choose to
clone a successful product, that is, a product which has been proven to
have a market. Thus the clone developer assumes very little market
risk. :
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must be sold at a higher price than the clone, which places
it at a competitive disadvantage.

Although they cite user-interface clones in their
examples, the Samuelson et al make it clear that 'behavior'
means internal as well as external behavior:

[E]very sensible program behaves. This is true even
though the program has neither a user interface, nor any
other behavior evident,to the user.

When someone sends

electronic mail, for example, she will interact with a
program that initiates transmission of the mail. This
program hands the message off to a sequence of other
programs that see to its delivery in a manner that is
invisible to the user. The transmission programs have
neither user interfaces nor visible behavior.

Nonetheless, each behaves in ways important to the user.
[Samuelson94]

By this definition every program has behavior.

For some

programs, such as the electronic mail programs given as
examples, correct behavior is all that is needed.

Programs

which are used by humans, however, derive additional value
from the organization of their behaviors into what Samuelson
et al call a "conceptual metaphor."

Although programs are texts and their texts can be
valuable, the most important property of programs is
their behavior (i.e., the set of results brought about
when program instructions are executed). Also valuable
is the industrial design responsible for producing
behavior and the conceptual metaphors that give behavior
coherence. [Samuelson94]

In their most basic form, these metaphors draw on familiar

objects in the physical world to provide a comprehensible
framework for the functions of the software.
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Programs often create a new conception of the tasks they
accomplish by providing a metaphor for engaging in the
task. The metaphor often enables the creation of new
kinds of objects that behave in interesting ways,
thereby bringing about a new, synthetic reality, which
we term a "virtuality." One of the best known of these
metaphors is the word processor. Word processing
programs use the conceptual metaphor of paper to provide
users with the illusion that they are working with paper
(what we might call "virtual paper"). Yet they also
extend the concept of paper because word processing
paper can do some things that ordinary paper cannot. On
ordinary paper, insertions or deletions of text can be
difficult and messy. On word processing paper, the old
text obligingly moves over to make room for the new
words or closes ranks to fill in a gap left by a
deletion. [Samuelson94]

The SDKR's conceptual metaphor is created by virtual

recreations of objects^°^ from the physical world; a word
processor is a virtual typewriter, a spreadsheet is a virtual
ledger, and so forth.

This idea of software views the

computer as a simulation machine and is closer to the essence

of software than the patent model.

As Alan Kay has expressed

it,

I

the computer a car to be driven or an essay to be

written? Most of the confusion comes from trying to
resolve the question at this level. The protean nature
of the computer is such that it can act like a machine

or like a language to be shaped and exploited. It is a
mediiim that can dynamically simulate the details of any
other medium, including media that cannot exist physi
cally. It is not a tool, although it can act like many

lOiEven when there is no physical object to simulate, one still
finds conceptual metaphors. One example is object-oriented programming,
which allows program structures to more closely resemble the objects
they model. If the program object is, say, a circle, then the circle
object is a virtual circle, capable of simulating some of the behavior
of a circle, such as displaying itself or changing its properties (e.g.,
radius, color).
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tools.

It is the first metamediiam, and as such it has

degrees of freedom for representation and expression
never before encountered and as yet barely investigated.
[Kay]

In the SDKR model, then, the most valuable intellectual

property is the software's behavior and metaphor.

This idea

incorporates both copyright's protection of expression and
patent's protection of innovative ideas (again,,as with
patents, the SDKR requires that the idea be reduced to a
definite form).

d.

Critique

of

the SDKR

Model

As we saw earlier, the USPTO conceives of software as a
process or a machine.

Under either conception, the software

is viewed as a step-by-step process in keeping with Knuth's
definition of the algorithm.

As was shown earlier, this

model is too narrow to describe many programming paradigms
and problem-solving modalities.
The SDKR model is a radical departure from the

algorithmic model used by the USPTO.

Instead of examining

how the software operates internally, the SDKR examines what

the software does externalTy, that is, how it, behaves.

Whereas a patent prevents others from duplicating an
operational strategy, the SDKR prevents others from
duplicating a behavioral strategy.
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Such a model is certainly broader than the imperative,

algorithmic model of software currently used by the USPTO.
It is broad enough to embrace the non-imperative modes of
computing discussed earlier, which include the functional and

declarative paradigms, 4GLs, distributed computing, and

cognitive systems (e.g., neural networks and genetic
algorithms).

Instead of Knuth's step-by-step definition of algorithm,
the SDKR uses a concept which is closer to the definition

given by Allen Newell, who said that "Computer science takes
an algorithm to be any specification that determines the
behavior of a system." [Newell]

In the SDKR, protection is

granted to any behavior which meets the standard for
innovation,

in other words, whatever the computer can be

made to do is within the SDKR definition and is potentially
protectable.

•

Such a definition has several advantages:

including

all

software - Because the SDKR defines

protectable software as any implementable behavior, its
model encompasses not only all existing software, but
also modes of software creation which have not yet been
invented.

•

encouraging

innovation - The SDKR model attempts to

isolate the most valuable aspect of software for

protection in order to encourage innovation.
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•

^

m

and

expression - We have seen that

separating software ideas from their expressions has
been difficult for the courts in both patent and

copyright cases.

The SDKR solves this difficulty by

treating the idea as the expression, that is, the
developer establishes a claim to the behavior by

creating an implementation^®^.
•

detecting

infringement - Because the SDKR focuses

primarily on overt software behavior, infringement is
more easily detected than it is under patent law.

T^

of the SDKR's definition of software also

has disadvantages, however; one of the most important has to

do with network effects. As was shown earlier, network
effects refers to the difficulty of overturning an
established standard.

In Lotus v. Borland [Borland], Borland

offered a spreadsheet, Quattro Pro, which had its own monk
but which also offered a Lotus-compatible menu.

Borland

argued that it had to offer Lotus conpatibility in order to

I02patent law does not require a working implementation, only that
the invention be specifically described.
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be able to compete^^^.

The SDKR would have prevented Borland

from using the Lotus interface^^^.
By preventing any cloning for compatibility, the SDKR
appears to entrench the advantages of network effects even
more firmly than the current legal regime.

For example,

IBM's OS/2, an operating system for the Intel line of
processors, offers compatibility modes which emulate
Microsoft's MS-DOS and Windows 3-1/ allowing users to run

software written for those operating environments under OS/2-.
Offering this type of compatibility appears to be the type of
behavior which the SDKR Seeks to prevent.

Thus a new

operating system for Intel-based personal computers would not
be allowed to offer compatiblity with existing products and

lo^Borland lost this issue in the trial court [Borland-DC], but
won on appeal [Borland-CAl [BOrland-SC], so the argument may have found
favor with the Supreme Court justices who voted to affirm the Court of

Appeals decision in favor of Borland. The Court of Appeals had found
Borland's argument persuasive, for it stated that:
Under Lotuses theory, if a, user uses several different programs,

her or she must learn how to perform the.same operation in a
different way for each program used .... We find this absurd ....
We think that forcing the user to cause the computer to perform
the same operation in a different way ignores Cohgressts direction
in §102(b) that "methods of operation" are not copyrightable. .
[Borland-CA]

iQ^Samuelson et al refer frequently to the Lotus cases in their
arguments.

While the SDKR would have protected Lotus 1-2-3, it would

have provided much less ^idance tLn, s

Stac v. Microsoft. This might

lead the reader to suspect that the SDKR was influenced by .Lotus's
specific legal problems. (Mitchell Kapbr, the founder of Lotus, is one
6f the authors of the SDKR.)
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would have tp establish ijbs own market, something only large
competitors would have the resphrces ho aqccttplish,/
The SDKR alleviates the monopply pptent.ial Of such a
scenario in two ways;

;• :

;

short prptectiLon :W

Samuelsbn et al believe that

a protection period between 2 and 5 years long wPuld. be
appropriate under their scheme, which is much Shorter
:

tte

•

similarity

(20 years) or copyright (75 years).

cri

- There are several faptors: used

in judging whether one product infringes another under
thp SDKR; these criteria weigh the amount of cloning,
the difficulty of the cloning, and the intended Jmrket
of the cloned product:

hat is similar enough to precipitate market
failurews? we have developed a metric baSed on three
properties; 1) what was cloned (the extent and
significance of the behavior and design overlap); 2) how
it was created; and 31 the prpximity of the second
comer's product and market. [Spmuelspn96]

By this standard, Quattro Pro would likely be found to

infringe Lotus 1-2-3's behavior; although it had its own

menu, once the Lotus compatibility mode was chosen, its
operation was identical to that of Lotus 1-2-3.

Furthermore,

Quattro Pro was created by studying Lotus 1-2-3 and was
intended to compete in the same market.

;

If Quattro Pro were

105HMarket failure" is the term which Samuelson et al apply to

,.

instances of cloning, for, as shown earlier, the cloner is able to offer
identical goods without the cost burdens of development and market risk.
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only somewhat similar or had been intended for a different
ftiarket in which there was no implementation of Lotus 1-2-3,

then Quattro Pro might not be found to infringe under the
SDKR scheme.

serves to show that the SDKR would not be

rigid or absolute; like copyright and patent law, it would
contain an area in which subjective judgements would be

applied.

Where it differs from copyright and patent law,

however, is in applying standards which are designed

specifically for the software industry instead of standards
which were established long before the appearance of
software.

e.

Summary

The SDKR is neither complete nor perfect as a substitute
for the current system of copyrights, patents, and trade

secrets.

For exaitple, one shortcoming of the SDKR is

apparent on its face,

that it is not intended to

apply to custom software.

In addition, it has been shown

that Samiieison et al have not developed a clear position on
reverse engineering.

Finally, behavior is a vague concept

which would need considerable interpretation in order to

become a P»redictable legal concept^®®.

I06por example, does interpreting a particular language constitute
behavior? in 1990, Ashton-Tate, the developer of dBase ill, sued Fox ,,
software, /Claimihg- (among other things) that copyright prevented Fox
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In spite of these deficiencies, the SDKR has much to
recommend it:

•

technical

consistency - The SDKR's view of software

is consistent with the that of software developers.

If

enacted into law, the SDKR would make the legal
protection of software easier to understand, apply, and
predict.
•

market

recognition - The duration of protection,

concept of value, and criteria for infringement reflect
both the technical and market realities of software

development.

This increases the likelihood that the

SDKR can be a means for channeling market forces

productively, which is the primary goal of intellectual-

property law^°'^.
•

unified

scheme - Software is currently covered by

patchwork consisting of copyrights, patents, and trade

secrets; sometimes these overlap^®®, while at other times

from selling a product which interpreted dBase's programming language.
Because the case was settled, this particular issue was never resolved
[Clapes], but one wonders how it would fare under the SDKR.

lOTiphere is another policy, not stated in the Constitution or the
patent statutes but often expressed by commentators, that the inventor
has a natural right to the fruits of his or her creativity [Miller90].
This goal would also be served by the SDKR.

loSDuring the discussion of the patent model it was shown that a
single program source listing could be both copyrighted and constitute
patent disclosure under the EGCRI.
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none of them is acieguate to cover the product^®®.

The

SDKR would merge copyright and patent protection into a
single, coherent system.

The SDKR is an important intellectual accomplishment and a
major contribution to the software-patent debate.

Although

further scrutiny and questioning may reveal flaws, any
proposal for changes in the current law must take the SDKR
into account.

iO9B0fore enactment of the SCPA, some semiconductors could not be
protected by copyright, patent, or trade secret. [Miller90]
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6.

Recommendations

for

Software

Developers

What is proposed in this section is a framework which

developers can use to integrate patents into their existing
activities.

Software vendors are the parties most directly affected

by software patents.

Some will find patents to be valuable

business assets, while others will be the target of

infringement suits.

Patents, like other business variables,

present opportunity for profit as well as risk of loss;

prudence requires that software companies strive to maximize
the former and minimize the latter.

Regardless of whether he

or she approves of software patents, their potential must be
considered by any developer embarking on new research or
development.

a.

Patents

and

the

Software

Process

Adjusting the software-engineering process to include
patents need not entail great expense or effort; as has been
shown, the tasks involved in conducting patent-oriented
research largely parallel the software-development stages.
But in addition to the technical activities surrounding the

actual development, the business research which accompanies
product development should also recognize patents as a
factor.

It was shown,that many software engineering tasks

have a patent component or counterpart.
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In the same manner.

managers must examine marketing, product strategy, risk
analysis, and other areas to determine whether patent

strategy has a role to play.

following table illustrates

how patent factors parallel and interact with other business
Considerations in new product analysis.

Comparison of Business Considerations: Software
Development and Patentable Research
Software Development

market

Patentable Research

market

analysis - What is

analysis - What is

the market and profit
potential for the proposed
development?

the additional revenue

marketing - How will the
product be marketed?

marketing - Will a patent
be a marketing asset?

marketing - How can the

marketing - Will a patent

company's image be enhanced?

portfolio enhance the
company's imag'e?

accounting - Track

accounting - Track

development costs for tax

patenting costs for tax
benefits against general
income, licensing revenues

potential if this invention
is patented (e.g., monopoly
value, licensing)?

benefits against income

generated by software sales
risk

risk analysis - what are
the risks of obtaining a
patent (e.g., giving up
secrets for a patent which is
impractical to enforce)?

analysis - What are

the business risks (e.g.,
liability, competition,
infringement) of uhdertaking
this project?
risk analysis - What are
the risks of failing to
undertake this project (e.g.,
loss of market share)?

product

strategy - Does
this product strengthen our
other products?

risk analysis - What are
the risks of failing to
obtain a patent (e.g., a
competitor patents the
technology)?

patent strategy - Does this
patent strengthen our other
patents?
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Comparison of Business Considerations: Software
Development and Patentable Research
product

strategy - What

patent

products are we competing
against?

strategy - What

patents exist or are pending
in this area?

finance - Will patents
improve the company's stock
price or help in obtaining
venture capital?

finance - How can the

company obtain capital?

security - What can be done
to ensure the safety of
confidential company

intellectual property 
What can be done to protect
the company's research and

information?

innovation?

Table 9 - Corrparison of Business Considerations: Software
Development and Patentable Research

b.

Infringement

Risk

Analysis

Part of the developer's patent-related analysis involves

assessing the risk that a proposed product will infringe an
existing patent.

i.

Minimizing

Patent

Risk

Conducting a patent search for every algorithm,
interface, and data structure in a product might be

prohibitively expensive, particulary for a small developer^^°.
To make matters worse, a search may fail to uncover an

applicable patent, or there may be relevant patents pending.
Fortunately, there are inexpensive steps which can be taken

to reduce the risk of infringing a patent.

n°One estimate places the cost of a prior-art search as high as
$25,000 [Zahralddin], as much as the cost of a patent [Alberg].
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•

docuxQent

the

sources

of

algorithms - When

algorithms or other techniques are taken or adapted from

published sources, the source and its date should be
recorded^^^ to establish that the information was in the
available prior art.

•

defensive publishing - making the technplogy pubiic
places it into the fund of prior art, thus making it
unpatentable by anyone who applies for a patent after

the publication.
•

documentation

This can be done inexpensively^^^.
disclosure ^ The essence of many

patentable technologies, such as the core innovation of
the OODB, can be explained in a few pages.

Including

such information in the user's manual places the

techni^e in the public domain.
•

make

source

code

available - Prograiraner's tools,

such as Class libraries, often offer source code as a
Standard or extra-cost option [Krimsly].

Offering

, . liiAt the very least, the source, should appear as a comment in the
code. Tracking sources is one of many instances in which a re-use
librarian or team can prove valuable. [Rotella]

ii2There exists at least one database, to which developers may

submit information, specifically for locating software prior art
[GallerPTO]. Other inexpensive avenues for publication include
conference proceedings, ACM Special Interest Groups, and the World wide
web. Obtaining copyrights on interfaces, source code, and design

diagrams iS another another way to establish dates of invention
[Bennett].
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source code is another way to make the technology public.
•

defensive

patenting - Many companies which object to

software patents in general obtain them nonetheless, in

order to defend themselves from infringement suits^^^.
•

contingency

planning - A developer who infringes a

patent and is forced to cease using a particular
technique will probably find that his or her greatest
loss comes from having to re-code part of the

application [Samuelson90].

If this risk is discovered

during development, the code in question should be
modularized and isolated so that it can be replaced more
easily if necessary.

If there appears to be a patent which would be infringed
by the product, the developer has several options, among
them:

•

ignore

the

patent - This is a high-risk strategy,

especially if the developer is discovered by the patent

holder to have knowingly infringed [Miller90].
•

obtain

a

license - The patent holder may be willing to

license the technology for an acceptable fee.

This may

save development costs if the owner shares research,
source code, etc. with the developer.

iiapor- example, at the USPTO's ptiblic hearings on computer-related,
patents in 1994, representatives from Oracle, Autodesk, Prudential
Insurance, and others testified to this strategy [USPTO-SJ].
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•

bbtaiin

favorable

opinion - An opinion from a patent

attorney that the product will not infringe the patent,
or that the patent in question is invalid, is a valuable
asset.
•

The attorney may be mistaken, however.

circumvent

the

patent - Attempt to'invent around'

the patent; docum

of such efforts can be used as

Evidence to counter a charge of infringement [Laurie].

ii. Maxiiniizing

Patent

Potential

The developer who wishes to acquire patents as part of
his or her business strategy should take steps to ensure that

funds allocated to patenting achieve the greatest possible
return,

in order tord^^^ this, the developer needs to follow a

software engineering process.

In addition to the many other

benefits of such a methodology [Smoliar], it has been shown
here that the process of preparing patentable inventions

closely parallels the software-engineering process.

In addition to integrating patent development with
software engineering, the developer should consider the
following actions:
•

engineering

notebooks - Treat all research and

development as having patent potential.
\ ■ and w^^

•

develop a

Maintain signed

notebooks. [Perspectives]

patent strategy - Consider how your patents

can relate to and reinforce each other.
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(An analogy can

^ ;b

groups whicli interoperate and

support each other, such as Microsoft's Office.)

Consider fencing^^"^ strategies.
deposit

prel

research - The USPTO has

recently instituted a deposit program which can help
inventors to establish priority [USPTO
monitor

competitors - Establish a database of

cortpetitors' patents and patent applications in the U.S.

and abroiad [Mberg].

recognize

Study these patents for new ideas

employees - Many companies recognize and/or

reward employees who contribute to patenting [Alberg] or
generate new ideas [Remer].
create a

patent position - Larger developers should

consider making at least one person responsible for
identifying and coordinating patentable research.

Use

of a patent professional in this role could help to
lower the cost of patent acquisition,
search

for

infringers - Identify and monitor

competitors and products for possible infringement.

patent practice, fencing-in (also called bracketing
[Clapes]) refers to the practice of blocking a competitor by patenting

itnprpvements on the competitor's invention, which can force the
Fencing-out denotes the

competitor into a cross-licensing arrangement.

patenting of inferior alternatives to one's own patent so that
competitors will be unable to circumvent the patent. [Bennett]
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publicize

patents - Use the company's patents to

enhance the public perception of the company and its
,115 ^

7.

Conclusion

This thesis has provided an overview and analysis of

software patents from the point of view of the computer

science prdfessional.

This treatment has included the

Overview - An introduction to intellectual property,

patehts, and the history of and:debate QVer software

;

patents, which were shown; to be of great importance to
the software industry.
Software

and Patent

Models - An analysis of the

nature of algorithms as a model for software and
software patents,

it was shown that this model is

inadeguate to describei ; many types of software and so, by
extension, is the patent model likewise inadequate,

petaiied

patent Analyses ^ Several individual patents

wdre ;.ex^ined to provide the developer with a guide fdr
studying software patents, both their technical: content

liBpor example, in a May, 1996 speech meant to bolster confidence,
,in.the-future of Apple Computer among investors, developers, and
consumers, Apple.CEG Gilbert Amelio stated that;
Apple is the company that made complex technology simple. ...
Last year this company was No.l in software patents ... We've
, still got more fire in the belly. [Pitta]
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itself and the issues raised by that technical content
and its presentation.

•

Conclusions - From the analyses of the preceding

sections, inferences were drawn to show that, while

patents offer the best available protection for many
types of software invention, they are unlikely to

protect others effectively.

Software is poorly suited

to the categories of intellectual property which are
maintained in copyrights and patents.
Recommendations - Practical suggestions were offered for

the software developer, whether he or she wishes to obtain
patent protection or simply avoid problems caused by the
patents of others.
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